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Introduction 
Stephen Conn* 
Narrative Report 
I was invited to spend five weeks in Australia in order to 
1/ 
visit Aboriginal settlements in the Northern Territory- and offer 
practical advice regarding initiatives which might be taken in 
response to a Parliamentary reference to the Law Reform Commission 
of Australia to ascertain: 
A. Whether, and in what manner, existing courts deal­
ing with criminal charges against Aborigines should
be empowered to apply Aboriginal customary law and
practices in trial and punishment of Aborigines.
B. To what extent Aboriginal communities should have
the power to apply their customary law and prac­
tices in the punishment and rehabilitation of Abo­
rigines; and
C. Other related matter.
The Law Reform Commission had conducted extensive and lengthy 
field studies of Aboriginal customary law in Western Australia, 
Queensland and the Northern Territory. It had also drawn upon 
several anthropologists, experts in Aboriginal culture and in 
legal anthropology, among them Nancy Williams, Diane Bell and 
3/ 
W. Stanner.-
In addition, staff researchers had reviewed several extant 
experiments in integration of Aboriginal law ways and Australian 
law. Darwin Magistrate George Galvin employed clan represent·­
atives in Pt. Keats as lay assessors to advise him on sentencing 
of youthful offenders. Alice Magistrates Barrette and Towers 
consulted settlement councils for the same purpose at Papunya, 
Yuendumu, Herrnannsburg and Hooker Creek. 
Magistrate Tom Pauling had consulted with the Garma Council, 
a traditional council, at Yirrkala and had been prepared to name 
clan heads as justices of the peace until advised against it by 
local leadership and by H. C. Coombs, a leading advocate of re-
_4/ 
form of Aboriginal policy. -
Other reforms in the territorial delivery of justice services 
were underway during my visit. At the police level, the Northern 
Territory had embarked on an expansion of police presence into 
ex-government settlements and missions. A police aide program 
for Aboriginals had been designed and implemented. 
Aboriginal Legal Aide had for about five years deployed 
Aboriginal field officers as interpreters and as investigators in 
Aboriginal communities. 
At the supreme court level, new court decisions had articu­
lated operating procedures for interrogation of Aboriginal pris­
oners which involved the use of a "prisoner's friend, " a second 
Aboriginal person to interpret for the defendant and to put the 
�/ 
defendant at ease. 
Finally, several legislative reforms had some present or 
prospective impact on the issue addressed by t�e Law Reform Com­
mission. First, public drunkenness and vagrancy statutes had 
been replaced in practice by protective custody, a provision 
which allowed police to take into short-term custody inebriated 
persons who in the opinion of the officer posed a danger to them­
selves or the community. Second, new territorial liquor legis-
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lation allowed communities to ban liquor or to limit its use in 
the settlements to specific persons or to specific times and places. 
Finally, another piece of territorial legislation provided that 
community councils could make ordinances to further enforcement of 
territorial liquor laws. 
Separate Native courts existed under the aegis of the Abo­
riginal Affairs Department of Queensland, courts not unlike law 
and order courts on many American Indian reservations. New Guinea 
had developed custom courts attractive to many European Australians 
because of their prior involvement in New Guinea. 
Serving as a backdrop to ongoing experimentation, reform and 
research in the field are unresolved issues which have great 
bearing on domestic law and order and the role of custom and law 
in small settlements. Chief among these is the ultimate legal 
authority of rural Aboriginal groups over land occupied by them 
since prehistoric times. The issue of land rights is the one to 
which Aboriginal groups are addressing paramount attention. The 
relationship of this issue to law and order or disputing issues 
and the role of custom stems from the importance of being on one's 
own land to social ordering generally in traditional Aboriginal 
communities. 
Therefore, it was necessary for me not only to formulate new 
proposals, but also to understand and evaluate current, projected 
and near-recent experiments already underway. It was also neces­
sary for me to have some basic understanding of the land rights 
phenomenon. 
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Finally, and most importantly, it was necessary for me to 
learn something of the legal history of Aboriginals and the present 
day, daily experience of Aboriginals with law. 
After preliminary discussions, I requested of Commissioner DeBelle 
that my field work focus upon an examination of the factors which 
result in the intervention of the Australian criminal investigation 
system and factors which result in prosecution together with a 
discussion of means whereby the interface between the Australian 
legal system and the Aboriginal legal system can be screened or 
brokered. 
I chose this relatively narrower focus upon the interplay 
between custom and law and further narrowed my examination of the 
Australian legal process to what is termed the summary justice 
(non-felonious) level. This excluded from examination the role 
of the territorial supreme court because the Australian legal 
process is experienced more generally by Aborigines through the 
work of police and magistrates. Both normal and experimental 
activity by police and magistrates were considered. 
The physical presence and daily decisions made by Australian 
police and magistrates establish the context in which reforms 
must be implemented. One cannot evaluate the actual or potential 
role of customary law outside of the context of real life experi­
ence with Western law, both present and historical experience. 
From th�t experience, both positive and negative, emerges 
realistic assessments by Aboriginals as to the future role of 
customary law. From that same experience a researcher may predict 
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the probable response of legal bureaucracies to reforms articulated 
at the parliamentary level. 
The Field Investigation and Its Results 
Six Aboriginal communities were visited. These were Papunya, 
Areyonga and Haast Bluff near Alice Springs; Beswick and Banyilli 
near Katherine and Yirrkala near Nhulunbuy. 
These communities were selected because they present a variety 
of size, history and, most important, their relationships with 
Western law. All of these communities differ from outstations, 
small groups of Aboriginals who have returned .to the land and iso­
lated themselves somewhat from problems in settlements and towns, 
and again from fringe camps situated on the margins of white 
Australian towns. 
In each case, the settlements studied were within relatively 
easy or very easy driving distance from white towns. Put another 
way, access to towns by persons who choose to visit them is pos­
sible and movement of people between towns and settlements occurs 
with some frequency. So, inevitably, do settlement people experi­
ence Western law both in the town and in.the settlement. 
Resident police stations exist in Papunya, but not in Areyonga 
and Haast Bluff. The former is an ex-government reserve of about 
700 people; the latter are smaller settlements of 200 and 150 
respectively. Haast Bluff is a cattlestation. 
Yirrkala people look to Nhulunbuy for police service, about 
17 kilometers away. They also look to Nhulunbuy for town attrac­
tions, including liquor. 
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Beswick is 70 miles from Katherine and Banyilli is 30 miles 
6/ 
from that highway town.-
I had planned to visit other settlements designated by the 
Law Reform Commission. However, complications arose. Maningrida 
residents banned outside visitors during election week in the 
territory. A rain storm made the trip by either road or air to 
Yuendumu impossible. 
I traveled to each settlement (with the exception of Yirrkala) 
in the company of an Aboriginal person who had long established 
relationships with the settlement. 
The Relevance to the Reference on Customary Law of Western 
Legal Activity 
The reference on customary law arose out of several distinct 
debates that related ultimately not only to customary law as it 
operates in isolation from the Western law system, but to the 
posture of Western law in settlements as it deals with occurrences 
of customary law and with new problems which threatened customary 
social organization. 
Overview: The Context of Reform 
In Australia, as in other countries whose legal systems owe 
much to British common law tradition, the ultimate relevance of 
indigenous law is being tested by the introduction of the modern 
law system. 
The situation is one of legal pluralism. That is, more than 
one legal process is at work in the same environment at the same 
time. 
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What exists presently in Australia's outback is what legal 
scholar Marc Galanter terms a colonial legal situation: 
The colonial legal situation . . .  stands midway 
between those systems where official law is reflective 
of and well integrated with, popular law because it 
has been precipitated out of that law (or because it 
has completely absorbed and digested local law); and 
those where it is reflective of [or] well intearated 
with folkways because no remote official law has ever 
differentiated.itself institutionally from folk or 
popular law (1968:84). 
The intentions of modern law systems with respect to custom 
vary among societies and within societies. ·The implantation of 
Soviet law in Muslim Central Asia is often cited for use of im­
posed modern law as an instrument of domination and manipulation 
"all in one direction" (Kidder, in Bruman and Harrell-Bond 1979: 
29 2) . 
But even where, as in the case of the British in India, an 
attempt was made to employ judiciously local customs and religous 
laws to determine the outcome of cases, scholars have observed 
that customs and their meanings were transformed in the process. 
As Kidder (1979:294) notes: 
Both systems disrupted indigenous culture. British at­
tempts to preserve Indian customs actually transformed 
them into supports for new patterns of social domination 
. . . . Because customs and religious laws had never 
before been enforced by a "rationalized," "unified," 
record-keeping judiciary, they had operated as flexible 
guidelines for social control rather than as rigid laws 
Using custom as grounds for adjudicated deci­
sions, the British lent support to caste-determined 
patterns of social, economic, and political dominance. 
Seeking clear definitions of local custom and law, ad­
ministrators and judges came to rely on interpretations 
given them by Brahmins whose literacy and familiarity· 
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with ancient scripture gave them an authoritative image 
in the eyes of the British. Whoever could master the 
routines of court could thus gain advantage over those 
who had less mastery. The populace reacted to this sit­
uation by developing schemes to fool judges, bribe court 
officials, falsify documents and testimony, and infil­
trate court positions so that "the law" could be manipu­
lated from within. The pursuit of privilege became a 
court-centered preoccupation for millions of villagers 
who could not (or wouid not) rely any longer on indig­
enous processes. 
Thus the British, despite their stated intentions, 
actually altered the meanings of many customs, particu­
larly those related to patterns of dominance. They 
reified customarily vague indigenous norms and tried to 
pin down the exact stratificational consequences of those 
norms. 
As Kidder describes it, the process of "imposition of law" 
upon indigenous populations has in recent days been characterized 
in several ways. Anthropologist Paul Bohannon speaks of the 
selective transformation of custom into law as "double institu­
tionalization" and Diamond describes the same process as "canni-
balism of custom by law, 11 (with) 11 law as a deliberate 
device of the ruling elite to absorb customary practices of sub­
ordinate groups and dissolve these autonomous groups so that they 
may serve the interests of the elite" (Kidder on Diamond, 299) . 
What has been overlooked until recently except by a minority_ 
of scholars (e.g., Galanter 1968 and Kidder 1979) is that the 
dynamics of integration of law and customary law depend princ� 
ipally upon interaction of powerful elements of both the dominant 
and indigenous societies. 
Manipulation of law and custom occur on the part of both 
sides, legal agents and indigenous consumers. New forms of legal 
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process result from this exchange. 
Marc Galanter emphasizes that traditional notions of legal­
ity and methods of change "persist at a sub-legal level- e.·g. in 
the area of activities [in India] protected by the doctrine of 
'caste autonomy', in the form of accepted deviance, and in arrange­
ments to endeavor to ignore the law. " Further, that the: 
[M]odern legal system may provide new possibilities for
operating within traditional society. Official law can
be used not only to ·evade traditional restrictions, but 
to enforce them . . Traditional society is not pas­
sively regulated by the modern system; it uses the sys­
tem for its own ends. Traditional interests and group­
ing now find expression in litigation, in pressure­
group activity and through voluntary organization (1968: 
8 3 ) • 
Interaction in Australia 
The field trip experience demonstrated many concrete instances 
of ongoing manipulation of the Western legal process in the "name 
of integration of Aboriginal custom" by agents of the territorial 
legal system. There were also examples of countermanipulation of 
the process by clients to the system. 
Settlement police explained their patterns of 
arrests as being directed against "crimes against European cul­
ture. " This meant empirical enforcement of laws against Abo­
riginals when they violated European codes of behavior prevalent 
in Australia and damaged or stole property of European settlers. 
Violence by Aboriginals against Aboriginals on the settlements 
J./ 
was often excused in the name of cultural difference. · The collab-
oration with elders by sentencing magistrates resulted in penalties 
imposed against offenders which would not have been imposed against 
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Europeans. Thus exile, public beatings and bush camps, fixtures 
of traditional customary law, came to be validated as sanctions of 
the Western legal process by police and magistrates. 
In the mining town of Nhulunbuy, extra-legal arrangments were 
made with the Walkabout Hotel, with the blessing of the police and 
magistrates, to restrict the purchase and use of grog among Abo-
riginals to a public bar. The package store prohibited the sale 
2/ 
of fortified wine to Aboriginals. 
On the Aboriginal side of the equation, indigenous people have 
discovered that Western deviance on their part is readily explained 
10/ 
as the product of intoxication. Persons have learned from experi-
ence that there will be little or no difference between the punish­
ment meted out for nonviolent drunken behavior (protective custody) 
and more serious offenses (suspended sentences after serving time 
on estreated bail). They have learned that one can avoid (at 
least temporarily) the sentence imposed by a magistrate by failing 
to appear on a court date and, further, that promises to change 
one's behavior as a condition of a suspended sentence can be 
broken. 
Where police or defense attorneys decide to stand by as 
individuals are chastised, beaten or speared, the immediate impact 
is to validate a sanction of Aboriginal law as a de facto matter 
whether or not that sanction is legitimated in Australia law. One 
can, of course, avoid a reaction by Australian law entirely by 
meting out traditional punishments in places isolated from 
Europeans. 
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Modes of interaction, manipulation and countermanipulation 
are already characteristic of the interplay of Western and Abo­
riginal law. 
It appears then that whether or not reforms are generated by 
the customary law reference , the legal process that addresses 
Aboriginal persons will be redefined as it is implemented in the 
name of cultural sensitivity. Decisions will be made which are 
rationalized as being culturally appropriate by persons who may or 
may not be able to assess fully their cultural implications. 
It should be expected,therefore,that reforms which flow from 
the customary law reference will also be manipulated by agents of 
Australian law (whoever they may be) and consumers of Australian 
law. It is important then to delineate reforms which appear more 
likely to be manipulated in ways constructive to both Aboriginal 
groups and individuals and to the larger territorial system. For 
this to occur, options available to Aboriginal individuals in the 
Western legal process should not be foreclosed in the name of 
cultural separatism or cultural difference. 
Individual Aboriginals may choose to cast their lot and 
identify with tribal units or to pursue legal remedies available 
in the Western legal process to aggrieved minorities. 
Because then custom and law interact through a decision 
making process, the reforms outlined below will focus on decision 
making, pockets of legal authority and new and old roles in the 
process rather than on formalization of customary norms. Options 
now available to participants in the territorial-customary legal 
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process will be expanded through these reforms; options will not 
be withdrawn or restricted. 
Further, it is anticipated that the reforms will serve as a 
basis for further manipulation of the process by participants 
(manipulation which may be termed experimentation). At least as 
critical as any reform postulated is field experimentation and 
evaluation. An evaluation scheme should be part of any reform 
proposed to the Parliament or the territory. 
Law reforms which attempt to relate law to custom are, if 
nothing else, full of surprises. 
Should then further reform be generated? Given the history 
of failure of modern legal systems to incorporate customary 
process as living law without transforming its meaning in the 
process, is the mandate of the reference useful or feasible of 
accomplishment? 
To answer these questions, one must consider the problem 
from a different perspective; what Edmond Cahn termed "a 
consumer's perspective. " What do indigenous people seem to want 
from the law processes in their midst? The answers seem to be 
these: 
1. Aboriginals want effective legal responses from any
quarter that deal with drinking problems by adult males and 
petrol sniffing by juveniles, problems associated with ex­
government and ex-mission settlements where residents now have 
relatively easy access to towns and motor vehicles. Although 
police and magistrate activity have increased in these settle-
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ments, following the problems from the towns to the settlements, 
this police and magistrate activity has not successfully dealt 
with these problems. 
2. Aboriginals appear to want to understand, collaborate
and guide Australian legal activity as it deals with their own 
group's problems. Opportunities to collaborate have been limited. 
3. New problems are destructive of both traditional social
organization and social life within "new" Aboriginal communities 
as they now exist as rural Australian communities. 
4. Western legal service, that is, Western policing, Western
judging, Western lawgiving and Western correctional activity has, 
according to all participants in the system, lawgivers and con­
sumers, failed to adequately treat problems associated with 
drinking. 
5. Aboriginals desire appropriate responses by Western law
to matters not easily interpreted or understood by Western legal 
agents. They desire to continue and expand their own approaches 
within the context of legal pluralism. 
6. Finally, Western legal agents want to understand Abo­
riginal law and relate Western law to Aboriginal tradition. 
What emerges then is neither a call for a return to customary 
law to deal with a broad spectrum of new and old problems, nor a 
call for total domination of the environment by Western law. What 
is desired is a balanced collaboration between both systems. 
How then can ongoing collaboration between Western legal 
agents- and Aboriginal communities be achieved? Put another way, 
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ho.v can coexistence between a responsive Western system and a 
responsive customary system be achieved? 
The reference speaks to integration of the two systems by 
formalization of custom in the context of Western criminal law 
or delegation of authority to Aboriginal bodies to mete out 
justice in their own terms. Yet, we have seen that integration 
of custom for the purpose of preserving it has the nearly inevi­
table effect of transforming the meaning of those aspects of the 
Aboriginal law which have been integrated in ways rarely antici­
pated by reformers. Further, separation of customary process 
into custom courts has its own history of failure primarily 
because the vehicles so established prove too inflexible to deal 
with new problems and the changing social reality of indigenous 
peoples. In the American and African experiences, culture courts 
are also often employed to deny to indigenous people rights 
11/ 
afforded all persons under the national legal system. 
Should then the reference be pursued? 
The reference should be pursued from a different perspective. 
Both Australian and Aboriginal law should be recognized as capable 
of functional adaptation. The terms on which that change is 
directed should be toward the solution of social problems and not 
toward the preservation of a particular legal approach. 
Thus, on the Western side, adaptations of institutions and 
roles should occur, as they always have occurred, to provide due 
process of law and to protect rights of citizens in unusual envi­
ronments. Aboriginal communities are unusual in several respects, 
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but they are hardly the first new communities to confront Western 
law. The issue becomes one of appropriate adaptation of Western 
legal process in order to allow it to function in a manner true 
to its own ideological prerequisites in an impoverished, small 
rural community where (1) resident candidates for law positions 
typical to urban, European settlements are not available, (2) a 
second legal culture prevails, and (3) where Western law is not en-
tirely trusted as supportive of Aboriginal rights. 
Experiments such as the lay assessor project at Pt. Keats 
should be evaluated, the�not on their cultural integrity but ac­
cording to their capacity to make sentencing reflect the needs 
and resources of this Aboriginal community as a component of the 
larger Australian society. 
Customary Law and Legal Development 
The role of a customary law process can be viewed from a 
developmental perspective. It appears that on a world scale, 
consumers of Western justice systems are asking of modern state 
systems that they provide either a forum or aut.rientication for dispute 
processing among citizens, or that they lower the barriers to access 
and reduce the cost of participation in the official legal 
g; 
process. 
Multi-door courts, as Frank Sanders of Harvard charac-
terizes them, include forums in which personalized and not trans­
actional or bureaucratic disputes (such as debt collection) can 
be dealt with in lengthy deliberative sessions. Lay persons 
(e. g. , mediators, arbitrators or lay judges) figure in many of 
these forums. So also do the processes of mediation and arbi-
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tration since each is voluntary and neither is bound by either 
nomative rules of law or evidentiary or procedural requirements 
of court. 
Thus, from a Western perspective, the reference is but one 
request typical of many to direct modern legal process toward 
problems and approaches to problems more likely of successful 
results in small, rural, face-to-face communities. 
Further Consideration of the Problem as an Aspect of Planning 
Legal planners are concerned with creation and implantation 
of machinery in developing, non-Western environments and urban 
neighborhoods, machine:ry that is appropriate to the cultural pre­
conceptions of local residents as well as the resources of these 
places. This is often capsulized in Schumacher 's credo: Small is 
beautiful. 
This sarre notion -- that cheap, efficient, practical devices 
for solving developmental problems are more likely to work and 
satisfy consumers -- has been carried over from the realm of eco-
nomic development to the realm of governmental services. Health 
care, for example, has benefited in many countries by training 
and deployment of village health �ides and in the delivery of 
other social services. 
Western legal history confirms that small, rural places often 
managed to resolve their legal problems with legal machinery less 
complex than machinery necessary to urban environments. 
What processes and roles, then, may we draw from either 
Western legal experience or from Aboriginal legal experience 
which are suitable to the needs of Aboriginal-Australian citizens 
in their rural settlements? 
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Western legal history includes active roles by non­
professionals as police, judges and corrections officers where 
13/ 
professionals are unavailable or inappropriate. - Aboriginal legal 
history includes documented accounts of clan leaders and councils 
or clan leaders who deal with deviance by group members. 
What reform of the Australian rural justice system implies, 
then, is continuation of adaptation of Western and Aboriginal laws 
to new environmental situations. The special challenge confront­
ing Australians and many other societies (including Alaska) is to 
move from greater bureaucratization, professionalization and com­
plexity to less complicated involvement of rural citizens in the 
justice process as some balance is struck between professionalism 
and more simplified (but effective) activity in villages by local 
residents in the name of the official justice system. 
This balance is difficult to achieve because it challenges 
legal professionals to reconsider their own roles in legal envi­
ronments and to delegate authority to or share authority with 
non-professionals. 
While difficult to achieve, balanced coordination between 
professional and local justice systems has proven in Alaska and 
elsewhere to be the only possible way to achieve a working legal 
system capable of dealing with serious and less serious problems 
on a daily basis in ways which respect both state law and 
customary law. 
The mandate of the reference on customary law must be 
addressed,then, from the standpoint of its impact on problem 
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solving by both Western legal process and rural Aboriginal con­
stituencies. Formalization of customary process is not, then, an 
end but a means to an end. 
Thus, experiments now underway and ones proposed to Austra-
14/ 
lians by H. c. Coombs or others must have as their objective 
rational and successful resolution of social problems by means 
of the justice process. Field decisions by Western legal offi­
cials such as police and judicial experiments explained or ration­
alized as experiments in integration of custom with law must stand 
and fall on more than their ritualized or symbolic evocation of 
Aboriginal custom. 
If we recognize as a preliminary matter that Aboriginal 
customary process will be transformed by integration with Western 
law, we can no longer justify the end result of such " integration" 
by arguing that the Western legal decision now is in accord with 
the inner logic of customary law. 
Instead we must consider the impact of this transformed 
process on daily problems which confront Aboriginals and on West­
ern legal rights due and owing Aboriginals. Further, we should 
consider the impact of such integration on the ongoing viability 
of the traditional social organization that sets standards for 
behavior among members of Aboriginal. groups. 
While a minority of problems discovered by the Law Reform 
Commission stern from the operation of the customary law process 
(e.g. , "double punishment") most problems stem from failure of 
traditional social organization to control behavior of adults 
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and young people. Clearly then Aboriginal groups must be assisted 
in reasserting standards of good behavior. 
Local Justice and State Justice: The Quest for a Balance 
in the Northern Territory and Alaska 
The Territory and Alaska are legal domains in which, by fits 
and starts, Western legal officials and members of indigenous 
cultures have attempted to establish working relationships between 
state and local law useful to the local and territorial popula­
tions. They both encompass immense geographical areas, non-Native 
laws and Native villages. 
In Alaska nearly 200 villages combine both official and un­
official legal activity with official and unofficial state service 
by police, lawyers, judges and corrections officers. The relation­
ship is somet.im-2s formally arranged, but more usually developed 
15/ 
by circumstance and individuals. -
A typical local law arrangement in Alaska until recent years 
has been a village council (a framework not unlike the Australian 
missionary council) imposed by Western teachers and missionaries 
but then filled with Eskimo customary approaches and directed 
toward Eskimo customary ends. 
An early secondary fixture of the council process was an 
Eskimo policeman, locally hired and fired. He would act as 
messenger for the council and bring persons before it. He would 
also contain drunks, chase children home at curfew and shoot dogs 
when they became a health problem. 
The council handled less serious problems by warnings, 
negotiation, and on occasion by fines and jail sentences in 
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villages of 300-500 persons. 
Serious matters, matters which resulted in injury to victims, 
16/ 
were reported to the trooper, stationed in a distant town.-
Thus, intervention by the trooper was keyed to two factors. 
First, someone would notify him in appropriate cases. Second, he 
would be capable of an efficient and flexible response. For 
example, he would sometimes leave the offender in the village to 
be dealt with by the council. 
Where trooper response was reliable and where the trooper con­
sulted with the council upon his arrival, the balance between 
state law and local law was achieved. 
If the council-trooper phase was the first phase of the 
relationship between Western and local law in Alaska villages, 
it was followed by a recent period that was, if anything, more 
complex and that challenged the balance between local and state 
law. 
The Western system became more modern and more independent 
of the Eskimo village system. Trooper advice expanded, but 
trooper visits occurred on the volition of troopers and not at 
council request. Consultation with the council did not neces­
sarily occur. Although a variety of social factors created in­
creasing problems in villages, it was not necessarily the case 
that the troopers would or could respond when requested. 
The further sophistication of the system had other results. 
Magistrates (or justices of the peace) were appointed in villages 
to handle minor problems. While they could handle effectively 
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many problems, ranges of sublegal matters which required lengthy 
negotiation and deliberation were not handled by magistrates. 
17/ 
Magistrates thus displared, but did not replace the councils.-
In another realm, offenders who were removed from the villages 
by the trooper began to reappear shortly thereafter. Release on 
bail and payment for transportation have left the impression upon 
Eskimo communities that persons arrested for violence would return 
before tempers cooled and before the victim had returned from the 
18/ 
hospital. -
Comparison With Australia's Northern Territory 
As in Alaska, there appears to be a long-term recognition that 
some collaborative relationship between territorial law and local 
law is useful and important to everyone. 
Yet recent experience with Northern Territorial law would 
appear to indicate that raising the level of Western activity in 
settlements can create a situation which weakens rather than 
strengthens conditions for local and traditional social order. 
How can relative improvement of the level of police and 
magistrate service weaken conditions for social order? The 
Alaska experience suggests that a failure of balanced collabo­
ration in either the direction of local law or the direction of 
Western law results in a failure of the legal process as a single 
working process. 
The steps necessary to achieve collaboration depend upon the 
posture of state law in rural settlements. That posture, in 
turn, has a great deal to do with very fundamental notions of 
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governance, notions related to the legal culture of specific, 
modern nation-states. This is translated into differing levels 
of governmental presence and direction in small, rural communi­
ties. 
I have been able to distinguish a marked difference between 
Commonwealth countries and the states of America in this regard. 
Although they share a common law heritage, domestic legal relation­
ships with indigenous populations are marked by different con­
ceptions of governmental responsibility for their lives and well� 
being. 
In both Canada and Australia, a sense of tutelage and pa­
rental responsibility for "primitive persons" appears to dictate 
what to American eyes are unusual examples of ongoing govern­
mental presence. For example, Royal Candaian Mounted Police are 
stationed in every Native settlement in the Northwest Territories. 
Before the extension of other bureaucracies, these officers 
represented the government in all fields of endeavor, from mail 
delivery to child care. Many did not make a single arrest in two 
years. In Frobisher Bay, a governmental center of about 3,000 
perso�s, nearly 30 fully trained RCMPs policed the town only, 
providing a remarkable. ratio of police to civilians.
Alaska, typical of other American states such as New Mexico 
and Arizona, provides very limited state police protection to 
rural persons. Five troopers, for example, serve 57 villages and 
29, 000 persons in Southwestern Alaska. 
The Northern Territory appears to feel impelled to provide 
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police service in each settlement in a manner not unlike Canada. 
The American posture of relative indifference to state re­
sponsibility for providing governmental services to all citizens, 
and the Anglo-Canadian and Anglo-Australian posture of heavy 
involvement in meeting that responsibility each presents problems 
when one seeks to define as a working proposition a balanced 
collaboration between state law and local law. 
In Alaska, the most useful balance occurred when troopers 
were capable of responding to requests for assistance by village 
councils when serious violence occurred, but incapable {because 
of the numbers of serious matters from many widely dispersed 
villages) or disinterested in intervening in each village problem. 
Room for response to many smaller problems was left to the 
village council. 
This balance broke down for several reasons. 
1. The limited resources which the Alaskan Territory (and
later state) were prepared to provide did not meet increasing 
numbers of problems which were serious and,necessarily, state 
responsibility. These serious problems could not be met by 
local law. The failure of Alaska to provide sufficient service 
to deal with serious problems, to meet its share of the collab­
orative arrangement, removes from local law the reinforcing 
effect of state law. Local law systems are not equipped to 
handle all problems (Angell 1979) . 
2. The balance achieved in Alaska was not developed through
a rational plan. It resulted from a fundamental disinterest on 
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the part of the white majority in providing resources necessary 
to meet the needs of the Native majority. Ironically, then, 
attempts to modernize the official justice system are often posited 
on the notion that state law operates in a vacuum; that local law, 
especially extra-legal local law, activity is nonexistent. 
In Canada and Australia, those who seek to achieve a balance 
between Western and customary law begin with a situation which 
requires not the addition of additional Western law resources, 
but some retreat from the overbearing, uncontrolled and paternal 
delivery of law services to small communities. 
To their credit, both Australian and Canadian officialdom 
recognize and seek to live up to their responsibility for pro­
viding governmental service to persons in all geographic regions. 
However, their enthusiasm is coupled with a marked lack of respect 
for the capacity of Aboriginal people to receive and employ this 
same official authority to resolve fundamental problems of mis­
behavior for themselves. 
The Alaska example suggests that fullscale withdrawal of 
official legal services would leave the Northern Territory with 
"the Alaska problem, " insufficient supportive state justice 
services to meet the needs of communities or to reinforce local 
law systems. 
What Australians must find then is some middle-ground. This 
paper suggests transfer of legal authority over lower. echelon. 
decisions to resident Aboriginals coupled with development of 
optional forums for customary law process. 
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When Australian officials wonder why customary law is not 
currently dealing with new social problems, they must understand 
that customary law systems must be given room to maneuver. They 
do not need (and should not receive) exclusive authority because 
social developments in Australia (as in Alaska) have welded 
together white and indigenous societies. From this, there is no 
turning back. 
Alaska: Why Both Systems Are Needed 
As in Australia, economic development and the emergence of 
towns relatively close to Alaska Native settlements have meant that 
liquor and economic attractions of the towns began to leave their 
marks on Native villages. 
Villages were incapable of keep�ng liquor out of town. Prob­
lems of liquor use, small and large, increased in many places. 
Additional police service and police intervention was requested 
by many villages. 
An increasing birthrate in the 1950s and 1960s, the result 
of dramatic reductions in infant mortality and in tuberculosis 
by the federal Indian health services, changed the demographic 
patterns of villages. More than half of the typical Alaska 
villages are now children. 
For many reasons, parental or familial supervision of juveniles 
has proven to be more difficult. Traditional authority roles were 
challenged by life in the modern village. Role models, either 
modern or traditional, were in short supply. Drugs (including 
petrol sniffing) became problems. 
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The Alaska juvenile justice process, a subcomponent of the 
corrections process, was not expanded. It is entirely dependent 
upon two corrections officers and two paracorrect.ional aides in 
rural Alaska. The net result has been that only the extra-legal 
activity of village councils provides any extra-familial means 
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of social ordering for youngsters. 
The press for modernization and increased activity by police, 
magistrates and others i_n rural Alaska came from rural cons tit­
uencies in three statewide conferences on rural justice in 1971, 
1974 and 1976. 
However, it has been left to each of the several justice 
bureaucracies in Alaska to determine the steps to be taken to 
meet requests for state services. 
As participants in the legal process are well aware, the 
" justice system" has several, often politically and governmentally 
separate, components. For this reason several different com­
ponents of the system in Australia and in Alaska will be assessed 
separately in order to determine how a balance can be achieved in 
each area and in the re-lationship between official law and local 
law taken as a whole. 
Police 
Although the American tradition emphasizes locally hired 
and fired police, state troopers have had statewide jurisdiction 
over what is termed in Alaska the unorganized borough in rural 
Alaska. Only seven villages on the North Slope of Alaska have 
united as an organized borough and (using property taxes gener-
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ated by oil exploration) have a borough-wide police organization. 
The troopers responded to the request for increased state 
police activity by (1) increasing their capacity to fly _ to vil­
lages when requested (the South Australia model), (2) by hiring 
as trooper constables Eskimos and non-Eskimos who performed 
trooper tasks, but who serve in rural areas only (borrowing this 
concept from the Canadian RCMP), and ( 3) by training locally 
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hired and paid resident village constables. -
Several Alaskan reformers have suggested that small villages 
be clustered in order to best provide back-up and rotation of 
village police. 
The only example of integration of villages into a subregion 
has been the North Slope Borough Police Experiment. The North 
Slope Borough hired non-Natives and developed a regional police 
network. Two police were placed in each small village as 
strangers to the villagers. Native police were not hired because 
of concern about conflicts with relatives (Angell 1977) . 
The result on the North Slope has been situations not unlike 
those of settlements in the Northern Territory : overpolicing or 
misdirected policing and a breakdown in communication between 
policemen and those they police. 
What does the Alaska example offer to the Northern Territory? 
First, it appears that the Northern Territory (like the 
Canadian government in the Northwest Territory) is prepared to 
allocate two Northern Territorial police and a massive police 
station to every settlement, this in response to community 
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requests for persons to deal with drinking grog and petrol sniff-
21/ 
ing. 
In Papunya and other places, the result has been policing that 
is isolated from and outside of the control of Aboriginal people. 
Decisions regarding arrests tend to be made after consultation with 
other Europeans. Competent settlement police cannot control or 
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have removed persons who are less competent police. -
Prob lems of adjustment to settlement life work hardships on 
European police and their families. 
What alternatives to this arrangement exist? First, some 
form of policing has been requested of the Territory by Aboriginal 
residents to deal with small problems as small problems. 
Control of drunks and young children are · two of these 
problems. However, as in Alaska, it is not necessarily the case 
that professional police are needed on a daily basis to deal with 
serious crimes. 
As in Alaska, it appears that allocation of policing activ­
ity to outside police who have no political obligation to the 
local population tips the balance between formal and customary 
justice too far to the side of official response. 
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With few exceptions, -- the nature of settlement police 
presence in the Northern Territory is entirely different from 
state police presence in small villages in Alaska . The large 
police stations, j ails and courts constructed in small settle­
ments convey a symbolic message of complete usurpation of the 
social field by territorial justice. 
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Australian reformers should consider more carefully how 
professional police could be made capable of response to serious 
crime without apparently dominating the entire subj ect and push­
ing aside other forms of social control. The "profile" of 
territorial police must be lowered. 
The necessary change seems to be twofold: 
1. First, ongoing consultation with settlement councils
should become part of the operating procedure of territorial 
police. 
2. Local residents should be hired and trained as settle­
ment police. Their appointment and dismissal should be subj ect 
to both the Commissioner of Territorial Police and the Settle­
ment Council. This is an advantage and a disadvantage. Settle­
ment police will be capable of brokering cases between the 
official legal system (e. g. , by notifying territorial police or 
making an arrest) and customary approaches (by referring cases 
to traditional forums) . This is an advantage. 
The advantages of locally hired police would seem to out­
weigh the disadvantages if we return to our original consider­
ation of problems now confronting Aboriginal communities. 
Locally hired police can deal with those persons who drink and 
are violent, but distinguish them from non-violent drinking 
persons. Locally hired police are aware of familial relation­
ships and can request relevant family members to control j uveniles. 
iocally hired police can distinguish between acts, rationalized 
as customary in nature, and acts which in fact have a logical tie 
to custom. 
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If local hire generates prejudicial decisions by locally 
hired police, a citizen can complain to outside territorial 
police. Outside police would still be on call, and, if anything, 
in a better position to respond to serious deviance than they 
would be in their present configuration on Native settlements. 
Knowledge of the traditional social organization, of indi­
vidual residents, and a capacity to distinguish among potential 
defendants are all critical kinds of information and skills which 
most European police, assigned to the settlements in the earliest 
phase of their career, are incapable of discovering. 
What does reform of the police operation have to do with the 
customary law reference? The unilateral introduction of a 
policing operation, suitable to a small European settlement, 
creates a situation of imbalance between formal and customary law 
which puts in question any other form of integration of law 
systems. Customary law is displaced , even though it may not be 
replaced. However, it is not likely that outside police response 
only (as in Alaska or South Australia) will be sufficient to deal 
with daily problems of petrol sniffing and alcohol use. To deal 
with these problems not readily amenable to customary authority 
without creating a situation of imbalance which will enfeeble 
customary alternatives which might be developed, local . constables, 
fixtures of both official and local law, can function with sen­
sitivity to clients, Western law process and customary law 
process. 
Why cannot professional police be trained to be sensitive 
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to culture? Bicultural education or special courses on anthro­
pology for police have no track record of success. They lead 
to stereotyping and not development of individual judgment. 
Training members of a cultural group in Western law while encour­
aging them at the same time to use and develop their cultural 
knowledge and personal knowledge of the community has been a suc­
cessful approach. 
Village or settlement police ar_e potentially capable of 
casting problems in either Western or in customary law terms 
according to the needs of the situation. They are also more 
likely to find support from traditional authority groups and to 
develop lines of communication with citizens. 
What of the problems of "Native police? " As with Native 
courts or custom courts, there is a history of manipulation of 
such pseudolegal processes and roles to control indigenous 
groups and to deprive them of rights. 
The settlement police or village constables in Alaska are 
not "Native police. " They are Western law figures, members of 
the smaller and larger legal systems and subject, therefore, to 
control by both systems. The purpose of creating a balanced 
collaboration between local law and territorial law is not to 
remove Aboriginals from the latter system and its rights and 
responsibilities, but to improve the services available from 
both processes as each deals with recognized problems. 
The Yirrkala mission on the Top End appears to have generated 
the customary law reference by requesting local police, justices 
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of the peace and a " monkey cage" for holding defendants. -
These requests , unanswered over a period of eight years, suggest 
that Aboriginal people want policing that is sensitive to local 
problems, but that does not displace other forms of social 
control. 
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What then of the police service-aide program?- I was able 
to observe police service-aides and bush trackers and obtain com­
munity opinion regarding both. Criticisms abounded. Police aides 
were often poorly selected. Working as aides to European police , 
they were given insufficient autonomy and were stigmatized as 
errand boys. The history of t.he black bush tracker makes redefinition 
of the Aboriginal police aide very difficult. Finally, aides 
have no responsibility to Aboriginal political organizations. 
Suppose police reform is left out of the equation when the 
reference is addressed, what then? After reviewing the rural 
j ustice process , I am convinced that police reform is more im­
portant than any other change of the present system. The reason 
for this is that police decide to arrest or not to arrest, or 
to take persons into custody on protective custody, or to set 
bail or enforce warrants on estreated bail and on main charges ; 
these decisions, then, dominate and direct the process. 
Aboriginal Legal Aide personnel have little or no impact on 
protective custody. Yet this form of non- arrest, arrest is as 
frequently used as are arrests on settlements, and far and away 
the most frequent use of police authority in towns. 
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Abuse of Protective Custody 
The decision to employ protective custody is a subjective 
police decision regarding the drinking person ' s  endangerment to 
himself or others. Where this device is employed by police who 
cannot distinguish one drunken person from another , the numbers 
of persons who experience protective custody is extreme. In 
the town of Barrow, in Alaska, non-Native police picked up half 
of the adults on protective custody in 1977. The figures of 
pick-ups in Katherine and Alice Springs indicate a similar lack 
of distinction between persons who are dangerous and those who 
�/ 
are merely drinking . 
In short , targeted and limited use of protective custody 
requires police who are capable of viewing drinking situations 
as individual situations and not as ethnic situations. 
Arrests 
In the Territory , virtually all arrests made by police are 
carried into court and prosecuted by police �rosecutors. No 
screening or dismissals by Crown solicitors direct and guide the 
police system. A review of court lists from Native settlements 
in the territory suggests that few crimes by Aboriginals against 
Aboriginals are prosecuted. Motor vehicle offenses , breaking and 
entering and assaults against whites , usually police, are 
prosecuted. Single factual events tend to generate multiple 
�/ 
charges. 
Local police can bring to bear the police process against 
Aboriginals who harm other Aboriginals while drinking. 
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Bail 
At present, territorial police, in absence of local justices 
of the peace, set bail. Nonappearances are very frequent accord­
ing to court lists reviewed in Central Australia. Thus, when 
defendants appear, they are usually serving time on estreated 
bail. 
Local police can set bail which relates to the severity of 
the offense and the financial situation of the defendant. They 
may also help assure appearance of defendants in court. 
In sum, without a Crown Solicitor to guide the police process 
at the prosecutorial stage, the arrest process results in multiple 
charges and high bail, and substantially limits the capacity of 
other elements of the system to control and check the legal process. 
Magistrates and Justices of the Peace 
In the Northern Territory, magistrates and attorneys selected 
from across the nation by the Crown Solicitor ride circuit to out­
lying settlements and deal with arrests made in those places on a 
monthly basis. 
The territory has managed to recruit many exceptional indi­
viduals to magistrate posts and, in· so doing, has replaced justices 
of the peace. 
As in the United States, the thrust toward a modern judiciary 
has caused the territorial system to discard lay or parajudges to 
improve the quality of j ustice. 
What problems are created by this approach to justice? 
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1. Although magistrates interviewed are sensitive and desir­
ous of integrating customary matters into the judicial process, 
they are dependent upon Aboriginals to advise them on customary 
matters. Their personal contacts with settlements are limited 
to their official visits. 
2. The lion ' s  share of defendants whom magistrates confront
plead guilty. 
3. The delay in judicial hearings on cases reopens old
wounds and allows defendants to disappear on hearing day (at 
least this is the case in Central Australian settlements) .  
4. Defendants who do appear, even those who are represented,
are passive observers to a foreign process that they do not 
understand. Interpreters who could provide not only linguistic 
but substantive explanations of the legal process for defendants 
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and observers are not yet available. 
The Alaskan Experience 
In Alaska deployment of over 60 magistrates (justices of the 
peace) in the late 1960s reflected a recognition by the state 
judiciary that reliable service to these small villages and their 
neighbors would only occur if local residents provided j udicial 
service. 
Lay judges were added to the . system with several qualifying 
restrictions. Defendants could request a hearing by a lawyer­
magistrate or judge. Trainees could accept not guilty pleas, but 
not try these cases. Tapes of arraignment were reviewed by pre­
siding judges in the judicial districts. Lengthy sentences 
received automatic review by professional judges. 
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Most important, the court system embarked on an ongoing and 
ever improving in-house education program for magistrates. It 
includes lessons-by-mail, visits by a magistrate supervisor (a 
licensed attorney who holds this job full-time) and training 
sessions. 
In short, it was necessary for the court system to compensate 
for the parajudges' lack of legal education. What it gained, 
however, were minority residents in rural villages who were members 
of the larger legal system, but sensitive to cultural realities of 
their home villages. 
How does this decision to employ parajudges relate to experi­
ments already undertaken in Australia? 
Throughout the field trip, I heard about an experiment in 
Western Australia where Aboriginal justices of the peace (two or 
more). sat as magistrates. However, information on this experi-
ment available to the Law Reform Commission was insufficient to 
draw any conclusions. 
In the Northern Territory, during the Labor Regime, one or 
more Aboriginals were appointed as justices of the peace. However, 
they were not given adequate training and were used only to advise 
the magistrate at the sentencing phase. 
The Lay Assessor Experiments 
The use of an Aboriginal justice of the peace in the sentenc­
ing phase is but one variant on an ongoing experiment. Magistrate 
Galvin, Magistrate Pauling and Magistrates Barrette and Towers have 
28/ 
each sought community opinion at the disposition phase. - Towers 
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and Barrette appear to have discussed "what should be done" with 
Settlement councils. 
Magistrate Galvin introduced magistrate activity with an 
experiment whereby he met with specially selected clansmen at 
29/ 
Pt. Keats at the sentencing phase. - The young defendants then 
had to choose between his sentence and those of the elders. 
Magistrate Pauling met with the traditional Garma Council 
at Yirrkala and prepared to name several members of the councils 
as justices of the peace until advised that it would undercut 
traditional authority by H. C. Coombs and Roy Marika. 
The use of lay assessors in cross-cultural situations enjoys 
wide popularity in ex-European colonies and a few other places. 
I have observed the process at work in Greenland, in Alaska and 
in American Samoa. 
In the early 1970s I recommended to the Alaska Supreme 
Court that village councils serve as lay assessors at the dispo­
sition phase of court hearings in rural Alaska. My argument was 
that lay assessors could apprise the judge of "social facts" which 
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have as much bearing on sentencing as " legal facts. "-
However, review of this concept in several locations, in­
cluding Australia, has left me skeptical of this approach in 
practice. 
The central problem is that magistrates tend to request of 
lay assessors that they define an appropriate punishment for a 
Western law violation and draw upon their own resources to 
implement it. 
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Thus, in the transcript which Magistrate Towers provided me, 
bhe choice offered the youthful defendant was either jail or bush 
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camp. Yet transcripts indicate a desire by Aboriginals for a 
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broader dialogue. -
Bush camp or punishment camp was removed from its logical 
place in the traditional initiation process and transformed into 
a fixture of the Western sentencing process. 
In the name of cultural integration, the magistrate appeared 
to be seeking to compensate for inadequate territor�al resources 
for dealing with troubled youth. 
The process of advisement by lay assessors is one fraught 
with opportunities for manipulation by both maigstrate and lay 
assessors. Thus, magistrates appear to be bargaining with lay 
assessors in the transcripts I have read and not entirely prepared 
to take up the direct suggestion of elders. On the other hand, 
lay assessors appear to be probing the judicial process and 
offering up suggestions which may or may not be reflective of 
custom, but instead ones which it appears the magistrate will 
favor. 
Left outside of this dialogue is the central purpose of 
such a discussion for any common law judge : to obtain sufficient 
social data to formulate a sentence which meets the needs of the 
defendant, the community and the larger society . 
I reviewed the Pt. Keats experiment. It appears that the 
carefully crafted sentences derived from this exercise were in-
3 3/ 
capable of being implemented. -
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Thus, it is not the case that mere dialogue with magistrates 
generates a sense of Aboriginal responsibility for seeing to it 
that defendants carry out sentences once the magistrate and his 
legal system have departed. 
In short, "Whi tefella' s law" remains a process separate and 
apart from Aboriginal responsibility. Further, the magistrates 
tend to abdicate their responsibility for sentencing without 
delegating that responsibility to Aboriginals. Finally, the op­
portunity to obtain useful social information is not taken up by 
magistrates. 
What alternatives are available? 
The most obvious alternative is the appointment and training 
of settlement justices of the peace. These justices of the peace 
would engage in the sentencing process, subject to checks and 
balances within the legal system. Only well-trained justices of 
the peace would engage in guilt-finding and this second activity 
would be subject to the concurrence of defendants and their 
solicitors. 
What are the advantages? 
The local justices of the peace would know the persons in 
the community. He would be better equipped to make the punishment 
fit the defendant and the crime. The justice of the peace would 
be available on a daily basis to react to arrests made in the 
settlement. 
What are the disadvantages? 
Training of parajudges requires a substantial commitment of 
institutional resources. In Australia, law graduates who have not 
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undertaken clerkships might be used by the presiding magistrate 
as trainers. 
What about local prej udice? 
The defendant would be able to ask for a hearing by an out­
side magistrate. Also, justices of the peace (as in Alaska) would 
be able to transfer cases which involve relatives or other delicate 
relationships. 
How do local justices of the peace improve the opportunity 
for integration of custom with Western law? Local justices of the 
peace may consider the Western legal offense in light of Aboriginal 
custom. This may mean (as in the case of using offensive language 
while drunk) that a less serious police offense is treated as a 
more serious matter. It also may mean that customary matters or 
relationships may be viewed as ad hoc matters to mitigate the 
severity of the offense in individual cases. 
May Aboriginal Legal Aide solicitors challenge local j ustices 
of the peace? 
Yes, Aboriginal Legal Aide solicitors may request hearings 
before professional magistrates. They may also appeal decisions 
by justices of the peace in the same manner as they would appeal 
decisions by magistrates. 
What other functions would justices of the peace serve? 
Justices of the peace could seek the support of family members 
in juvenile cases . Justices of the peace could also set bail for 
arrested persons, thus removing that activity from police. The 
most important function of the justice of the peace, however, 
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would be his work in connection with both the community and the 
territorial legal system. 
Would not a " custom (or Aboriginal) court" be superior? 
I have worked with tribal court judges in the American 
Southwest and familiarized myself with the Queensland Native 
Court . My conclusion is that separate Native or custom courts 
appear to serve neither the ends of custom nor of Western justice. 
Their connection with Native administrators allows them to become 
tools of political administrations .  
Integration within the territorial system will mean that 
members of the Aboriginal community will not sacrifice important 
new legal rights afforded them to cultural separatism. 
Corrections and Juvenile law 
No component of the Western justice process is more a creature 
of changing social philosophies and belief than the correctional 
process. The detachment of moral beliefs and their rationale 
from criminal law has left the logic of punishment in some dis­
array among Western practitioners. 
Aboriginal persons who view the punishment process from the 
perspective of their own integrated system of religion and law 
are shocked by the inability of the Western process to reform 
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behavior of adults and young people. - They offer to the Western 
process their own sanctions . To a limited extent, Western agents 
of law seem to adopt Aboriginal punishments out of frustration at 
the apparent limited utility of institutions and group homes or 
promises to behave made by Aboriginal defendants. 
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As both professionals and civilians grapple for a workable 
solution, be it Western or traditional or innovative, the basic 
problems of setting in place a framework in which sentences can 
be made meaningful remains the central issue confronting both 
the Territorial Legal System and its correctional process. 
In Alaska, the increasing juvenile population in the villages 
and apparent discrimination between Native and non-Native defend­
ants in sentences meted out for non-violent crimes have both 
pointed to the immense problems which flow from an inoperative 
corrections system. 
Corrections literature deals extensively with community­
based corrections as the most successful kind of treatment for 
youthful offenders. Yet neither the Alaska system nor the 
Australian system has developed connections with settlements 
sufficient to make community-based corrections a working reality. 
In Alaska, one early experiment which might be considered by 
Australia was the appointment of paracorrectional aides, 
men and women who supervised adult and juvenile offenders left 
in their own or in nearby communities. These persons were on 
state salary. Of the initial cadre of ten persons appointed and 
trained, two middle-aged women proved to be the best choices. 
In Canada, and informally in Alaska, citizens groups of 
adults have been made responsible for juveniles by juvenile court 
judges or police. 
In Australia, interviews with officials suggested that use 
of uncles or clansmen would not work since family loyalties were 
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greater than loyalties to the legal process. Nonetheless, it 
appears that family loyalties, basic to Aboriginal social organi­
zation, could form the basis for selective appointment of correc­
tional aides in settlements. 
A second correctional problem is the failure of the court 
to inform the corrections bureaucracy or the community as to the 
exact sentence of defendants . Families should know when defendants 
are to be released in order to make plans for their return. This 
kind of communication, long demanded by Eskimo villages, is im­
portant when trials are held outside of the settlement to convince 
communities that " something" in fact has happened to cases arising 
from the settlements. It is especially important for a community 
to know conditions of release imposed on adult and j uvenile 
defendants. 
Coombs' Suggestions and the Appointment of Justices of the 
Peace 
H. C. Coombs, expert in Aboriginal matters and longtime
advocate of legal reform, has suggested that locally appointed 
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justices of the peace would undercut traditional authority.-
While younger j ustices of the peace with special authority would 
join traditional authority in a new configuration, I do not believe 
that traditional authority would be as likely to be undermined by 
this reform as it will be by the presistent intervention of 
European police and magistrates and their continuing failure to 
resolve serious problems of drinking and petrol sniffing. Further­
more, the issue is not whether a local justice of the peace or 
nothing will happen. The issue is whether the Aboriginal com-
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munity will have some basis to control and see Western justice 
occurring within its midst or continue to rely on professional, 
but ineffective, outside police and magisterial service. 
Magistrate Pauling notes that many purely customary matters 
will be resolved outside of the Western legal process . Other 
matters are viewed as Western and so are viewed by Aboriginals as 
suitable for "Whitefella ' s  law. " A third category is  mixed 
matters which must be handled with sensitivity to both legal 
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processes. 
Who, then, is most capable of mobilizing the resources of 
customary and Western law to deal with this third range of matters? 
To my mind it is  Aboriginal persons in Western law j obs who work 
in conj unction with traditional authorities. 
'I'he Burning Sp�ar 
The continuing use of spearing as "pay back , "  a restitutive 
punishment sometimes applied for breach of Aboriginal law 
has put in question the very notion that 
Aboriginal law can be integrated into a modern legal process . 
To an outsider this use of the sanction of spearing to 
denote the " barbarity" of Aboriginal law is  as ludicrous as the 
use of the electric chair, lethal injections or solitary con-
finement to denote the spirit and totality of Western legal 
process in the United States. In both cases, there is more to 
the legal process than this sanction. 
The heart of Aboriginal law is considered and lengthy 
deliberation which serves to draw together Aboriginal familial 
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authorities and reintegrate offenders into Aboriginal communities 
37/ 
and Aboriginal ideology . -
If, then, considered deliberation and flexibility is the heart 
of the process , the issue to be confronted by the Parliament is 
not whether to legitimize the process of spearing as a Western 
punishment, but whether the process of deliberation as a comple-
mentary process is capable of serving both the Aboriginal settle­
ment and the territorial legal process. 
How can council deliberations serve a community and the 
legal process? 
First, an active council reinforced by Western law, can 
discover matters which may not be law violations in Western terms, 
but which may become serious law violations if left untreated. 
Community members may, therefore, intervene before the Western 
legal process is capable of intervention to deal with misconduct 
which eventually will come to the attention of police and the 
courts. 
This capacity to discover and treat problems before they 
become violent was the hallmark of Eskimo village council justice. 
Although magistrates could replace councils as fining and j ailing 
agents , they could not move to prevent trouble. Magistrates and 
police do not anticipate trouble. 
A second role for councils in a traditional vein has been to 
deal with the private ramifications of offenses against public 
order. Councils can arrange for restitution in a variety of ways 
other than through spearing. 
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Should councils then be denominated as courts? I s uggest 
not, because councils and courts are different. Each has an 
important role to play. Council activity can be supported as 
voluntary activity by creating a framework for mediation or 
arbitration within which _traditional councils might operate with­
out great adaptation of council process to court process. 
Would councils then be independent legal authorities? No, 
the price of formalization would be some conditions im9osed by 
the larger system. Decisions by the council would be subject to 
review according to the same standards of administrative pro-
cedure as are other administrative, non-j udicial bodies . This 
means that their decisions would not be reviewed unless excessive 
or arbitrary . Participation in council process would be volun­
tary and not mandatory as in court process . 
The Alaska Experience 
Whether the site of disputes is an Eskimo village or an urban 
American neighborhood, planners have learned from legal anthro­
pologists that consensus-seeking bodies are preferable to ad­
versarial forums when they deal with disputes arising from ongoing, 
face-to-face relationships. 
Alaska has had perhaps more experience in an American setting 
than any other state with the use of mediation in a rural cross­
cultural setting as a means to integrate custom and law. Village 
council process was contained in an officially recognized " problem 
or conciliation board" in a court experiment of several years ' 
38/ 
duration. -
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During the experiment, it was discovered that both courts 
and problem boards could operate collaboratively and non­
competively in the same village. Each would deal with different 
39/ 
problems or with attributes of the same problem.-
For example , the problem board in a typical village would 
deal with A who gave B drinks. B was known to be violent when 
drunk. The village constable would constrain B when he drank. 
If B were violent, that incident was dealt with by either the 
magistrate or village council who fined or jailed B. 
It is fair to suggest that customary forums can deal with 
underlying social problems or disputes between community members 
which lead to criminal law offenses. 
Further Advantages of a Mediation or Arbitration Forum 
By wrapping traditional legal process in the mantle of 
mediation or arbitration, one can avoid recasting the traditional 
roles and process into Western, common law categories. 
The integration of customary law with Western law should 
avoid changing entirely the traditional approach as a price 
of formal recognition. 
Mediation or arbitration panels need not operate according 
to common law rules of evidence or procedure. Members of the 
panel, selected by the community for their wisdom in traditional 
matters, do not have to be trained as common law judges. Hearings 
can be conducted in the indigenous language or in English. 
Will the forum deal with traditional problems or new problems? 
Another reason to integrate traditional process into the 
summary justice system as an optional forum for mediation or 
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arbitration is that the panel may be able to study and deal with 
new problems as well as traditional matters. For example, it may 
be able to formulate solutions to juvenile problems over a period 
of time. 
Traditional law is thus allowed to remain flexible enough to 
deal with new situations. 
But would not voluntary jurisdiction lead to dismissal of 
traditional authority? 
While the decision to enter into mediation or arbitration 
would be voluntary as a legal matter, as a practical matter 
social pressure has proven as effective or more effective than 
legal pressure to induce participation in problem board proceed­
ings and, further, to induce compliance with decisions reached 
in that forum. 
Does this mean then that Australian process must accept any 
and all decisions reached in the forum? No, if it chooses, it 
may order as a price of formalization of custom that physical 
brutality not figure into decisions reached in this forum. Other 
forums of restitution (for example, work for victims or payment 
40/ 
to victims) could be sanctioned. -
This does not mean, of course, that all forms of physical 
punishment would be removed from the experience of all traditional 
settings. It does mean that the Australian process would be freed 
from the awkward position of validating traditional sanctions that 
it is not prepared to mete out to both European and Aboriginal 
defendants. 
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Who would sit on problem board panels in Aboriginal commun­
itites? 
The membership of panels could vary, depending upon· the 
familial relationships of offender and victim. Young or old, 
literate or non-literate, could sit on this panel. The clans 
and community could choose members for specific cases. 
What then would be the relationship between boards, justices 
of the peace and police? The relationship and division of problems 
between internal components of the settlement justice system would 
depend upon the ongoing relationship between the components and 
the wishes of members of the community. 
Only monitored experiments will discover how components of 
this new local justice system will interact in specific settle­
ments. 
Aboriginal Legal Aide 
The Aboriginal Legal Aide organization in Alice Springs and 
Darwin handles both civil and criminal complaints in the terri­
tory. Each is funded by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and 
the territorial government. Each employs both solicitors and 
field officers. 
At the summary justice level, solicitors and field officers 
are innundated with criminal law offenses, offenses often committed 
by repeat offenders. 
In Papunya, for example, 20% of the population has been a 
41/ 
client at Aboriginal Legal Aide. -
This substantial involvement with criminal law representation 
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at sentencing hearings (since nearly all defendants plead guilty} 
in towns and settlements where magistrates ride circuit drains 
off nearly all of the resources of legal aide offices. Many other 
matters in the civil realm are not discovered by either solicitors 
or field officers. 
For example, on our field trip, a field officer from the 
Alice Springs office discovered that an entire community of Abo­
riginals was working without pay at a cattlestation run by an­
other Aboriginal. Such matters are serious and are readily dis­
coverable provided that field officers are freed from their 
onerous duties of chasing after missing defendants. 
Attorneys provide summaries to the magistrates in town and 
settlement courts of background information gathered by field 
officers. Field officers should be able to present this non­
legal information and free solicitors to engage in legal defenses 
and civil matters. 
The Alaska Situation 
In Alaska two separate agencies handle criminal and civil 
matters of Aboriginal people. The state public defender agency 
takes criminal law matters. Alaska Legal Services handles 
civil matters. 
Both the public defender agency and Alaska Legal Services 
employ Native paralegals (or field officers) as investigator­
interpreters. The most important difference between American 
agencies and Aboriginal Legal Aid is that field officers receive 
comprehensive training in Western law as on-the-j ob training. 
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This improves the capacity of field officers in America to provide 
community legal education and to travel to outlying settlements 
to discover and investigate possible civil complaints. 
The second major difference between Aboriginal Legal Aide and 
Alaska Legal Services is in their funding. The federal government 
supports Alaska Legal Services and not the state of Alaska. This 
stems from a recognition that Alaska Legal Services may have 
reason to bring law suits against either the state of Alaska or 
the equivalent of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs. It would be inappropriate for possible 
adversaries to design the budget of the legal aid operation. 
How does this situation relate to the reference? 
Community legal education by persons cognizant of both 
Western law and Aboriginal customary law should be carried out in 
Aboriginal communities before conflicts with Western law occur. 
This means that even in outstations, this form of education could 
anticipate problems by discussing the way each system works with 
adults and young people. 
The logical persons available to explain Western and cus­
tomary law are field officers. However, these field officers 
must be freed from tasks currently imposed by the criminal justice 
process and they must receive training. 
As stated, models for training exist in the United States. 
The Parliament should consider direct funding of Aboriginal 
Legal Aide and a division between criminal law and civil law 
activities in that operation . 
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Aboriginal Legal Aide has the opportunity to raise the legal 
literacy of Aboriginals who are currently experiencing problems 
resolvable only in a Western legal context. 
Justice in the Towns 
The in-migration of Aboriginals to either traditional lands 
or simply to the town and its many attractions suggests that 
fringe camps are the forerunners of larger official or unofficial 
settlements. 
If this is true, it will mean that rural Australian towns 
will join third world cities who must deal with problems asso­
ciated with urban squatter colonies or marginal communities. 
The most difficult problem now confronting towns with fringe 
camps and fringe camps is the development of useful collaboration 
between fringe camp residents and town dwellers. This collabo­
ration must include discussion of means to limit violence and 
problems in camps by means of police intervention or by means of 
resolution of problems by camp dwellers and their councils with 
the support of the police. 
Such working arrangements exist officially or unofficially 
between police and settlements where I have lived and worked in 
Brazil . 
What has this to do with the reference? 
The working relationships necessary to address the needs of 
fringe camp dwellers are as a practical matter not unlike those 
which must evolve between territorial police and settlements . In 
both cases, community members will be looked to in order to handle 
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many matters and to notify the territorial police when their help 
is necessary. Mediation panels might be established out of clan 
groups in urban fringe camps. Auxiliary police might be appointed. 
The nub of the problem in town situations is drinking and 
reaction to drinking by town-based territorial police. Town police 
jail Aboriginal drinkers repeatedly under the provisions of pro­
tective custody. Yet the result is frustrating to both police and 
Aboriginals . 
A good example of collaboration between police and Aboriginals 
exists in Yirrkala, where Aboriginal leaders bus drinkers back to 
the community so that they may avoid arrests . Statistics on pro­
tective custody in Nhulunbuy are very low when compared with 
Katherine or Alice Springs . 
The Prisoner ' s  Friend 
The prisoner ' s  friend, an invention of the supreme court 
_g; 
case on interrogation of Aboriginal Cor other foreign) de-
fendants, could be put to valuable use by appointing and training 
a cadre of persons capable of being called upon as prisoner ' s  
friends. This would do much to strengthen relationships between 
fringe camp dwellers and town law. Prisoner's friends could be 
trained by the Institute for Aboriginal Development. They should 
represent the different clans now found in fringe camps. 
Legal Education for Aboriginal People 
The basis of a working relationship between Aboriginal 
people and non-Aboriginal sufficient to allow custom and law to 
interact productively is legal education for young people and 
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adults. This legal education should deal with real life problems, 
be they modern or traditional in origin, and treat their solution 
comparatively by considering the relevance or lack of relevance 
of both customary law and \vestern law. 
Education which raises the legal literacy of Aboriginals in 
both legal systems could be accomplished in a variety of ways. 
The Alaskan Experience 
When Alaskan Indians and Eskimos gathered in a state bush 
j ustice conference in 1974, they passed a telling resolution which 
stated that Native people did not understand the Western justice 
system and non-Natives did not understand customary law ways. 
Lack of real comprehension on both sides is also part of the 
problem underlying the reference on customary law. Many of the 
suggestions here, especially the appointment of Aboriginal justices 
of the peace and police, address this problem by creating in Abo­
riginal settlements what might be termed legal culture brokers , 
persons capable of viewing problems in terms of both legal systems 
and guiding the clients or defendants to the appropriate solution. 
A more comprehensive approach has been used in Alaska and on 
the Navajo reservation where high school texts on customary and 
Western law have been created by lawyers, teachers and indigenous 
4 3/ 
paralegals and introduced into the school system. 
In territorial Australia, cassettes have already been used 
to convey information about health and social services. Tapes 
and textbooks on comparative law should be created as well. 
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New Legislation for Settlements: Prospects and Peril 
The Northern Territory has passed legislation which allows 
communities to control use of grog within their boundaries and 
to pass ordinances capable of enforcement to control liquor use. 
The problems on settlements regarding liquor and petrol are 
so serious that a great temptation exists to return to a self­
imposed reserve status of yesteryear. Thus, I heard a repre­
sentative of the liquor control commission urge that when 
Papunya went "dry" that Europeans be allowed to have liquor 
permits "or else they would leave." 
Along with this reluctance to deal with alcohol use among 
Aboriginals in terms of abuse, there may well exist a reluctance 
to get involved in "Whitefella's law." An apparently easier 
solution would be to let European agents of territorial law 
handle everything. 
This return to the dependent, isolated situation reflective 
of yesteryear is attractive because it appears that many Abo­
riginal community members are suffering under the policy changes 
which officially freed them from non-Aboriginal direction and 
control. As one observes the new problems, it is easy to long 
nostalgically for the "good old days" of life on the reserve. 
Every effort should be made to avoid this retreat into the 
past. The current state of Western justice in the Northern 
Territory suggests that allocation of total responsibility for 
law and order to non-Aboriginals will not resolve today's settle­
ment problems. 
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Similarly, if the reference is interpreted as a call for the 
good old days when there were only traditional problems, capable 
of customary solution, this approach to law reform will also fail 
to address today's problems. 
The distance between settlements and towns will not increase 
with the institutionalization of dry policies. Neither will the 
attraction of younger members of Aboriginal societies for goods 
and substances which were long denied to Aboriginals. Neither 
will Western law problems of Aboriginals diminish. 
A few communities have begun to make realistic efforts to 
control liquor use. For example, in Beswick, the council has 
established a public bar, along with specific drinking hours and 
quotas for men and women. Drinking at other times and places is 
prohibited. The result appears to be practical and problem-free. 
In Alaska, alternatives to exclusive reliance on police 
activity to deal with drunken misbehavior are increasing. In 
Bethel, Alaska, police convey drunks to a treatment center capable 
of counseling and follow-up instead of transporting persons to 
jail. The result has been an increased willingness of Eskimo 
families to call police to remove persons who are drinking and 
causing trouble. It may well be that treatment will change 
drinking behavior although it is far too early to draw conclusions 
in this realm. 
Another practical development in rural Alaska has been the 
emergence of women's shelters. These shelters allow women and 
children to leave homes where drinking makes daily life difficult 
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and take some "time out" before returning or seeking new accom-
modations. 
Conclusion 
Alice Springs appears to have developed such a shelter. 
The Reference on Customary Law may lead the uninformed to 
conclude that what is desired or necessary is a full-scale 
return to customary law process and a removal from the scene of 
Western law. Such removal is neither likely to occur. nor desired. 
W. E. Stanner wrote in a recent article on Aboriginal law, 
[T)he certainty and relentlessness of the process of the 
criminal law are not resented. What is resented deeply 
is the arbitrariness, the use of violence, the impatience, 
and the boorish neglect of Aboriginal rules of conduct 
and respect for persons and authorities so often shown
by the process of our criminal law.44/ 
Stanner noted that, "The 'Aboriginal problem' thus goes 
beyond the 'retention of their traditional life-style':· there 
45/ 
is a problem of development as well as a problem of preservation."-
As to the course that development should follow, Stanner 
remarks: 
I can think of no reason why common misdemeanours 
should not be disposed of by Aboriginal courts, pro­
vided that cruel or unusual or inhumane punishments 
were not imposed, while felonies were cealt with in 
terms of and by methods followed in our criminal 
jurisdiction with the proviso, that, at every stage 
of proceedings full allowance was made for an Abo­
r�g�nal
4i�
ewpoint, motive and sense of responsi-
bility.-
Stanner recognizes that in this realm of law reform, as in 
so many other facets of Aboriginal life, the choice is not be­
tween involvement in Australian life, or in traditional Aboriginal 
life, but between total involvement and involvement in a society 
where cultural pluralism is viable. He writes: 
[M)any "Aborigines" will have to make a choice which, 
in effect, will turn out to be a choice between living 
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in a continuing Aboriginal community under a mixed 
Aboriginal-Australian legal system in all situations 
involving them with other Aborigines, or livin
4 
in a
non-Aboriginal community under Australian law._2/ 
Development, then, of procedures which allow for continued 
positive involvement of both Aboriginal customary law and Western 
legal process appears to be the only road to reform of the oresent 
situation. 
Problems associated with life in rural Australia can be ad-
dressed by development of procedures which allow continued pos·i ti ve 
involvement of customary legal process. Mere inclusfon of "tra­
ditional" methods in a Western legal process, controlled by non­
Aboriginals and foreign to Aboriginal communities will not suc­
cessfully treat legal problems there. Neither will establishment 
of separate culture courts. 
My recommendations, based on firsthand observation of 
Greenlandic, Canadian and American justice systems and law systems 
of Eskimos and American Indians, as well as urban squatters in 
Brazil, speak to a kind of collaboration by both systems and 
more direct control of Western justice by Aboriginals in order 
to benefit both Aboriginals and Europeans. 
In Alaska, as in Australia, such proposals have often been 
met with complaints that "those people" are incapable of assuming 
such positions. The only effective response to such complaints 
is to allow "those people" the opportunity to deploy Western 
legal authority. 
In short, we must give Aboriginals the chance to make 
both legal processes work for them. 
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*Professor of Justice, University of Alaska; J.D. , Columbia
Law School, 1968; M.I. A. , Columbia School of International
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Reform Commission of Australia, Commissioner Bruce DeBelle,
staff member Bryan Keon-Cohen, and ex-staff member Darrell
Gunther of the New South Wales Ombudsman's Office for their
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Institute for Aboriginal Studies, Australian National
University; Gloria Brennan, Department of Aboriginal Affairs;
and Dr. H. C. Coombs, Centre for Resources and Environmental
Studies, Australian National University. The conclusions
and recommendations set forth in this report are exclusively
those of the author. He alone is responsible for errors of
fact, perception or judgment.
1/ Field interviews included police and magistrates in Katherine, 
Alice Springs and Darwin; solicitors and field officers of 
Aboriginal Legal Aide in Alice Springs and Darwin; Aboriginal 
councils and leaders in Papunya, Areyonga, Haast Bluff, 
Beswick, Banyilli and Yirrkala; fringe camp dwellers at 
Alice Springs; the Crown Solicitor of the Northern Territory; and 
community advisors and staff of the Department of Aboriginal 
Affairs. In addition, attorneys and staff of Aboriginal land 
councils graciously provided me with permits to visit settle-
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ments. Special thanks to Magistrates Towers, Galvin and 
Pauling for providing background transcripts, memos and 
access to court lists for Aboriginal settlements and to 
Pat Miller, Director of Aboriginal Legal Aide, Alice Springs, 
for providing access to statistical data on population, case 
loads and court cases. Aboriginals Roy Marika of Yirrkala, 
Peter Gunner and John Bonson of Aboriginal Legal Aide and 
Ronda Calma of Nhulunbuy were particularly instructive. 
2/ See, e. g., Bruce Debelle and Bryan Keon-Cohen, Field Report 
No. 3,Aboriginal Customary Law, Northern Territory: Top 
End (June/July 1978), internal unpublished report of the Law 
Reform Commission (hereinafter referred to as LRC), and 
Field Report No. 4,Aboriginal Customary Law, Kimberleys and 
Part of the Northern Territory (June/July 1978) internal 
unpublished report of LRC. 
3/ Diane Bell provided me with Bell and Pam Ditton, Aboriginal 
Law: The Old and the New, Aboriginal Women in Central 
Australia Speak Out (1980, in press). 
Nancy Williams is a legal anthropologist who has studied the 
law ways of Yirrkala mission as they interact with Australian 
law. Her unpublished dissertation provided perhaps the most 
useful description of both the internal steps undertaken to 
redress grievances and the division between "little trouble" 
and " big trouble" which unofficially divided community 
legal matters from Australian legal matters. "Northern 
Territory Aborigines Under Australian Law." Ph.D. dissertation. 
University of Californi a, Berkeley. 
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This restricted and unpublished source represents a 
departure from traditional anthropological descriptions of 
law and political organizations. The latter treat Aboriginal 
law as an inflexible whole, isolated from Western law. 
4/ See H. C. Coombs, Kulinma, Listening to Aboriginal Australians, 
Canberra: Australian National University Press, 1978. 
5/ See Judges Rules regarding police interrogation of Aboriginal 
persons, passed down by Justice Foster, Darwin, N. T., 30th 
April 1976, in Queen and Angus Anunga, Sandy Ajax, Clancy 
Ajax and Tjingunya (Nos. 58-61 of 1975), and The Queen and 
Nari Wheeler and Frankie Miller Jagamala (Nos. 207 and 208 
of 1975) appended as Appendix 1. 
6/ Because I sought to discover the interface between community 
and territorial law systems, it was important to discover 
examples of settlements where the police had not already 
established police posts and begun daily law enforcement. 
See footnote 22a, infra. 
7/ Court lists provide an accurate portrayal of arrest patterns 
and results of court proceedings. No statistical portrayal 
of offenses was attempted due to time constraints. Appended 
as Appendix 2 are representative court lists from Papunya, 
Yuendurnu and Warrabri. Note levels of multiple charges, the 
limited number of charges stemming from interpersonal violence 
and levels of adjournments or estreated bail. 
8/ Interviews with police prosecutors George Seares and 
Mark Dalton, May, 1980, Alice Springs, Northern Territory. 
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9/ Interviews with police, Barry Lampshed, Department of Abo­
riginal Affairs, June, 1980, Northern Territory. 
10/ In Alaska, as in Australia, criminal law violations by 
indigenous people are explained as being "99% as a result of 
drinking alcohol." 
In a two-year study of the law and alcohol in rural 
Alaska, the author has concluded that drunken behavior is 
often viewed as behavior of a second person by Eskimos. The 
drunk is not held responsible for breaches of customary law 
because customary law is rooted in rational appreciation of 
complex codes of etiquette. Thus, from the intoxicated 
person's perspective, drunken comportment frees him from the 
difficult responsibilities of customary law and forecloses· a 
reaction by customary legal process. 
This may be the reason that in Alaska and Australia 
indigenous people attempt to restrict the flow of alcohol 
into communities rather than wait until certain individuals 
among many are violent when intoxicated. 
Although the common law systems in American and in 
Australia do not officially allow voluntary intoxication as 
an excuse for criminal law violations, the participants in 
both systems argue intoxication as a mitigating circumstance: 
that but for the liquor or grog A would not have 
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acted as he did. Thus, common law practice reinforces 
traditional perceptions of drinkers. 
11/ The classic American work on the historical manipulation of 
tribal courts and police by agents of the American govern­
ment is l'i'illiam T. Hagan, Indian Police and Judges: Experi­
mentation in Acculturation and Control. New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1966. 
Bryan Kean-Cohen notes that Queensland Aboriginal courts 
are most capable of direction by the community manager, and, 
further, that appeal procedures are directed to the D. A.I.A. 
District Officer as well as the superior courts. Unpublished 
field report no. 5, The Cape York Peninsula (and) Queensland, 
July-August, 1979, LRC, at 37. 
The "filtering" or manipulation of the Aboriginal court 
is not unlike the manipulation of law and order courts on 
Indian Reservations by Indian Agents in the United States 
described by Hagan, supra. 
As an attorney with direct experience in law practice on 
American Indian reservations, I view with some alarm the 
paternal administration and direction of Native courts by 
professional colon•ial administrators. The direct involve­
ment of Aboriginal Affairs officers in the legal process of 
earlier periods, described by the late Chief Justice 
Kreiwalt in a paper published after his death, has been modified 
officially. However, one still finds community advisors, often 
ex-public employees from New Guinea, and ex-DAA employees as 
employees of the liquor commission, in both cases advising 
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community councils on matters which include legal redress. 
Whether members of the legal system will provide 
guidance necessary to allow both custom and law evolve, they 
are clearly in a position to better advise Aboriginals on 
law that addresses the concerns of all citizens. 
One suspects that in the realm of liquor police and 
court development, present Aboriginal and former Aboriginal 
affairs officers and members of the police and court estab­
lishments are competing for the Aboriginal constituency. 
Such competition over the direction of Aboriginal communities 
is an unfortunate by-product of the past. 
See M. C. Kr_iewaldt, "The Application of Criminal Law to 
the Aborigines of the Northern Territory of Australia, " 
University of.Western Australia Law Review, 5: 1-50 (1960) .
12/ See L. Nader and L. R. Singer, " Dispute Resolution in the 
Future: What are the Choices?" ·unpublished address to 
the California Bar Association, 1975, and Richard Danzig, 
" Toward the Creation of a Complementary, Decentralized 
System of Justice, " Stanford Law Review, 26: 1-52 (19 73}. 
13/ The heavy dependence upon non-professionals in rural Alaska, 
a phenomenon more typical of American states than Canada or 
Australia, is described in Stephen Conn and Art Hippler, 
"Paralegals in the Bush, " UCLA-Alaska Law Review, Vol. 3, 
No. 1, pp. 85-102 (1973). 
14/ H. C. Coombs, Aboriginal Control of Law and Order--Yirrkala, 
May 28, 1980, unpublished. 
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15/ S. Conn, "Comparative Analysis of the ABA Standards in Light 
of Attendant Problems in Bringing Justice Services to Rural 
Alaska Natives, " in W. L. Carpeneti (ed.), Comparative 
Analysis of Alaska Law, Rules, and Practice, Alaska State 
Court System, 1974. 
16/ S. Conn, Napakiak, Selawik, Gambell, Savoonga, Wainwright 
and Manokotak, Five Research M.onographs on Village Justice 
System, Alaska State Judicial Council, 1975. 
·17/ S. Conn and A. Hippler, Traditional Northern Eskimo Law Ways
and Their Realtionship to Contemporary Problems of Bush 
Justice, ISEGR Occasional Paper #10. Fairbanks: I nstitute 
of Social, Economic and Government Research, University of 
Alaska, 1973. 
18/ The relevance of preparing a small community for arrival of 
a convicted person appears to elude participants in modern 
justice systems. Deviants do not simply disappear into the 
crowd in small places. It may be necessary for a small 
cormnunity to take steps to repair ruptured relationships in 
order to allow offender and victim to live together. A 
process of restitution may be needed to "set things right." 
Also, conditions of release should be communicated. These 
often involve restrictions on drinking. Finally, the com­
munity may be able to imp{ove the chances of success of a 
returning offender if it knows that he plans to return. A 
corrections officer in the NT told me that (1) he did not 
receive information regarding sentences or release dates of 
all persons, and (2) that he was barred from releasing this 
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information to community persons (because a New Zealander had 
escaped recently with the assistance of outsiders who 
learned of his release from that department) . 
19/ S. Conn, Village Life on Trial: Corrections and the Bush. 
Alaska Bar Association for Bar Association for Improvement 
of Corrections Program, unpublished, 1976. 
20/ My colleague, John Angell, has studied the training of village 
constables and criticized the program, primarily for its 
failure to direct training at real-life policing problems. 
John E. Angell, Alaska Village Police Training: An Assessment 
and Recommendations. Anchorage, Alaska: Criminal Justice 
Center, University of Alaska, Anchorage, 1978. 
Selection of appropriate candidates for training in the 
early days created problems. Some villages selected their 
"problem cases "as trainees in order to reform them. However, 
in five years the number of reliable village constables has 
increased. 
The most significant problem for villages has become 
discovering resources to pay the village constable. 
21/ Since 1969, two-man police posts have been established at 
Papunya, Yuendumu, Hooker Creek, Warrabri and Hermannsburg. 
Papunya and Yuendurnu were scheduled to be increased to 
three-man posts in 1980, and Santa Teresa was scheduled for 
a post in May, 1980. Since the establishment of a police 
station in Alice Springs, constables have increased from 34 
to 64 men. See letter from J. A. Taylor, Superintendent, 
Northern Cornman, Northern Territorial Police, to .Mr. Brian 
Willis, Director, Central Australia Aboriginal Legal Aide 
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Service, January 15, 1980, Appendix 3. 
22/ Reliable informants spoke of case situations where territorial 
police who were well equipped to live and work in settlements· 
were paired with police who could not adapt to settlement 
22a/ 
life and whose decisions actually exacerbated community problems. 
In one case, even after his wife had witnessed rough handling 
by his partner, a well adapted policeman was incapable of 
having his partner replaced. Capacity to remove police who 
do not do their job well is fundamental to the notion of 
community control of a law process. 
Once in place in an Aboriginal settlement, the police 
decisions regarding response, lack of response or mode of 
response to technical law violations tend to be decisions 
made by the individual policeman and influenced by his 
personal perception of the situation and that of his peers. 
The examples to the contrary occur only where police are 
geographically separate from the Aboriginal community. At 
that time one observes that police are notified and intervene 
selectively with some reference to requests for intervention 
by Aboriginals. But even these examples of selective police 
response are unpredictable from the Aboriginal or consumer 
perspective. 
For example, the community of Breswick, a community 
of about 210 persons, has no police post. The nearest 
police service is about 29 miles on the track back to Katherine. 
The police post is staffed by one European policeman and a 
bush tracker. The police come when called on the radio by 
the community adviser. He must also respond to requests from 
a nearby Aboriginal community. 
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The community adviser brokers or screens requests for 
police assistance. Thus, he may respond to a request for 
police assistance by asking that the disputants come before 
him in attempting to work out some sort of a resolution 
without calling the police. But in instances where the 
Council is adamant about requests for police, he invariably 
notifies the police. The policeman who responds, who has a 
reputation of being particularly sensitive to Aboriginal 
communities, does not always make an arrest. He may meet 
with the persons concerned. He may warn them. 
While warning offenders and counseling offenders 
are so frequent in American 
policing activities that statistics are kept on this kind of 
police activity, it does not seem to be as typical a police 
practice in the Northern Territories. To the contrary, 
police intervention often results in any number of technical 
law violations being discovered and pursued in 
the context of a single incident. The reasons why police 
activity in this particular example are selective and in 
some ways controlled, are reasons that relate primarily to the 
brokering activity undertaken on the part of the community 
advisers who control the communications to the police, the 
geographical distance, and the fact that this police post is 
uniquely equipped with only one professional officer who has 
many problems to deal with arising ou� of a second settle­
ment that is much closer and larger, nearer to the police 
post. 
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In other words, the factors that create a climate for 
necessary resolution of local problems outside of the Western 
system tend to be tied to matters of geography,_matters of a 
limited policing in that particular region that may or may 
not be changed with the recruitment of additional personnel, 
the personality of the individual policeman or matters that 
could change and probably will change with the replacement 
of the community adviser,with the establishment of a larger 
police post,and with requests by the settlement for police 
response to drunken behavior and problems of juveniles when 
and if they do occur. 
23/ Interviews with Roy Marika, Yirrkala; interview with Tom 
Pauling, former Magistrate, Darwin; review of correspondence 
from Yirrkala to the Magistrate, Darwin; and review of taped 
meeting with Garma Council and unnamed supreme court justice 
(1978) , May 29-June 10, NT. 
24/ The Nqrthern Territorial Police Aide Program is described in 
a letter dated December 12, 1979, to Ms. Dianne Bell, 
Canberra, from R. McAulay, Commissioner of Police, Northern 
Territory lcopy on file with author). The letter indicates 
trainees will receive a five-day course in police work, to 
be reinforced at an early date, but a six-week course in 
Coastal Surveillance (where applicable) to guard against 
smuggling (page 2) . Aides were recruited as Coast Watchers. 
Commissioner McAullay notes, "Future selection of Aides will 
be carried out in consultation with local Councils and 
Community Groups were applicable. However, the character 
and general suitability of a trainee must be critical 
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factors" (page 3, McAullay letter) . 
25/ A statistical report by Alan Gray and Doris Naden to Central 
Australia Aboriginal Legal Aide offers data on the 
use of protective custody in relationship to indictable and 
summary offenses and in relation to race. 
See Table 1, Northern Territory Arrests, 1/1/77 to 
31/12/78, A. Gray and Doris Naden, "Casework/Clients 1973-79," 
unpublished (in files of C.A. A. L. A. ), September, 1979, 
Appendix 4. 
Alice Springs, a town with approximately 15,000 Europeans 
and 1, 800 full-blood Aboriginals, 
shows very great disparities in protective 
custody arrests when Aboriginals are compare� with European 
offenders: 
Alice Springs 15, 000 Europeans 
353 protective 
custodies 
1, 800 Aboriginals 
6, 890 protective 
vs. custodies 
Although records for 1980 were not available, it appears 
that figures for Aboriginals are abo_ut the same. K atherine, 
a town of 3, 000 persons, showed 2, 378 pick-ups on protective 
custody for Aboriginals and 332 pick-ups for Europeans. Katherine 
police informants said that 1, 500 persons had been picked up 
during the first six months of 1980. Many Aboriginal pick-
ups are of persons who come to town to buy grog and do ·not 
leave after the bars or liquor stores close. Further, the 
same person, according to Katherine police, may be picked up 
on more than one occasion within a 24-hour period. 
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Fringe camp dwellers I interviewed at Alice Springs 
indicated that they were picked up as they proceeded peace­
ably from town to their camps. In Alice Springs only one 
bar makes Aboriginals welcome. It is located on the edge 
of town nearest the camps. Dress codes are used to dis­
courage Aboriginals without shoes or shirts from entering 
many establishments in a manner not unlike the use of codes 
to discourage "hippies" from entering commerc,ial establish­
ments in the United States in the 1960s. 
The absence of monitoring of protective custody arrests 
gives rise to unverified complaints of excessive force used 
by arresting and booking officers. On the other hand, however, 
some supporters of Aboriginal rights are concerned that in­
toxicated persons will beat their wives. Therefore, they 
view protective custody ''dragnets" as protective of persons 
who could not call the police. 
To meet the needs of Aboriginals and the community, it 
appears then that better communication between police and 
civilians would reduce the numbers of person incarcerated 
while focusing upon people who do in fact cause trouble when 
drinking. Where cooperation exists as in Nhulunbuy, only 150 
persons were taken into custody during the first six months 
of 1980. 
In the territory as a whole, 21, 357 Aboriginals were 
taken into protective custody, while non-Aboriginals com­
prising at least three times the number of Aboriginals were 
taken into protective custody 2, 434 times during 1977 and 1978. 
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26/ See chart on legal aide clients from bush courts at Papunya, 
Yuendwnu, Hermannsburg, and Warrabri for court dates from 
August to December, 1979, in Appendix 5. 
27/ Magistrate Towers and other persons interviewed decried the 
absence of professional interpretation of Aboriginal dialect 
or Aboriginal English. Australians such as Gloria Brennan 
see an interpreter as legal culture broker, capable of 
improving comprehension of both Aborigines and court per­
sonnel. See Gloria Brennan, The Need for Interpreting and 
Translation Services for Australian Aboriginals with Special 
Reference· to the Northern Territory - A Research Report. 
Canberra: Research Section, Department of Aboriginal 
Affairs, 1979. 
See also, David Nash, Aborigines Before Magistrates, 
unpublished paper, February 28, 1979, appended to this report 
as Appendix 6. 
28/ See letter from Magistrate Barrette to Magistrate Galvin 
which outlines his collaboration with the councils of 
Aboriginal settlements that he visits in Appendix 7. Attorney 
General Everingham told the Northern Territory Parliament on 
May 17, 1979, that discussions with the community at this 
disposition phase (or appointments of justices of the �eace 
to sit with magistrates) were at that time the core proposals 
for Aboriginal involvement in the Administration of Justice 
(transcript of debate in file of author, Anchorage, Alaska). 
29/ Persons appointed and their clan designation are listed in 
Appendix 8. 
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30/ S. Conn, Bush Justice: Sentencing Reforms, A Role for the 
Council, unpublished draft prepared for the Alaska Supreme 
Court, 1973. 
31/ In response to a councilman who asked whether " there is a 
special place the kids could be sent like . . . in Darwin, " 
Magistrate Towers replied, "No. No, there are none. The 
government reckons they are going to build some but they 
have not done it yet. It is unfortunate. There should be a 
place like that or you might perhaps board them out or put 
them in the army for a while or something of that nature, but 
I cannot do it. 
one or the other 
I can either let them go or put them in jail, 
" Discussion between Yuendumu 
Aboriginal Council and Mr. W. P. J. Towers, SM; transcript of 
proceedings at Yuendumu, March 29, 1979. 
32/ See, In the Matter of The Hermannsburg Aboriginal Council, 
dialogue between Magistrate Towers and the Council, August 16, 
1978, appended as Appendix 9. 
Much of the tension over performance of Aboriginal law 
and Western law is conveyed in this discussion. For example, 
these comments by Mr. Pareoultja: 
In our Aboriginal system, it [the law] is 
getting pretty weak. The white's system is coming 
over us, so we are fighting together, just like 
dogs fighting together that you might see - one 
a german shepherd dog and one just a camp dog, an 
ordinary dog, and the shepherd dog must be beating 
him - and this is the system today for the Abo­
riginal people, especially the young people; they 
are using this, because we have got no more tribal 
sort of system. 
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(On police) 
The local policeman has got a lot of jobs to 
run around all over the place, only the policeman 
is not our father - our father and our relatives 
should control us. That is all right; that is on 
our side - on the Aboriginal 's side. 
(On the impact of white law on Aboriginal law and young 
people) 
Old men used to be the boss one·day - in the 
Aboriginal laws . . [The young man) used to 
listen, but now, in these days, we can't change 
it because there is nobody up and nobody down, 
we are all just level. We just have the white 
man's law. So we don't know which way to carry 
on at this stage. We might come back to the 
Aboriginal laws - it might be that we come up to 
the white man 's law. They are level. (Transcript, 
pp. 4-5. ) 
3 3/ See D. Orr, memo to principal field officer, "Request for 
Port Keats Court Sitting Follow-Up, " unpublished, Appendix 10; 
and D. Orr, "Report on Field Trip to Port Keats 23.5.79, " 
Appendix 11. From these and other memos it appears that 
corrections was not called upon to develop a basis in the 
community to assure that sentences were carried out. 
34/ See Herrnannsburg transcript, note 32, supra. 
35/ Coombs paper, supra, note 14, and interview with Coombs, 
Canberra, June, 1980. 
36/ Interview with ex-magistrate Pauling, Darwin, June, 1980. 
37/ Williams dissertation, supra, note 3, at 115. 
38/ S. Conn and A. Hippler, Final Report, Emmonak Conciliation
Board, A Model for a New Legal Process for Small Villages in 
Alaska, report to National Science Foundation, unpublisped, 
19 7 4. 
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39/ A. Hippler and S. Conn, "The Village Council and Its Offspring: 
A Reform for Bush Justice, " UCLA-Alaska Law Review, Vol. 5, 
No. 1, pp. 22-57 (1975). 
40/ In his parliamentary statement, .Mr. Everingham stated that 
court orders that a defendant be taken into the bush and re­
educated were "clearly within the powers of sentencing under 
the Criminal Law [Conditional Release of Offenders] Act." 
Transcript, supra, note 28 at 2. 
Orders generated from mediation are capable of even 
broader scope. 
41/ See Table 4, Clients of Central Australian-Aboriginal Legal 
Aide Service by Address and Sex, 1973 to mid-1979, from Gray 
and Naden, supra•, note 25, Appendix 12. 
42/ Supra, note 5. 
43/ Vicenti, Conn, Jimson, Law of the People, Dine Bibbee Hazaanii, 
A Bicultural Approach to Legal Education for Navajo Students 
(4 vols.) , Ramah: Ramah Navajo High School, 1972; and Conn, 
Barthel and McDearmon, Alaska Natives and the Law (7 vols. ), 
Anchorage: Alaska Legal Services, 1977. 
44/ W. E. Stanner, "Aboriginal Law" Misunderstood, Canberra
newspaper, May 19, 1980, pp. 6, 8. 
45/ Ibid. 
46/ Ibid. 
4 7. Ibid. 
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APPENDIX l 
JUDGE'S RULES REGARDING POLICE INTERROGATION OF ABORIGINAL PERSONS. 
PASSED DOWN BY JUSTICE FORSTER, DARWIN. N.T. 30TH APRIL 1976. 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 
NOs. 5B - 61 of 1975 
NOs. 207 and 208 of 1975 
BETWEEN: 
THE QUEEN 
AND: 
ANGUS ANUNGA2 SANDY AJAX,
CLANCY AJAX an1 TJINGU�YA 
BETWEEN: 
TIIE OUEf.N 
AND: 
NARI WHEELER and FRANKIE 
MILLER JI\GAMALA 
1. Whon on Aboriginal person is being interrogated as a suspect,
unless ha is as fluent in English as the average white man
of Engli�1 descant, an intorpretor able to interpret in and
from the Aboriginal porson 1 s language should be prosent,
and his assistance should be utilised whenever necessary to
ensure complete and mutual undorstanding,
2. When an Aboriginal is being interrogated it is desirable where
practicable that a "prisoner's friend" (who may also be the
intorproter) be present, Tho "prisoner's friend" should bo
someone in whor,1 the Aboriginal has apparont confidence.
He may be o mission or settlement suporintEndent or a member
of the staff of ono of these institutions who knows and is
known to tho Aboriginal. Ha may be a station owner, manager
or overseer or an officer from tho Department of Aboriginal
Affairs, Tho combinations of persons ond situations aro
variable ond tho categories of persons I havo mentioned aro not
oxcluaivo. Tho important thing is th�t tho "priaonor 1 o friend�
bo someone in whom tho Aboriginal hos confidcnco, by uhom ho
will fP.ol oupportod,
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2. 
3. Groat caro should be taken in administoring the caution when it ie
appropriate to do oo,  It is simply not adequate to administer it in
the usual terms and soy, "Do you undorstand that?" or "Do you
understand you do not have to answer questions?". Interrogating
police officers, having explained the caution in simple terms,
should ask tho Aboriginal to toll them what is m9ant by tha caution,
phrase by phrase, and should not proceed with the interrogation
until it is clear the Aboriginal has a,Pparent undorstanding of his
right to remain silent, Most experienced police officers in the
Territory already do this. The problem or the caution is a
difficult one but the presence of a "prisonor ' s  friend" or inter­
preter and adequate and simple questioning about the caution
should go a long way towards solving it.
4, Groat care should be taken in formulating questions so that so 
fer as possiblo the answer which is  wanted or expected is not 
suggested in any way. Anything in the nature of cross-examination 
should be scrupulously avoided as answers to it have no probitive 
value, It should be borno in mind that it is not only the wording 
of the question, �hich may suggest the answer, but also the 
manner and tone of voice which are used, 
5, Even when apparently frank and free confession has been obtained 
relating to tho commission of on offence, police should continue 
to investigate the matter in an endeavour to obtain proof of the 
commission of the offence from olher sources, failure to do this, 
a�ong other things, led to tho rejection of confessional records 
• of interview in the cases of Nari Wheeler and frank Jagamala,
6,  Because Aboriginal people are often nervous and ill at  ease in 
the presence of white authority figures like policeman it is 
particularly important that thoy be offered e mGal, if they aro 
being interviewed in a police station, or in the comp?.ny of police 
or in custody when a meal time arrives. Thay should also ba offered 
tea or coffee if facilities exist foi propDretion of it, They 
ehould always be o ffered a drink of water, They should be osked 
if thoy wish lo uso the lavntory if thoy ore in tho company of  
polico or under arrest, 
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7. It is particularly important that Aboriginal and other people ors
not interrogated whon they aro disabled by illness or drunkenness
or tirodnesa. Admissions so gained will probably be rejected by
a court. Intorrogotion should not continua for an unreasonably
long time.
B. Should an Aboriginal seek legal assistance reasonable steps should
be taken to obtain such assistance. I F  an Aboriginal states he
does not wish to answer further questions or any quoetions the
intorrogation should not continue.
9. When it is necessary to remove clothing for forensic examination,
steps must be taken forthwith to supply substitute clothing.
It may be thought by soma that these guidelines are unduly 
paternal end therofore offensive to Aboriginal pooplo. It may 
be thought by others that they aro unduly favourable to Aboriginal 
people. The truth of tho mattor is that they are designed simply 
to romove or obviate some of the disadvantages from �hich Aboriginal 
people suffer in their dealings with police. The guid�linos oro 
not absolute rules, departure from which will necessarily lead 
to statements boing excluded, but police officers who depart 
from them without reason may find statements aro excluded. 
Tho Judgea of this Court do not considar tho effectiveness 
of police investigation will bo sot back by compliance with these 
recommendations, It is basic that persons in custody should be 
treated with courtesy and patience. 
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1 1 29/79 
1 1 30/79 
1 1 39/79 
1 1 40/79 
-: 1 4 1 /79 
1 1 42/79 
- 1 1 43/79
1 I lr4/'7'9 
1 1 54/7::J 
1 1 55/7? 
1 1 56/79 
1 1 57 /79 
1 1 58/79 
1 1 95/79 
1 1 92/79 
1 2 1 1,/79 
1 2 1 5/79 
1 2 1 6/79 
1 266/79 
1 2 .'.£/'/9 
1 269/79 
1 2?0/79 
1 44/80 
1 li5/FO 
1 '�6/•:0 
1 147/80 
1 l1S/80 
1 49/80 
1 50/�0 
1 5·1 /80 
1 52/80 
1 53/00 
1 54/eo 
1 55/80 
1 56/80 
157 /on 
1 58/80 
1 59/B0 
1 60/iJ') 
1 62/80 
1 2 C5/79 
1 26'1/79 
APPENDIX 2 
RESULTS OF THE WARHA!3RI COURT , HELD J\1' \'IARRAB!U 
ON THE 29th OF JA:':UARY , 1 980. 
Adrian RILEY 
II II 
Lenny NELSON 
Jimmy FRIDAY " I I  
" II 
II " 
fl " 
Simon GrtC:C:N " ti 
,: II 
II " 
" " 
AttemDtad R;.rne 
B & E
0
with Intent
Comcitted foo Trial 
" fl " 
Possess 1.i qL:or on Reserve 
Possess Liquor on ;,P.serve 
Aid & �tet fn i \ e  Disqu�lied 
Withdrawn 
Fined �50 
Fir.ed $100 
" 11 t1 �rive �nroa��orthy II '::25 
Aid e, /:.oet Drive ;·, 1squo.li2d 
" 11 1 1  :Urive UnrOC:'(: ,·torthy 
\'ii thdrawri 
Assault Sentenced 
Drive t;ne.::,; i s te red :• /V 
Ori V(! '.;n in �a;r2d '.·:/'! 
Dri n� \,·h n �;t U:-,licensed 
Use threatening �ords 
II 
to 7 days H/L
•::i th-:ira,.,-n 
�- ined :::: 1 000 
i·:i thdra,m 
II 
Colin Nelson Jag2mara .'1e;gravated /,ssaul t 1:bil Est & M/W
Simon Gili::EN Possess Liquor on Reserve v;i thdra·.,m 
;)avid MBITAN.i\ Assault O . A . B . H  IlaH E::;t & !-'/'.•! 
II l.ggravt2d =�ss:-: ul t II II II II 
Stephen 2ruce dl LSU� �rive ;;/o heanl i,3bts 
:'-�l �i l'o 26. ;) . f:0 Grcnt i·:o:··,'lot-! L�irce�!Y 
11 11 Attem;�t 
Dc1vid 3l·!,U�N,J�i
f•?Vid LQ;JG 
iJavid SHid�i,:01\! 
II II 
II II 
II fl 
II II 
II II 
" I! 
II :, 
II II 
fl II 
Dick HOBEHTS 
It II 
II II 
II " 
II II 
I! ti 
II It 
Vera RA�-iKIN 
Reggie C/d,;Pl-iOO 
i llcr.;al u:,e i-:/;i :',d.j to 2 6 . 2 . 80 
P0!l se<,s I ici•ior on Re servo:? Fined f.50 
B/fst S/G 
!)rive ��re�i stcred M/V rined 150 
Drive l!n , nsured M/V Fined t,1 CC0 
;-·r· i v,·, :•,T�[) . .  ·. tcrecl ••:/v Fir.ed ��40 
Dri-..'a 1.:n i nc;L:rc:1 '. :/v Fined f1000 
llri'J� llnrr1\i. stered �-I/V ::ineci ·:::4o 
itrive Uninsured M/V Fined i1 000 
PQ�;s0ss I .imior on °'eser·✓e Pined !�50 
Aid & ,\t�t · Drive l !n:-c, lst'?·rect i•;/v r i.r.ed � 2 5  
1\ict f, J,bet Dri ve l 'n ;  n�vreci 1:/V Fined 8500 
Ai.:!. /!, :',;.;zt ':Ti\•-� t:nro;;1cli,·orthy i·;/'I Fined $30 
D . � . I  �ined $100 
T'1• i ve •-1it�o:1t J .icc•nce H ned 1i-?.5 
Drive Llnre�istered M/V �ir.cd S40 
nri vt• Unin��:re::! 1-'./"J ?i1�ed t�1 COO 
Drive Ur.roedworthy N/V Fined S�O 
D.W . O . D . C '.'/ithdrmm 
,'/i thdr::iwn F,i i l  to S top 
Disorderly Ylehaviour Adj to a Date to be 
Fixed 
II II 
!,i d  c< i,bet !�;-�v•·· i l: .c'qu;:1 l i fcd f:.d,i to e Date 
to be fb:ect 
Light e Prohibited � ire Adj 26 . 2 . 80 Ex P 
J\tten:nt I l l egal Use 1-1/V !-.dj 2 6 . 2 . 80 P/1·! Larce!'ly " 11 u 
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I 
c:) 
• :  '. l T ... ,roi -.. • • I �  • .. 1 • .1 __.1  .. :t .....,h, � C(JUH'l' 
b'!2/79 
1 2t5/'i9 
1 �0'l/'l� 
I! ; jj'/'-j 
C .  S . J .
'l'/C'I:. 1 1 99/79 Bruce LIMBIARI 
; '200/7':J 
, 20·1 /'i9 
,. ;in? /70 
� ·;�,:;/ '(( 
It 
,, 
It 
I ,.  .J ';)
II 
-, :.:01°/79 II 
1 266/79 Cr�nt MORTON 
; ?.f.!3/79 " 
1 65/80 iki;tie CAMPHOO 
11L:j/80 
l;!..; ,',/(,0 
1,1,0/B0 
M1 'i /£JO 
l: 112 / t30 
•-w'( /HO 
:l10G/8C! 
/1fJ9/00 
t,o.;o/HCi 
11 !3;,/GO 
l1UI, /!JO 
t,n'.;/GO 
/186/80 
4')1.i /80 
'•95/80 
i;gG/80 
l; <J7 /20 
l.1SS/6C 
L,:mny /\LPHOr-:t:.U 
II 
Cc-01·1'.(� ALPHONSO 
Ii 
Ii 
�i j r.!O�l (;\l'•:[,:N 
II 
II 
II 
:;� mon G[U:EN 
II 
II 
" 
Adrian HILEY 
II 
II 
II 
!H:f,UJ .T:J : _, . . '-. • � ; '. ',1'1 ·, ; l... ·: ·u::.:.; · .- w  ?9 �h  APIUl . 1 000 .
!.arc i::ny 
/\tlern:�t :iJ 11.tl :.:1 t�:>'? 
Lar·c.: e::y 
Lurc ,H,y 
Tcke licuor· 0� �� �:crve 
Resi� t i:·res� 
l',::. zaul  t pol ice .
l�:.:ca;ic 1 ,�•1:J'ul cu�; 1 .ody
A . ·.-1 . u . w .  
;\ :· sault police 
Larc er:y = 
Attempt il le�a] use 
L .igbt Li rr:.• on d;::;.y of  
Tote!. Fire B,:.n 
Assault polic e = A . •:: . O . 'd .  = Co�vi.ct,Jd aria d i scharg�c.J. C,mvir.; -t1!d b.:t \;itlrnut p nJ::t;)e'.i i r,,:. to So:.'nten<�e ud,7 .  foe .:.i µ,:ir it;d o r  ·: 2 tz�Jn l � : s  upn� 1  th,! � ieft . is i v t n •.: s s-c•.n·ity o l' �i-1 0-.l 0/R tt! b0 ot G . ll .  ,·<.H' 1 2  ,:; th:; l.ln<li..'I' Com: i t. i orwl ftelca�,e of  Ui'.fer,J,•cs Ord i 1 :  .. '. ,l 1;,, Deft . is  r·�l ea��J Un ;?6 . 2 . 80 Lf•for-e JP ' s  J .  Ml::�.'G:':L tind O. COU! .. �lir a 1•V\·1._fft'a�t ;;::m.l Bai l  was i:�!,tn,,:i leti . Forms aone at 'l'enw�nt Crd.'i, . Ba i l  :!;'j()Q O/i'l 86UtJ N/A 0:1 29 . 1, .so 'N/A /,...t j .  2'1 . '..i .8'.J for P/M :�i.)1M t1,oo ln d ,)foul t ·1 6 day:; stny 60 day� Convj ct{1d and i�1prisoned for 3 mont! 1s  Convict::?d and i ?�,prisoneJ for ::, months concurrent 
HJrl'.l'il':n DIH:::CT!·.U :  ;iert to b,,;, rclPased . -1 r:-ter �:ervin;_: 1 mth or �uch 
;.;'?ntcnce less rerni ,;sion:; giv •i11.:s hirn.;elf securi ty 
ti;t,500 0/R Condl L 'ion to i.: ,:• o f  G . B . f,, .• � �  �10.� ! h ;; 
r.���ouJ t µoJ ic<, e: 
1 1  i ndt.'l" pu) i ce 
Arnie.id v:i Ll'l Offen�; i vc.• 
1-<e f'u:-;e H/1\ = 
D . U .  I .  
!Ji• i .vc- ur.1 -r·f:i. : ; l. c •! 'r.d
\t;C : c. 1 r 1 o r ?  
!Jr i vv u:i .i r.:.:u! 'C·d
!J l �rn1·r; e ?· • 1  y ].l1 h::v l  our ·  =
H,•:; U:; t. c1 , .. 1 · c · :�1. 
/; :., : ;auJ. t po  :t ic  C) 
A . \·/ . O .  \•/ .  
1\ • '.-I • 0 • 1-1 • = 
A: �aul t Police 
• Hinder Police
I lleBal une m/v .
Drive Unl iconccd 
N/1\ l l : i i 'l E:-� l. 1·t•:.1 L 1 •d and t•!/\•/:1 ,T:: 1 1 L  to .l�1sue 
n.i.i J .  !::!; : rc•:rl.0c.i ,,nd M/\·l r •  '. 0 : ·: , 11 t. l o  1 ::s1:e N/A
N/A Dall f.:;trc:.n cct a,w i•;/ , .. i ; · 1 ·a;1 t to issue 
Adj ,  to A/Sprin:r.s 1 2 . 5 , 00 P/M Bail to continue 
'.J 
'1J 
r-:1 
3
H 
X 
"' 
;i, 
.I 
Cl) 
I 
r- (:
'50G/ec 
507/eo 
50!3/80 
�()n 1.r:,o 
4')9/80 
5Ci1/80 
:;�:; /.�G 
501 /30 
50:' /f.(; 
SO':'-/RO L,3:-, IAO 
:)n :.-./. :•) 
t,9, /PO 
li?'?./80 
l1(, · .  -, . .  , 
51 0/80 
51 1 /80 
5 1 ;.'/80 
51 3/eo 
5 1 l1 /eo 
51 :'>/80 
51 G/no 
5 1 7/80 
:i 1 13/eo 
51 9/80 
5?.C/CO 
p.,,, :1 rnu:.Y
;1 
II 
,, 
Har::-ison GREEN 
.Je::-ry RIC�: 
11 
;,1axie GUNG!,RI 
:�· :.:'.Udy ·1 L! '."U·! ::..� i J a banunga
David J0HN!-:f,�.1 
(;:: ;• �• L FU;;'l' i•,rl 
II 
Normie \�IL:-5c�: 
ti 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II ,, 
11 
'. I  
II 
Exceed.OS = 
'1:-ive \Jnl iccnccd 
R!:; 3ist ar-rC?st = 
Disorderly behaviour = 
L:1!:"'ceny 
Drive Unlicenccct 
1 1.legal llSe m/v 
D . \'/ . 0 . D . C = 
·). u .  I .
. Ti ve while UnJ. icenced = 
Fined t200 in default 8 days �tay 2 �onths Deft 
licence is suspended for 6 months 
Fined ��50 in default 2 days stay 2 months 
Withdrmm 
Wi thu.rn.vm 
C0nvicted Cautioned & Discharged No action to 
token on bond of 2 0 . 2 . 79 
Fined f50 in default 2 days stay 3 months 
Fined i;:160 in default 1 8  days s-cay 3 months 
W thr.irnwn 
F ncd S75 in default 3 days stay 2 mths Deft ' s  
1 ccnce i s  suspended for 6 �onths 
1:/ thdr�wn 
. ossess liquor on Restricted 
· : rea = Fined $500 in default �u days � cay 3 months 
1 inlawfully on Premif;es = 
l i sorderly Beh,w i cwt·
J . W . 0 . D . C .  = 
Urive Unlice!lced .. 
Drive whilst Disaunli fied= 
Refuse D/A 
t:"os �;e.ss L1quor on ret;et·V(?
;'. �-. �:cult police 
; lesist Arrest 
Di sorderly b�h;;,.viour 
/\ .. ,.'; . 0 . �•/ • 
0� ive UnrcRi , :tcr�J m/� 
�r ive Uninsured m/v 
Drive unroadwcrthy m/v 
/\ s::;aul t Police 
Fined $�50 in default 10 day� � cay � months 
Fined $50 in default 2 days 
Fin�d $50 in d� fAult 2 days 
\'ii thdra:-m 
stay 2 months 
sto.y 2 months 
Rem::r.ded in  custocty l ot· p!·�-:;en'tence report on
5t 0 ,  711
.
, S73 '. ,  :St4,. , $15 to A/S?ri:ir,s 28 . 5 . ·
·51 0 and ::;-,r.y , - \'/i thdrm-m . 5u.o - With::!raw:1. • 
·.:,,::1, - Adj . to /\/Springs 28 . 5 . 80 for f-!S;\HING .
· 5'7- - Fined �S1 50 in default 6 days no time to
. S1i - Fined $1 50 in default 6 days no time to
APPENDIX 2B 
ttESULTS PAPllNrA 1,;UllHT 01� 17/4/t.50., 
\;ttl LDHEN 1 S CUUHT
50/t.SC 
62/oO 
break J!;nter ($. i::iteal - .r·ind su1Tic1ent 
evj.dence to place de fencta nt upon his trial 
ActJ . to 12/ b/oCJ at Papunya ror rurther 
hearing part heard. �pecial uondition 
J.Jerendant to trave l to .brown ' s  bore at 
earlie st possit:le time and remain there 
uutil actJ ournect cta te . vackground .Ke port
required. 
' 
oail allo,:ect defendant in sum of ::.S50Q U/t  • 
..Kecognizance of nail form lert at Papunya 
I'or defend.ant to sign a s  ve r t •  s t;ouncil 
le t deft,. go berore signing his bail. 
oreak � .l:'.,nter with intent - as above. 
Break .l:'.,nter t$. ::;teal - .Me sne W arrant to issui 
break .l:'.,nter � ::; teal - k �o appearance 
or vert. Ad.j . to 15/5/t.SO for Plea/Mention 
at .Papunya. 
vreak ..l!,nter o: ::;teal - i'l o  appearance of ueft 
Actj . to Al.ice i::iprines for .Pl.ea/I-lent. on 
13/,/�0 ldeal. t with on other charges at  
Alice i::iprings on l.0/4/oO - petrol sniffing) 
Uouncil de sire s he s tays at Utopia ::i tn . J  
- Break .l:'.,nter a. ::; teal - rw appearance
of uert. , at Wall.aceHock Hole . Actj . to 
Hcrmannsburg 14/'.,/uO for Plea/Mention. 
bail to continue . 
�reak .l:'.,nter t$. ::;teal - No appearance of veft 
Actj .  to 15/5/UO a t Papunya ror .Plea/1-:ent. 
bail to t.:ontin.1e . 
vreak .l:'.,nter � oteal - Actj . to 1,/5/eo for 
Hearing at  Papunya vail to continue o 
.orealt _t1.;nter a. ::; teal - Aaj . to 15/5/eo for 
Hearing at Papunya.  vai l_ to continue o 
!-'Au.I!: 'l'v/ 0 
· ·  .KESULTS OF PA!-'Ul'llit vUUHT ON l.71, 11-/tlO
::iUMM.llliY J UHl::iDiCTION 
J.033/oO Michael 1-IHC:t;U:H
1032/tlO .Noel IH!El!:llili 
1•1alic • .i.Jamage - rio appearance - .i:lail. es treat£ 
nesnc w arrant to issue . 
1-'olice vail 1w . 19603 �150. 0, 
.ureaK �nte r  a. ::iteal - rw appearance of defendant.
nesne w arrant to issue • 
.Police .t:Sail 1w. 19602 :;,5200. o, 
1031/oO Dick MI\J1SI-L1,LL J a Dinardi - Assaul. t Occasioning actual bcodily harm. 
no appearance or ctercnctant - adj . to 15/5/UO at 
Papunya ror !-'lea/Mention, Dail to continue . 
- 8 3-
233/79 
3 64/79 
1 5/80 
3 65/79 
3 66/79 
3 67/79 
3 68/79 
3 69/79 
338/79 
3 62/79 
3 63/79 
1 6/80 
1 7/80 
1 9/80 
20/80 
2 1/80 
1 57/80 
1 58/79 
1 59/80 
323/80 
4 1 6/80 
1� 1 7/80 
4 1 8/80 
4 1 9/80 
420/80 
1,21/80 
1,22/80 
22/80 
23/80 
21,/80 
1\PPEUDIX 2C 
RESULTS : PAPi.JNYA COUHT 11�i,J) ON 
THE 1 4th FEBrtU1tRY , 1980 . 
Kenny BORIS @ BUSH Jambajimba 
II II 
II II 
Reginald Jabal t jari 
II ti 
II " 
II II 
II II 
Jonathon NcDJNALD " It 
ti II 
Aaron Jabal t jari 
II ti 
II II 
Andreas Jagarnarr� 
Andrew Jabinunga 
Peter Eve rsley RIGNEY 
II tt " II 
Jeffrey illilD Jagamara 
George BENtrnTT Jabal t j ari 
Evans ANDY Jabal tj ari 
It " 
II ti 
Harry DIXON J·ungari 
Eric BA.HGO Jaga:n arra 
John ANDY Jabal t j a ri 
Tim LEORA Japal tjari 
11 ti 
ti ti 
- 0 4 -
Attempted Larceny : ADJ. 22 . 2 .80 to 
Larcen·,, 
B .E .  ,f s .
A/Spring s  Re:nanc 
e d  to Gile siiou SE
Larceny N/A ww to i ssL 
Trespass 
Larceny 
Trespass 
Tre spass 
flle-gal u se m/v : 1{/A H/W to i s s� 
Larceny 
Trespass 
B .E .  & s . ADJ 22 . 2 .80  to  
Trespass A/Springs Remanc· 
Trespass e d  to Gil e s  Hou � 
B .E .  & s . : To reside at 
Brown ' s  Bore for 
6 months 
B .E .  & s . . ADJ 1 3 . 3 .80 P/t-'. . 
Bail to continue 
Aggravc.ted as saul t : :•:ithout proceeclir. 
Ag&ravated as sault t o  a cm1vi�tion 
$200 0/H G .B 2 yr 
and to keep the peace to­
wards Rosina HUNTER
B ,E .  & S .  :Convicted & released $50C 
0/R G .B .  2 yrs Special cc 
- dition he re side at Giles
W .A .  for 6 months
B .E . & S .  :Convicted and imprisoned 
for 1 2:nths, to serve 2::ith 
b e fore eligible fo r parol 
Illegal u se rn/v 
Tre spass 
: Convicted and i::npri 
-oned 3mths e ach cou
Lie . cane for 1 2:nth
to be released$500
0/R G .B .  1 2m ths
Malic . da.:1 2.ge 
B .E . & S .
B .E . & S .
Un safe m/v: 
Exceed . OS 
D , U  .1 . 
D . W . O  • .Ll .C 
�/A Bail Estreated M/W t 
i ssue 1 l,400 $200 0/R 
N/A Bail Estreated M/W t 
i s sue 14399 $200 0/R 
$50 stay 7 days 
File did not go to Pap­
uny a .  ADJ. to A/Springs 
18/2/80 P/l-1 
0, 
l,O 
I 
RSSUT}J':-i: co:::::::- ],r;;:r.J) /,T n:,;:mnrr'iU ON 27 HAl1C!! 1980 
CP.ILJ?.51':S ' COU:l.'i' 
1.2/so 
L3/80 
t,L/80 
C·J"'JRT 0? SU?·tlji.E,Y J�TRIS�ICTIC!J 
53:/eo 
552/60 
;;:3/ao 
534/60 
;::5/so
5°.6/so
5�1/ao 
575/73
-J-:,/7�
-� :' 
-� 0 
J ,  -./ 1 S  
';�'3/90 
53e,·._/sc 
:::,:oj::� 
� �  ,I .... v 
s:::9/30 
s1 0/so 
s: 1/ao 
S '. 2/80 
a, ;/ao 
si.;/so 
S-teph'?n '/.4.L!� Jaf':?::a::2. 
Ste:Jhen WAL!-23 Jr?Q!r::ara 
G�=�h Ja:al�ja=i SS�C::3 
Ga�th Ja't2l tja:-i S?3�l':m 
J:,!'"::.y J2�r.-.�::."z. to::&. 
Jc?-_'":..-. :r .Jc.��.:::.:·� 10:�S?­
Jo:"..r.�y· J.::���'?.":? LO::� 
�=�c2 t 3::.cr.-:�: ,7�:: '.:: :�.::.:-:s-z 
3:,:,e�t 33.:•:.-�.; J;f':-;J.�-:·;::-:;-a
-::.o 
-do
-:lo
��es-t �?..C:-:.:� .;a·:a.:-:·.:.:-:.� 
L�c�a=cl G�}�:�:::3 "'-=.:::Jt.:.:.=.:==. 
r-::;::--ti!1 Sl�·'?S�:: .:-.:..���a 
Jch:-�.,Y EC3::?:?SC:\ Je:ibaji::.�c. 
;\icha::-d EQ . \:•! Je:-ib�j:.��z. 
Clive ?.03E:2�'SO�; Je::�-=.�:"':!ba 
C:;�e!'o:1 :FH.,\NCE 
Ir.te=.fe!'e �,i tr. :no tor vehicle - ·­
U�la·,·!f'ully o� :!)rt.?!!'.lises 
Halicious c.aoe.ge 
I:1te=fere wi-th i::oto:r ,.-ehicle-= ___,. 
T::-esp�ss 
Dru.."lk 0:1 Rese:r-.re 
Fig:"lt 
Fight 
Offe:-:sive be!�avi.o\1r 
Da:-'J.!1:.- on Re!c''?rVP. ------
E:·�o�: ?..: c:-:t�:- ·.•.·i -t:l i:i��nt to rape 
--
Tres�a�s (r:v;.se 23c'
�
--
"'-�s�� �s (l0o•·<>e ?,;r --__ J. .1.. •:; !'-·:. ' ..,,._ ... ✓ 
� L� ::-c ')!":::·t ---
�::ce�z.::,� 
��2c� c�� e��a= E�t s�sa_ 
IlleD,: use 
IlleG:? l ...:.se 
Illegal use 
I';.le�l use 
Illegal use 
•Jnroe.d.wo:-.!;:��· ·1ehiole 
Convicted. Without p=oceed!ng to 
sentence, Defen1ant released on bor.d 
0 ,R ,  $100,00 to be of good behavious 
fo!' two years 
No appearance. Bail est!"eated. 
Mesne warrant to issue 
Withdrawn 
Fined S50,00 I .D .  2 days 
No appearance . 
Bail es trea tel Co::p'.:.aint stru�k c��+ 
Adjo,:.r�ed to l I•:ay 19S'.l fr,:: :r,�ntio:� 
Ai'.journtld to : l•'.ay. 1r;:, fer se::tence 
Pve - sc�+.-.re -, 1::.o,-·+ .... "' v"'.-s·h c/
'Wi thdra\-:n 
Adjoi:.=ned to : ;-:a�• 19S'.l 
Adjo�ned to l F:ay 1960 
Adjourned to l l·'.ay 1920 
Adjourned to l 1-!ay 1960 
P/!·l 
P/M 
P/N 
P/H 
:i, 
"tl 
"Cl 
t:l z 
0 
H 
X 
"' 
0 
�S"'? p/,.� G .. : \ e.,.5"t ....  .,.+e.,c{
 -----' 1Mes"t ·w._ ......... ...t- -+o 
Fined $100,00 I .D ,  4 days i �s� 
PO. BOX .. 
;,,,.,·,11..,/,': 
APPENDIX 3 
.. 2630 
uirc,clo, 
C.A.A.L.A.S. 
P.O. iJux 1670 
St.'L ·�1...:1,� �,t:c:·.111d �:.: ... ::..: 
::,,.;Jt1�;,_:i1i. lt:_Li·tj l�J--Js�, 
:!n:1 i!:., c..:..8.:.,r-.i ';' 
Ti"'.<_·;.:•, r, "':r·· 
l 
HlG!CNAL SUPEHINTENDENT 
scun-;:::F:i _ Cic:-1r1r,rm ____ �TAT.ON 
I J::n . .1/:1ry 
ff i C 
f'-'ru:lJ..:u\.._�.(J:"l ��,, ·,; ._\� Lut.ies. rhc:·/ �!lSO .:.1.l.lot.: fCJ!.' .:..-,-b�:i.l t ::·elie· cf 
lL u:(;r,1L1Lrs, 1:1hr!r-f·<·•� in t.no .iSi�iL fiqur·es cu!� rr�li.ef is ,-.,:;t :,r-..�"�. Tt-.i� 
1 '."::; �· - .� ! � ; . 
�,e;·�r;::;1'� first Clc .. s3 
1 
;, 
S::�··.,··-· n�. :: .. -:�; .. ,-J C.i.,;::-·,� 3 
Sr-t:::, :i�.l ·ri·:i � Li f"�l D:-:�:, 1n 
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P,:[lu:-,ya 
Yu�·�r1dG1,1u 
Hcuk8r [re2�< 
\.i:::.1 1.:r;it,r.:. 
HE.! r;:::1:·1r; tLu r 1� 
DurincJ 1971 
4 Janu.:i,y 1CJ7� 
During 197:,. 
ld Decenibi:-�r 1c_;s9 
l Janu.�ry 197::,
Furttn�1r�:c1rc, {\yc 1 1-::. rluck co;,1r.1l1i1ccd opor.atic�1s r;:1 }6 J.:..1r�u2r-y 197ti. Tf1is 
act.ion �;n_·!L'.:ls:J .::;t lc•:.:.i�l t:.1'lGkly µ�.�t::ols tc Ooc\�f:r Riv�:-, U.·Js tL!:..:ing this 
Hockisr Cr.n::�, U.-!r;::Lr.i, t-h�rr:.:inn . .:burg t;nd f,ycrs f1a.:;k �=c: rn�:11;cd b/' two 
::•(�·(''h,-.!':-, □··.•·,:n.-· .---�:r! Yt'.' .. J··:.;. f-_.7, ·.-r:-- .. :r-:'- "'1-•�-� \...., "r.r.0 thci 1-.:.':t•:� 
( i 
Buildinq t13s commnnccd 2t Santa Teresa and �hen completed u!ll a=ovide 
3. POL!CF rou•ns /\T rour:r: srr,nm:s OM SF:TTtc:•·1 r�1Ts
Actu�l riz-;tr:s -:1rr: u:--i�v.:,i}.ablt'! in most c�:,:,--;, ho 1.l!cver th,-,. foilo1J.1 in\; 
ir1formatior1 t1�iS beer• provid�d 
P::.�;un:, J -. .:r,tl 
Yuc;r�d"...1r:1\.; 
l he t '.:.'u C.:_. _J :·t
hciSJuldr- Cou1-t.. l:-::..· ·:;;.:i:ltjS c.c;iim�;-,ct�J eboLit 
March 1974. lh�:c Courts ��re pr�sided over 
!:y vi,�it.L:·,::; ,' ' : .. , �,1!·i:·::-: St��---:---ijt.:�/ �� .. .--:�2�::.1t.s;; 
for sevaral years and are n�w on a raonthly 
Tt1e first Ma�i3tr·ates Court was t1old at this 
f12i:_;;J1 ::!:- n�·;r1th1 '/ C�·_J:-�:; h�·.r:·:: t:::•!:;: c:indu::tcd r:ii1cc 
lt1i� P�lisc St�:i�n comrnu�c�d 0pe�ations on 
.1 Jnr;u;;iry .1976. It is notr'd, houevor, thc1t 
;.:H, tT': =�ri-,, u..; r_;d:-::i..0n;; prior t.Li L�:.:.s, C::iurts t..i-2I'e 
til:irJ oi; t.ltc .sstt:.l.e.nE�r1t whsri .1ccal AU01.·i�.i.n3ls 
t: 1P!'•"1 c0nct➔ :·nr,r:. 
.-1.-�i::.•:; �J;;r·.i.n:;�: � 1-. !,� J·J:y l<J7S. 
5.M. �s 3 ssccr,d ��Qist�ato. 
Scrr�::--:�,:t �::-:cc1:•� Cl ·;:::J 
l S:::rgc··1t1L Thi::cl LJ z::�::i 
Crn�:.:��- l.1r 
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Northern Cormand: 
Darwin 
Casuarina 
Grcote Eylandt 
Nhulunbuy 
Other No. 2 
Katherine 
Other No. 3 
'Ibtal Northern 
Southern Comrand: 
Alice Springs 
Papunya 
Yue.ndumu 
Other No. 2 
Tennant Cree.le 
Other No. 3 
'Ibtal Southern 
TOI'AL N.T. 
APPENDIX 4 
TABLE I 
Northern Territory Arrests 1/1/77 to 31/12/78 
Aboriginal European 
Indict- Indict-
able Surrmary S. 33A able Surrmar:y 
212 486 2, 444 934 1,746 
15 161 238 184 1,523 
478 893 481 6 139 
115 159 2, 162 44 110 
177 348 1, 317 6 37 
62 238 2, 378 66 227 
162 232 1,000 14 22 
1, 221 2,517 10,020 1, 254 3,804 
210 1,039 6,890 " 90 473 
7 268 488 2 
95 218 550 3 
· 181 719 1 13 
51 276 1, 367 65 181 
34 413 1, 323 5 29 
455 2, 395 11, 337 161 701 
1, 676 4, 912 21, 357 1,415 4,505 
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S.33A 
1, 263 
172 
9 
72. 
58 
332 
12 
1,918 
353 
1 
2 
18 
126 
16 
516 
2,434 
APPENDIX 5 
BUSH COURTS 
Papunya, Yuendumu, Hermannsburg, Warrabri, 
Excluding Hooker Creek 
No. of People Charges Date 
H. 7 20 15/8/79 
P. 26 49 16/8/79 
P. 13 31 13/9/79 
Y. 24 62 27/9/79 
P. 21 37 11/10/79 
P. 27 43  15/11/79 
Y. 18 48 29/11/79 
H. 22 44 4/12/79 
P. 25 41 13/12/79 
Tennant Creek 
13 23 7/8/79 
14 18 20/8/79 
19 26 1/19/79 
9 16 15/10/79 
2 3 3/1 2/79 
1 2 17/12/79 
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APPENDIX 6 
D u v i d  ii 2 s h  
B � t w e e n  F c b r u a r y �-1 n u  /1 u r; u s  t. 1 9 7 8 I s a t i n t h <! p u b  1 j c �� cl 1 1  e r  y 
d u n n f:'., cl n u m b e r  o f  s e s s i o n s  o f  t h e  C o u r t  o f  :Summ a r y  J u r i s d i c t i o 1 1  
;;, t T e n , ,  a n t  C r e e k  , i·l 21 r r a b r i , 3 n d o n  c e a t  'i u e n d  u r:1 u , .:i n d  nr ;:i d  e 
µ a r l i c u l a r  n 0 t e  o f  t h e  J e a l j n � s  o f  A bo r i g i n e s  w i t h  t h i s w h i t e ­
d 0m i n .c1 t i2d  i n s t i t u t i o n . O f t e n  t h e  t h e  d e f e n d a n t s w e r e  k n o w n  t o  me 
p e r s o n � l l y , and s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a f f e c t e d  b y  the d e c i s o n s  o f  t h e  
C: 0 u r· t , s o  I l e c1 r n t  a b o u t  c a s e s  o u t s i d e  C o u r t  a s  w e l l a s  i n  i t .  
I t  i s  cl c oi!1n1o n p l a c e  t h a t  t h e  · c o u r t  0: n v i r o n m e n t  i s  s n  
i 1 1 L i :r1 i d <.1 t i n g o n e  f o 1· t ! 1 o s e  n o t  u s e d  t o  i t . I t s  b a f f l i ng L H, g, u c.1 g e  
;;1 r 1 ,: r i t u :J l  o f t t.; t l  m a k e  i t  h ci r d  t o  t e l l  i f  j u s t i c e  i s  b e i n g  d o n e , 
1.J 1 1  ._-! -: l 1 ,: r A b o r  i g i n e s  , ;n i g r c.1 n t s , o r a n g 1 o p h o n e A u  s t r a 1 i a n :_; a r e::  
1 ; : v v l v e J • [ 1 ] T I i  e r e i s , t h o  u [. h , n o  d o u b t t h c.1 t t h e r e h a s b c t� n 
µ r· o � r e s s  i ri i rn p r o v .i n g,  u n d e r s t <i nd i n g b y  ;\ b o r i g, i n e ::;  i n  t l l e  C e n t r e  
o f  t h e  c o u r t s  a ml t h e  E u r · o p e o n  l e g a l  s e t - u p ,  n o t a b l y  t h r o u �) i  t h e
e r t" o r t. .:; o f  o f f i c e r �  o r  t h e  /1 bo r i g i 11 a 1  L q� J l  A i u  A s s o c: L .1 t i o n s . [ 2 ]
H o �� e v c2 r , o u r c o  u r L s h 3 v e t o  r a c e u p t o  t h e  e x i s t e n c e o f t l i  e 
c om p e t i n g Abo r i g i n a l  L:iw ,  a n d  o f  t h e  d i f fe r e n t  A bo r i g i n a l  
l a n g u ag e s , t o  n ame t w o  c u r r e n t  b l i n d s p o t s . 
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Lrn ,:, u ::i � t"' 0 f t h e  c o  u r t. r c om i 3 E n  G .l i s i i  s L" n d s u n q u e s t  i o n  r, �: d . I n
L h e p r �1 c t i c e I I I  a v e o b s e r v e d , I I  o w c v e r , ft b o r i g i n �1 1 E :� e l i s h j :.; 
u s u � l l y  u s e d  b y  A b o r i � i n c s  j n  c o u r t , a n d  a l m o s t  n e v e r  by  t h e
0 t : '. t: r s  p r e s  e 1 1  t , J n d n E: v e r  i n t c r p r  0 t 1� d • T h e  8 s s u m p  t i o n  i s , t i i  e n  , 
L t  I a t t 1 1 c c o u r t u n d e r s t a n d s A b o r i g i n ,:1 1 t:; n 6 l i s r1 p e r f e c t l y w e 1 l , u n d 
t h e  A b o r i i� i n e h zi s  e q u a l ·  f3 c i l i t y i n  s t a n d 2 r d a n d  e v e n  i eg ci l  
E n ;:; l i :-; ! , .  ( E . g .  I o n c e  \H"Jt c h ed  a m a t� i s t r a t e  .'.l S k  a p e r p l e x e d  y 0 u t 11-:, 
1 1 1  ,rn : 11 D o y o u w a n t L h e rn a t. t.. e r s t:. o o li ct o 1-r n w h i l e y o u s e e k c o u n �; e: l ? " )
\.J l, a t  i s  s u r p r i s i n g  i s  h e w  m u c h  b u s i n e s s  t h e  c o u r t  m a n 2. g e s  t o  f'.; ,; t  
t.. h r o u g h  . I3 u t i n s i t u � t i o n  s \·I Ii e r E: m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s o f t E:: n i i  a v e: 
s e r i o u ;:; c o n s e q u e n c e s , t h i s  a s s u m p t i o n  i s  j u s t  n o t  g o o d  E.: n o u gh . 
E n K l i s h s p e a k e r s  t h i n k  t h e y  u n d e r s t a n d  A b o r i g i n a l  E n g l i s h 
c o m p l e t e l y  b e c a u s e  i t  u s e s  E n g l i s h w o r d s ,  b u t  t h e  wo r d s  a r e  
o f t. e n  u s e d  w i t h  a d i f f e r E: n t  m e zr n i n g .  L i b e rm a n  [ 1 )  h a s  g i v <:: n  some
e x am p l e s , to  wh i c h  c o u l d  b e  3 d d e d  m a n y  m o r e , e . g .  t h e  u s e  i n  
A b o r i g i 1 1 a l  E ng l i sh ( p a r a l l e l i n g a c om m o n  f e a t u r e  o f  A u s t r a l i a n 
l 3 n i, u � g e s ) o f  fili!L f o r b o t h  ' h e  a r ' a n d  u n d e r s t a n d  ' , a s i n II I c a n
h e  a :· W J r  j p i  r i , b u t. A 1 y aw a r r  3 , I c a r. ' t h e a r  ' i m "  . A n d  t h e  r c i s t h e  
c :J s c o f t h e t e r m l a \� , .,., n i c h a p p l i e s mo r e b r o a d 1 :, t t1 c1 n i n 
s t. :J n J a r d  E n g l  i s 11 to  co v e r ' r e  1 i e; i o u s b e l  i e f , v a 1 u e s , e t  i q u e t t e ' , 
a s  ,.J e l l  a s  ' s a nc t i o n ed s o c i a l n o rrr. ' . A no t h e r  e x a m p l e  c o m e s  from 
F r 3 n c e s c a M c r l a n , a 1 i ri g u i s t. \.J h o h a s w o r k e d i n t h e K a t h e r i n c� 
d i :::; t r i c t . The  t e rm l.i� h a  s i t ::; E n g  l i sh m e  a n i n g o r ' ·1r n ow i n e, l y 
u t t. e r  a n  u n t r ut h ' , b u t  e x t e n c s  t o  i n c l u d e  ' b r e a k  a p r o m i s e ' .  I t
i s  i:.• 21 .s y  t o  i ma g i n e  h o w  t h e  c o l l n p s i n g o f  t h e s e  d i s t i n c t i o n s  l e a d s  
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.i. l l  t h �  :.¾ C t  u .:J 1 C ,'.:LS (' s I (< n O \,J J l) 0 u \., ( a s O r  p O � e d t O t ll (: 0 r (; t i (; a 1
d 1 s c u s s i o n s  o f  corrq.> 2 t i n g  j u r i sd : c t i o n ) ,  t r. e  ex i s te n c e  o f  
A IJO r i g i ll  :.� 1 j U S  t i C e  i S :1 C k  ll  O W  l t� U C  t:: d O n  l y El t t h  C LI i S C  r C: t i O n  O f  the  
'.·\ .; l-!. i s t  r a t e , J I I  d t h  c:i n k s  on  1 y to  the  corn r:1 on s e n  s e of  t h  c d £: f e nd i n ,� 
l 3 w y c r . The 1· e i s no  " cJ  u e p r  c, c c  s::; 11 t o  c1 s c e r ::.  J i n  whet  r; l' r a 
d e f c n d :.1 n t h a s b e t: n , o r w i l l b e , t r i e d a n d p u n i s h e <J t., y h i s o r h <: r
c ommu n i t y  for  the  a l l eged  o f fe n c e .  T h e r e  h a v e  b e e n  c a s e s ,  o f  
c 0 u r s e , where  these  c o n s i d e r J t i o n s  h a � e  b e e n  b r o u g h t  o u t  i n  t h e  
C o u r t , a n d  o n e  i n  pa r t i c u l o r  w h i c h  p ro v i d e d  some s e n s a t i o n  f o r
t.h�  c i t y  p r e s s  ( e . g. Ifil_ AJJ_,;;_t.Dlli.2D , 1 9/ 1 / 7 8 ,  p . 3 ) .  B u t  i t  seem !.>
t h a t  i f  t h e  t-lag i s t r 2 t e  c l1oo s e s  to  i g n o r e  t h e  Abo r i g i n a l
µ r o c c s se s , and  p r o c eed s f o r  i n s t a n c e  t o  a s e n t e n c e  w h i c h  i �
e f f e c t i v e l y t h  e s e c  o n d f c, r t h c o n  t! o f f e n c e , the  n t iH: re  i s n o
l �� a l  red r e s s , as  t h e  gua r a n t e e  a ga i n s t d o u b l e  p u n i s h m e n t
::i V i i l  i e s o n 1 y t 1J u f f i c i ;;d p u 11 i f, h me n t r e c o g n i s e LI b y A u :; t r a 1 i cJ n l aw •
I t ma y b e p rec  i µ i t a t e f o r  3 1 a y n: a n to  3 u g g e s t th a t i n e v e r y c a s e
t i 11 .: b e n c h b e  r e  q u i r e d t c .:i s c e r t  a i n w h e t i1 e r t h e  d e f e n d 3 n t ha s b e e n
or  ·.- i l l be  t r i ed i n  ,:rn o L h e r  pl ac e , bu t I p r o p o s e  t h a t  c1s  a
s t Ei r t i ns poi n t  f o r  d i sc u � s i on o f  t h e  ma t t er.
AQQrlginJl__;;u;i�ech 
The r i ght  to an i n t e r p r e t e r ,  f e r  a d e fe n d a n t  or w i t n e s s ,  i s
an � s t a b l i sh e d  o n e  i n  o u r  c o u r t s ,  a n d  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  t !�e 
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� o  1:1 i s u n d c r ::; t a n d i ng s  i n  l e 0 t i mo n y . To r:1 8 �: e  �a t t e r �� i,; c; r s e ,  t h e  
b a r r i e r  s i nc e  t h e  A b u r i e i n e  ll e: fc r e  h i m  a p r,• e J r �. t o  c u ,:i:: .�, 1 , c..i <.I good 
ll � J l  o r' E n g l i sh . [ 3 ] 
T h � r e  wou l d  b e  w i d e  a g r e em e n t  t h a t  s u c h � s i t u a t i o n  w � r r & n t �  
� b 1 · 0 3 d l y  b a s e d  i n t e r p r e t e r  s e rv i c e . S u c h a s e r v i c e  � r. t a i l s  t h e  
o pe r ,1 t i o n  o f  a t ho r o u g h  t r <1 i n i ng s c h eme , wh e r e b y  q u a l i f i ed peo i:, l e
a r e m a d e  (a rn i l i a r  w i t h  t h e  m a n y  h e a v y  d em � n d s o f  i n t e r p r e t i ng i n  
c o u r t : nu t o n  1 y t h e  s p e c i 3 l i z e d l a n g u a g e  f o u n d t h e  r e , b u t � u c ci 
t l1 i n g s  a s  t h e  n e e d  to  f a i t h f u l l y  t r c. n s l ;::i t e  r.1e c1 n i n G s  w i t ho u t  
� et t i n g t o o  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  t r u t h  o f  1,0 h8 t i s  b e i n g .s a i d .  Onl y now 
� r e t I: e s e s c 1 1  em cs  b e  i n g pl a n n e d ( a t t h e  I n s t  i t u  t e f o r P. b o r i g i n a l 
D e v e l o pm e n t  i n  A l i c e  S p r i n g s ) ;  n o n e  c:J r e  o p e r a t i n g ,  a n d  s o  t h e r e  
a r e n o  p r o  f e s s i o 1 1  a l i n t e r p r  e t e r .s y e t a v  8 i 1 a b 1 e f o r I, o o r i � i n e s  . 
l t s 11 o u l d n o  t b e t h o u  g t1 t t ll a t cJ po l i c y d e c i s i o n to  !.i u p p o  r t
t h e  u s 0  o f  n a t i v e  l a n g u a BeS i n  t h e  c o u r t s , a l l i ed w i l h  � 
p r o s r amme o f  t r a n s l J t i o n  a n d  i n t e r p r e t i n g , w i l l  e l i ci i n a t e  t h e  
p :· o t)l ems  t h a t  s t e in f r om l a ng u a g e  v a r i e t y . I n  some s i t u a t i o n s  t h a t  
;.i pp r o a c h  m a y  be  · t i le  b e s t  c h o i c e  b u t  i t  s t i l l  h a s  f l aw s .  A n d  l h e r e:  
a r e  g e n e r a l  weakn e s s e s  t h a t  c o m e  t o  M i nd . 
I n  i.l µa r t i c u l a r  c o_:nmun i_ t y t \1 C  fe 1,1 t r a i ned  peo p l e  a v a i l a b l e  
i 'or  i n t e r p r e t i ng a g i v e n  l a n g u a g e  m a y  b e  u n s u i t a b l e  fe r o t l 1 1c: r  
r e e1 so 1i s ,  m o s t  l i k e l y  b e c a u s e  o f  cJ n  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  c a s e . 
F t.. r · t t1 e r11 1 u r c ,  a l c.1 r r, t' n u m b e r  c.- r J\. b o r  i 1'. i n e s  wo u l d , l e x p e c t , µ r E· fe: r  
t o  s �, e a  k i n A b o  r i i.:; i n .:1 l E n  e, l i s t, i n a co u r t . E v e n  i f t h e y  a r e  
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c o;npc l. �� n t. i n  o n e  o r  1ilv r t: i\ u s l. r :. L L ::i n l o n [, U cl f!, e !:, , tlH'. Y :,1 c.J y  f e e l  i t  
i � rn o 1· c 3 p p r  o p r i a t e t o  t h  e v c 1 · y Eu r ei p e 3 n c o  n t e x  t , o r L h e · - -� 
c o  u r L r  o 01,1 a 11 d I:: u r o p e  a n  1 a\� , t o  s p e a  K I:: u r o p  c· a n  s t y  1 e , j u  s t, a s t h e- y 
\·/ n U l d i ! l  ,1 S h  O p  O r  a n  O f f  i C C  • T l l  i 3 i S cJ n e X J (,", p 1 e O f' t h <:: W h ci l 
so 1.e i o l i n g u i s t  s I i  J v e t t: rrn e d ' c o d  e - s w i t c h i n r. ' - - ::10 s t. o f  t E: n 
l. r· i g � c r e d , u n d e 1· s t a n J a b l y , t., y e n v i r o nm e n t o r s u b j e c t -r:1 a t t e r .
T I i i  s 1 e a  d s III e t o  :; u g g e s  t t h o  t Ji b  o r  i t, i n a 1 E n  G l i !i !, s h o u l d  u e 
e x p l i c i t l y  r e c o � n i z ed b y  t h e  C o u r t , i n c l u c.i i n s t h e  n e e c! fo r i t  to 
1.> c i n t. e r p r e t e d , j u s t a s a n y o t I i  e r l ,i n g u :;i r. e • -r r c: i n t: d A b o r i f', i n (: :::. 
c m p l u y e d  f o r  t h i s  w o u l d  h a v e  ;;i t::, s k  e x t e nd i n g b e y o n d  s t r i c t  
i 1n. e r p r  e t i n g : J s II c u J. t u  r 21 l b r o k e r s II t h e  y w o u 1 ct e x  p 1 a i n t t1 e
p r o c e ed i ng s  o f  t h e  c o u r t  t o  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  o r  w i t n e s s , .:i s  w e l l c1 s  
r e p o r t. t h c:i t  µ e r: s o n ' s  s t a t em e n t s  t o  t h e  C o u r t  i n  s t a n d a r d E n g l i s h .
l t  w o u l d  b e  b e s t  i f  t h e y  w e r e  a l l o w e d  u s e  t h e i r  d i s c r e t i o n  a s  to
,,_, 1 1  i c I J  u l. t c r ,rn c e s :n- e , ,'. r r · : t. e d a n d s p e a k u p o n  l y \-J 11 e n 
r �q u e s t e J  ( b y � n y  p a r t i c i p a n t ) o r  � h e n  t h e y  s po t  a p o t e n t i a l  
1 1, 1 �; u n d c:: r s t a n d i n g . A s  i t  h a p p e n s , t h i s  s o r t  o r · t r a n s l a t i o n h a :.;  
b t.:: c n  g o i n g o n  f o r  some t i n, e , o u t  o u t s .i. d e  t h e  C o u r t , a n d  o n  ,i n c1d 
no2 b a s i s .  H e r e  t h e  w o r k  of A b o r i B i n a l  F i el d  O f f i c e r s  o f
J\ l.Jo r i g i n a l  L e g u l  A i d  i s  n o t a b l e ,  i n  t h e i r  c., s s i s t a n c e  t o  d e f c� n d i n g 
c o u n s e l  J n d  i n  e x p l a i n i n g c c, u r t  o p e r cJ t i o n s  cJ n J  d e c i s i o n s  t o  
1 n L e r c s t e d  A b o r i g i n e s . Cl e a r l y  t h e r e  is  cl p l a c e  f o r  s i m i l a r ,  b u t
s p ,:: c i a l i s t , w o r k  o n  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  s i d e , a s  w e l l a s  d e f e n c e ,  ;r n d  
1 11 t h e  c o u r t - room i t s e l f' .  
lJ u t  · t 1 i �  l o n g u c1 g e  s i t u a t i o n  i n  t h e  c o u r t- room e o e s  b e y o-n d t h e  
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c Li s l1 o r  d i  r re  r e n t  l a  n r. u "' t!, e s  . J u s t  J s r e l  e v 3 n t i s  t. l  1 e ti i .'._; j u n c t i o n  
i n s t  a 11 c e , a n  i\ l) o r i g  i t1 e \, i l  l o f t e n  p r e f  c r t o  u s e  g c :.  t u  r e  r ;! t h <:: r 
t h ::i n  s p e e c h  n o t  o n l y  t o  n: f c r  t o  s o r:?e o b v  i o t.: !> fe .:i t u r e o f  t li e  
i mm e d  L:i t e  e n v  i r o n111 e n t , b u t  J l  s o  t o  d e s c r i b e  s p a t i a l  r e l  a t  i o n s h i  ;:i s  
c:J t  :i n o t h e r  l oc a t i 0 n . I n  t h e  c o u r t - r o o m  t h i s  m e .:i n s  t h a t , e v e r1 mor � 
t h a  n f o r ;:i con  f u s e d Eu r o p e a  n , t t1 c r c- i s t h  e t e n d  e n c y t. o i n d i c a t e 
o b j e c t s  o r  i nd i v i d u a l s  n o n- v e r b a l J y  ( a n d  t h e n  m o s t  l i k e l y w i t h
t h e  l i ps r a t h e r  t h <1 n  t h e  h a n d ) ;  o r  t o  a p p � a r  n o t  t o  r e s p o nd t o  
s u c h q u e s :: i o n s a s II H h e r e d o y o u l i v e ? 11 ( o r , w o r s e , 11 i,; h a t i s y o u r
a d d r e s s ? '' ) .  A nd t h e  w ho l e  q u e s t i o n - a n swe r mode o f  e l i c i t a t i o n  i s
t 3 � e n  t o  a r t i f i c i a l h e i g h t s  i n  C o u r t , e v e n  b y  l eg a l l y  
;,; o p l! i s t i c .1 t e d  E u r o p e a n  s t a n d a r d s .  11 n I\ bo r i g i n e  1,,1 i l l  o f t e n  a v o i d  
b r a n  t::m a �\'1 s s 1 ng , o r  ru d e , i n q u i r y 1-1 i t h  a s i m p l e  " D o n ' t  k n ow " , e v e n
t o  s u c h  q u e s t i o n s  c1 s 1 1 1·J he r e  w e r e  y o u  y e s t e r d t1 y ? 11 w h i c h a E u r o p e a n  
w o u l d � v o i d  b y  o t h e r  rn e �rn .$ p e r h cJ p s  m o r e  a c c e p t a b l e  t o  t h e  C o u r t . 
U r  � n  o J d e r  A b o r i g i n a l  m a 11 i s  l i k e l y  t o  g i v e  a s t r a i g h t  a n d  
d c t.. c1 i l e d a n s \.i e r  t o  som e o n �  h e  b e l i e v e s  h a s  t h e  r i g h t  t o  a s k  J 
\.J Ll l: S t. i o :1 , w i t h o u t  t h i n k i n g  ho i•1 i n c r i m i n a t i ng i t  m i g h t  b e .  
F u r- U1 c rm o r e ,  po l i t e n e s s  a n cl cl e fe r e n c e  i s  s i g n n l l ed e x t e n s i v e l y  i n  
A b 0 r i g i n a l  c o mmu n i t i e s  b y  s o f L n t: s s  o f  s p e e c h , s i l e n c e ,  o r  
<.1 v c> r t i n g th  e g �� z e - - i n t 11 e c o  u r t - room t h  i s ri a s be e n t a k e n  ct s 
s u l l c n � e s s  o r  s t u p i d i t y . 
A nd l l e r e  m u s t  b e  rn e n t i o n e: d  t h e  l u d i c r c u s  " o f f e n c e " ,  q u i t e  
c o n: 1n o n  i n  -T e n n a n t  C r e .::: k , o f  O f fe n s i v e  L a n g u a g e , w i l i c h  i l l u s t·r a t e s  
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t ih� imlil e n s e  m i s u n d e r �. t ;;i 1 1 d i n g s  o f  d i f fe r i ng ro l e s  o f  :., p e e c h. 
C l) u n t l t'! s s y o u n e A b o r j .. · ! 1 �? s r· e p , · r f u n c t o r i 1 y a r r e s L e d , ,.rn d 
c o n v i c t e ct f o r s h  o u t i n G c o n v 1.: n t. i o n 3 l s 1, e 8 r - 1-; o r c! s a t u r I r l i n c: h i n g 
. ,  . .,
µ 0 1 i c � m c n 1.J i t h n o  o t h e r s p r  e s e n t . tfo t c, n l y w o u l d t ho  s e o f f i c e r  s 
0 f t C 11 t 11 em S e  l V e S LI S e S U  C h W O  r d  ::i , 0 n a tl d O f  f d U t y , b U t t h  t: \•/ () r C � 
a l l eged  o f f en s i v e  a r e  r e p e a ted  pok e r - fa c e  b y  the p ro s ec u t o r  i n  
f u l l h e a r i ng o f  t h e  pu b l i c  g J l l e r y  a n d  C o u r t  s t a f f ,  c o r r ec t l y  
p r e s u m i n g  t h a t  the  l a n g, u a g e  i t s e l f i s  not  offe n s i v e. I t  w i l l  b e  a 
s i g n  uf  p r o g r e s s  when  t h i s  " o f f e n c e 11 no l o n g e r  c1 p pe a r s  on  those 
,.:: o u r t. l i .s t s .  
D i spa r a t e  w a y s  o f  s p e a k i n g  cl r e  o f  course  p r e s en t , a l be i t  to  
a l e s s e r  ex t e n t , w i t l i i n  the  wh i t e  commu n i t y , and  m u s t  be  a p p a r E: n t  
t o  some d eg r e e  i n  cou r t s  thro u g h o u t  t h e  c o u n t r y . C o p i n g  w i t h  them 
gJes  bey ond  a n y  i n t e r p r e t e r ' s  j o b  -- b u t  a n y o n e  whose  p r o f e s s i o n  
1 s  i n  t t 1 -::! c o u r t s  h a s  t o  b e  ;:iw a r e  o r  t hem. W h e n  t h e r e. i s  a l so
c.1 \.J a r e n e s s t h a t A b o r i g i n .:➔ 1 c om m u n i t i e s h a v e t h e i r ow rt s a n c t i o n s o n 
L h t! 1 1 · rnern be r s '  b e hc1 v i 0u r , t he  rel e v a n t  l egal  reform  w i l l  su r e l y  
s (> 0 :1 f O 1 1  0 \,/ • 
li.Q.t�l! 
( l ]  A s  h � s  b e e n  w e l l  d e s c r i � e d  b e fo r e  i n  t h e s e  p ages : for
i n s t a n c e  i n  K e n  L i b e rman ' s  J c c o u n t  o f  " P ro b l ems of comm u n i c a t i o n  
i n  \ve s t e r i 1  O e s e r· t  c o u r t room s " ,  l&.gal Service Bulletin 85 ( 1 97 8 ) , 
9 4 - 9 6 , a n d  Tad  Sobo l ew s k i ' s  p l e a  " S o r ry , I d o n ' t  u n d e r s t a nd " , L.;;ili 
( A pr i l 1 97 8 ) � � Y - 6 0 . 
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( 2 ) T h i s  m u c h  h a s  b e e n  n o l e d  b y �• r e c e n t l y  r e t i r e d  M a g i s t r a t e  ( i n 
<,) n  i n t e  r v  i e w  L 1  s t  J u n e , ��IJ.11:.s.!1 .. i <J.ll . .  !�Q.�.!J..� I 6/ 7 8 ,  1ii i��-�ll.Ci.!lK� 
[ J )  F o r  ;, d t) t a i l ed a c c o u n t. o f  A b o r :: g; i n c.1 1  S n g i i s h , t h e  r e ,1 d c r  c a n  
d o  no b 1:• t t e r  t h c.1 n  M a rg a r e t  C .  S ll ::i r µ e ' 3  r e p c r t  " T he E n r.; l i 5 h CJ f  
A l i c e  S p r i ngs J\ b o r i g i n ;:d C b i l d r t� n "  ( F e c r u o r y  1 977 ) , a v 2 i l cJ b l e 
f r C, r.1 T r 2 e g e r  p 3 r k s C h  O O l ' p . 0 • ffo X I 6 2 1 ' ,; 1 i C e s p r  i n g s :-i T 'J 7 5 0 • A 
r11 o r e 3 c c e s s i b l e r e f e r e n c e ma y b e C h ;:, p t e r 4 • 1 o f R • M . W • iJ i x o n ' s 
n e 1.J b o o �  Jhe L a ngui!..£.1.��_Q_f____A1!�1L£.l.Ll , C 2 m b r i d g e  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s �; ,  
a n d  t h e  r e f e r e n c e s  th e r e .  See a l so D a s i ]  S a n s om ' s  a c c o u n t  o f  
0 a r w i n f r 1 n g e c ;:i m p s p e e c h , e • g . t h e r err. ;:i r k s o n H.i..t.n�--5. : 
lJ o v i d  N a s h  s p e n t  L e n  1no n t l� s  ::.. n  t h e  C e n t r e  :=.: t ud y i n p; t h e  
\,J a r 1 111 i:Hl p 2 l. a n g u ,1 g e , a n ci i s n o  �1 com  pl e c i n t'. t h e  1 i n g u i s L i c s pro  g r 2 11  
a t  the  M a s s a c h u s e t t s  I n s t i t u t e  o f  T e c h n o l og y , C D m b r i d e e  H � s s . , 
U . S . A .
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APPENDIX 7 
MAGISTRATES' CHAMBERS. 
LAW COURTS, 
2nd January , 1980 .  
P.O. BOX 1 394. 
ALICE SPRINGS. N.T. 5750 
Mr. G .  P .  Galvin, 
Chief Stipendiary 
P .O .  Box 172 2 ,  
Magistrate , 
DARWIN, N . T .  5794  
Dear Gerry, 
Regarding your letter of the 10th December, 19 79 , I set out 
hereunder the position in relation to aboriginal participa­
tion in the j udicial process on the various settlements I 
visit as I perceive the position to be .  
HERHANNSBURG Is controlled by a Council of sorts that 
generally displays,  little or no interest 
in Court proceedings , nor the punishment 
of o f fenders . Council r:-.e!l'bers vary 
considerably from time tp time . ,
PAPUNYA At times the Council asks to see the 
·visiting Magistrate , and discuss problems
of punishment with him. Concern .mainly
for punishment of persons taking liquor
onto area. They have ready access to
Magistrate and for local political
reasons I doubt if they want this
extended.
YUENDUMU Tribal Council often attend Court and at
conclu3jion of ple a ,  on behalf of the
defendant, are called upon by the Magistrate
and advise on com.'!lunitv attitudes to
offender, type of offe�ce etc . Usually
advise amount of  fine or term of iwprison­
ment appropriate , or if defendant worthy of
bond.
HOOKER CREEK Strong forceful Council who conduct local 
punishment camp , where offenders are 
taught traditional crafts under conditions 
of great privation. Population totally 
Walbiri and almost totally initiated. 
Very remote region where normal punish-
ment ,  gaol , fines , probation or supervised 
bonds have little application . Present 
forms of traditional punishment boarder on 
edge of legality, and I suspect much is 
illegal by our standc.1rds . However ,  this 
may not be the case in  a traditional 
aboriginnl com.nuni ty where the concept of 
lawful (parental) . correction can reasonc.1bly 
he expected to be given a wide interpretation 
so as to embrace reasonable lawful ( tribal) 
correction . 2 /  . . .  ·
.. 9 9_ 
WARRADRI Consistant Council appearing to be content 
to have Courts deal with the s ituation. 
Fairly settled Community despite 
_ considerable variety of tribal groupings. 
Overall ,  I doubt if aborigines are any better placed to 
apply the law than we are . I expect , were they to become 
more involved all the centuries of tyrannical or lacka­
daisical attitudes experienced under white Justices of the 
Peace, would merely be repeated.  
However, I do believe every facility should be provided to 
allow the views of aboriginal · communities to be clearly and 
fully communicated to Magistrates and appropriate effect 
given to such views . 
Yours truly , 
D . J .  BARRITT , 
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE . 
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APPENDIX 8 
TRIBES 
MURI NBA TA 
WADERR (Pt .. Keats) 
.t1 N ym Bundnok, Jumbo Dalla, Berard Jabinee 
MURINJABIN THUNGURRAL 
PARADA/NGARDIDI 
MURINGAIR 
MURINGARR 
MURINCURA 
MIRHIING 
PJA!1UNDANG 
Roy M ullumbuk, Charlie Brinkin, Terence Dumoo 
YEDERR 
Johnny Chula, Bob Puputi 
WUDAPULI (Country Place) 
Moses N arjic, Ignatius Tchinburru, Claude Narjic 
KUTCHILL 
Walter Wollamun, Berard Jabine 
KANUNIRRA (Same) 
(Close groups) 
Country North and South of Moyle River 
PLURI-N--B.E!I'.A 
.,-.., �r�,r-: � ti ,•'i 
WENTER NGANAIYI (Old Mission) 
Freddy C umaigi, Gerard C urwaigi, Charlie Ngumbe 
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APPENDIX 9 
Copyright in th,, Corm:ionwealth Gov::irnm?.:1t 
In the matter of -
TR!.NSCHIPT OF P.ROCB:mn� s 
Certified truG transcript 
of a r�cord produced out of 
the custody of tha Cl�rk of 
Courts. 
/J.;.[ · ,,,,<>--- k.
1 
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16/8/78 
!!IS �.icns111P: I understand t hat you e1:ntlcr.!en 'n'ant to tal:c to 
me .before I leave today. Is anyone th3 appoint-3d 
spolccsman for the group? 
MR. 1JNG\-ft..NPJCA: The drink - it should finish 
al together, 
are drunk. 
You see, it is bad for the people.. They 
It is no good. 
HIS \·10�'1.SiilP: vielJ., you o.re worried about the: cl.rin!d.:ig p:::-obl�::i 
on the n:issian, i_s that it? 
MH. ID-lGWJ.!:AKA: Yes7 it is no good. 
HIS WOnSHIP: 1:lhat is it particularly th8.t you want to say to 
me about tha drirucing problem? Is there sot:1ething 
you want me to do about it'? 
HJ. U?Jm!AlUJ(A: People are always in a bad way - 2.:1.:l that fellow 
he can be punlshed. You see, like olde:i type used to 
be, and you F.,cd to put the::i in the ge.ol. Don't let 
them have beer. That spoils people. Paople who 
c1.riruc and drin1< all the tit:1e - th��, c.r: o:�ly just •;lain 
bad. I think a good thing j_f paoplc r-:.va them more 
warning to make people a little frj_-;ht:,:--ied of the drink. 
A long time c1.go, it ·,-;as ·different altogether. 
Everybody was frightcn(3ct of th::i police,: :a:i. l!obod.y 
would drim. 
HIS W0�1SHIP: I thi.nlc you used the word "be.nish". I have c;ot 
no power to banish anyone fror.1 h�rc ) you know that. 
I cannot send anyone away fron her'!. The onJ.y tr.ing 
I can do is send them to gaol. 
MH. UHGWAilAKA: That is all. That is w:iat I a,;i talking about. 
HIS 1dO:lSHIP: You want them s ent to gaol? 
};]. UllG\·VJIAKA: !-Tot sending people awa .. .1 f'rc:'.l the country, no. 
If anyone that does wrong, the!""! he can bo pw1ishGG.. 
HIS ·,IORSHI?: Wh2.t punish!�cnt do you si..:gge:st? Do you t:u.n'c 
that the pu..r.-ishment at th.3 r.:or:ia'."lt is not ha.rd enoc:.gh? 
Do you think that th-a pu!1ishr:;er,t is too soft? '.i'oo 
easy? 
1-m. mrnW.A.N/J,A: Yes 1 that would be the thin;;;. If' ;;uople "'::!re
given two or three months, or four or five months, they 
will be fr1ehtened. 
HIS WORSHIP; That is a very difficult t!--.ing to clo� to send 
people to gaol just because they are ciru:·,.;r. I appreciate 
H1/PHA/1 
Council 
that they cause you a lot of tr oubl'.'!� r.:·lc. that they 
break property and t,c'.(e p:;--0porty ar:d cau:,e: a. lot of 
problems - I apnr.;cia•i.;e that - but if I sent thi:?::1 to 
16/8/78 
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gaol just 1:iccause they were drun!c, they would go t:.I) 
to the b i g  court and they wot:ld let them out of gaol 
again. 
MR. UiiG'dAti;J(A: That wouldn I t be - - -
HIS i:o:::rn'."II?; I sy,np:lthise with your problems, but e.s I under­
stand what you are askin� rr.e to do, is t:1at everyone 
that gets druruc and comes onto your land Dere, tnat 
you want the.:; sent to gaol. Is that ri:;:1'.:,? 
MR. UNGWJ.NAKA: Yes 1 anyone ,that is making a noise) ·he has got 
to be pi.nished somehow, because if peo':)h let then go 
all the time then they i;o on too rnuch - it is too 
easy - it is no good. If people ware -;ut i:i gaol 
for just two or three days -
HIS WD.aSHIP; What sort of time do you th:Ln'.c they ou.�:1t to be 
sent to gaol for? 
HR. m�GWA!;A:{A: I would send them to gaol for two or three ue�ks. 
HIS W03SHIP: Two or thre,:i weeks? 
J,fil. tniGWA.:-lAKA: If they do it ar,ain when they cor.1e bac1-c ) -r,:,,;t them 
in gaol properly then. Let them sto"!} in the gaol 
properly. Next time, they will be f rig htened. 
HIS �-l03SP.IP: 1,/ill they? What about the young people that get 
drun� and make a noise? 
'M.R. Ui'1GWAlfr.:C"1: Any sort of people. 
HIS HOltSrIIP; Anyone? 
HR. UHGWAli,J(A; It doesn't matt er if they are youn:; !)eople I or 
anybody. 
l:.:IS WO:.=lSHIP; On::i of tho troubles about sending yoi.�:13 ueo;>le to 
p;aol, is tl1Rt while they are j_n gaol, the:.' lc(!l'n :,:>. lot 
of bad things, and thJy comG out of gaol and the:/ are 
much war se thu.n when thc:y went in. SomP,·':;:i.r11es t:iey 
come out and they make r.ior3 noise than -�::::-:· ever did 
before thsy ,-:ent in 1 because they learn ba-:. t:hings in 
gaol. 
HR. UI-xG;·JJ\J-U1.K.A: \·Jell, so when -people are in the gaol, that rnay:ie 
helµs more - learn th�m more? B3c2.us� I �£Yer been 
in gaol j_n me life and me an old man now. 
HIS v/OnSHI?: Unfortunately, i.t is true that if you. send you!,g 
people into gaol, they meet very bad people in th2re 
and they learn very bad things from t-her.i, 2.nd they are 
much worse people when they come out than th-3y were 
when they \·lent in. This hapnens a lot of t!B time. 
i-i-:/PHA/2 
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l·ffi. UNGHA!•! :\KA 16/8/78 
:-·.R. FJ Yr:,r_,UiAKA: I rl.id a ' i; knv•.v all that. 
HIS HORSHif' ; Because they are in there with vcr y bad people 
that teach them to do very bad things - much wors'3 
things than they go in there for. 
What I was thinking about, and I would 
like to see what you people thinl< about it 1 is that 
these fellows that eet drun� c>.nd mal{<:) a noise and 
cause trouble, put the!?: trJ wor'.< cleani1:g U? aro•.r:-,d 
the place - make them work and mal<B ther:i clean up ar.-d. 
that might make them ashamed to be segn workins ?.round 
the plac e. Do you thin'.( that wo:.i.ld help your position? 
People that behave badly, make the� go to 
the polic e station every day, and the po:::.�e 1•Q.:!.l then 
put them to work )• cleaning up th-:, whole ar -,a - c leaning 
up all the la!1d - pickj.n � up an the ruY,2.:.;h ,  and the 
papers and the bottles and the cartons ar.� all tha 
other rubbish that is lying around tha plac e ,  and that 
would give them somethtng to do. It wou)_c1 keep t;,ern 
out of trouble , and it might make them v:?r:, asha!:led 
when th '3 r est of th2 ir ' people s e,J t:�•.,_-::, th,�J �ave bcc!1 
put to work for being bad. Do you thi:ll< that might 
hel p in any way? 
Ma. urrn:,;;J!.Ai{A:  We would have to have a polic e:na:1 to come around 
outside,  all the time. Do you ti1it1< it would b ·::i 
all right that way? 
IITS WORSHIP; The polic eman would put them to work every morning 
and ma�,e sure that th-.::y clid the work that he told the:n 
they had to do for t.h?,t dr-i.y 7 and I would probab1..�• mci: e 
them do that for a week , or two weeks or so::1e such ti;:.1�. 
MR. UNGWA"!-!A.-<A : I a':: not living here - I have got my plac e out 
of here, on a station. 
EIS �JO;lSiiIP: Yes. 
HR. m:GWAIJA.KA: Well,  ·.,hat clo you thin), of a policeman co>:r.:..:ig 
around sor.13 tir.ie1 and not only on th-3 til7l e ,  but c:.:1y 
time at all , as long as he can see how we are getting 
on? Would that be all right like that? 
HIS \.-W7!SHIP : I am sorry, I did not under stand. 
MR. U;:GWA,·li.KA :  If' somc·i;hin t; hapnenedj well we can tell th;,; polic e 
to just tal{e him away and p u t  hi::i i n  ga.ol here - - -
HIS 'IIORSf'.IP: You cannot do it that way. The polic8 would. have 
H1 /3/Pt-'!A 
Cou�,ci.l 
to bring him to the cour t first, anl th::,: t:13 court 
would hav.J to order that he b a  put to wor'.t. 
3 A HR. Ul'!Gil.Aii:\KA 16/8/78 
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HIS ';/On SHIP : .All I am asking you is : do you thi,..:,: :!. :; will ·.-,ork? 
Would you lik8 to discuss th;it bet·.;o::,n ycu 2,:1d. ses 
if it wiL',. ·,:01·:� o�· n:Jt? O.c wo .... ::i.ci y0u sooner s�a t'.1em 
go to gaol? I ca;,. send ther.i to ,?;3.0l for anything up 
to six months ,  but that seems to �e to �e uretty hard 
and as I say, thora are thtr:gs ',.rro�::-; �:it:1 se�dii:S th�� 
to gaol 2.11:l bE,sid.-� s 7 ::.£' I 3 ti:x t0d s0!1d.ing p eo;>le to 
gaol for a month, ,then they would go to the big court 
and the big court wo'.lld say: no, you cannot de that , 
let hi::i out. 
MR , PARE.ROULT.JA : Let me say somethinB about this A'oorj_ginal 
H1 /4/i.-'l-;A 
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community in Hermannsburg,  please. In 1973, we also 
put a sign "mission boun:lary 11 , so no liquor coul d. e:.1t-Jr 
into a mi ssion boundary> and w e  \·/rjre on the cou!lcil 
that day and nobody was with us to kee9 us about 
so evl':!ryone break in , and thr..t h=.s carried on for 
n �arly - 6l�, 65, 66, 67, 68 - four years - now we · still 
suffE!r more and more with ou1· Peo;:il::) a:1d with our 
c-:>rnrnun:i. tics. We want a good iaw· to  stop this strong 
drin'dng. 
In our Aboriginal sys te:1 7 it -�::, gett-:.rig 
pretty weak. The white I s syste� i s  co!Tl:.::g ov"::: us, 
so we are figl:tinc; to1;eth,3r , just li:( O tlc:; 3 fighti:1g 
to g lther that you mj_�ht se'.) - o�o a 0zr;:,r..:: shepherd. 
doB and 011(': just a camp dog, an ordi�ary c�og 1 and. tt8 
shepil-3rc.1 clos must be bc:?ating hir.1 - �nd th is is th� 
system today for the Aboriginal people, e s')ec:i.ally the 
younc; pi:)ople;  th3y arc using trus, ::i""ce.u.:::� we have 
got no more tribal sort of .s:rstem. 
On the first - a syst,')>:, - tho Aboriginal 
p eople have b'3cm gi vcn by the ,;hi :; ,  p�opl3 - they have 
given the:.: the wrong sysk,:!: �. th,::,· s'.:oulc;. have �ven 
them the ri;:;ht system in th;;.; first ukcc. No·,r> 
everyth.i.ng has turned into wickcdnoss,  and that has gone 
and finished. our syst em, cultur3s a,·,d things li1': e that. 
That is ,-:hat we ar o 1, rori•ie ,, about. 
The local police:;ian has got a lot of jobs 
to run around all over the place; only thG policeman 
is not our fc•.ther - our father and. O'.lr relatives shm.:ld 
control us.  That is all right ; that is on our sid" -
on th0 Aboriginal I s side. But anoth".}r b1-ok i3 �,ho i$  n.)t 
my relative - this is in th<'.! .!'boriginal systcri - ho has 
gone out to my camp and ne is making a hell of a nois ()  
out there1 and I want to sle"p becaus-3 you s ee I have 
got a littl•3 kid, or I might ::ie asleep, or maybe the 
old people want to sle3p - the old ':) cnsioner s ,  t!1c7 might 
not slG-,p ·,·!011 at night - and th3s-3 youn:3 neople are 
going from plo.cc to place and yellir.t; ar,.'.tnd� c.!:d ri.ghtinc:; 
4 HR , PA.ttE.qQULT.JL 16/8/78 
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all(l 111c:.lcir.s a hell of ,a noise. So you C::!.n 
run up to the po lie e. If you car:.e U:J to us and sc.y, 
11V/ill you please stop this noi se. " bo you 1� now 
what he i s  going to say to you? He •,.fill say S0:!1':!thir.g 
to you in bad lanr,uae':! and thc!1 st�rt a b:i_5 fi i:;1:t, 
and then the police rush i11 and grab the wrong person. 
I once been hit a person very b2.dly, in 
this sort of' fig ht, so he grabbed r.:::: b�r t::e n�c'.( 2.:1d 
put rae in zaor? and he let this �an free. Something 
is always getting mixed up someway. 
We have been talking to our cc�2'.ll1ities, 
it is going it. this ear and coming out of t!u. s ear - the 
sound wouldn ' t  stop in the middl2 of the tr2.i ns ) it just 
come out. They. are pretty smart y.::ung p(;::iple. ThGy 
just reckon the old men should all !<e�? q_·.:::.-�t. !-'ot 
lilce it used to be. Old men usGd to 09 th-� boss on<) 
day - in the Aboriginal laws - the old t:·e:-, used to be 
the big boss. He usec. to listen, 'Jut no•,,7 in thzse 
days, we can ' t  change it because there is nohody up and 
n0body clmm, we are all just le:vf:!:... '.!9 ju.3t have 
the white man's law. So we don ' t  '.�ri::r.·r i-:hich .:n.y to 
c�rry on at thi s  stc1.gc. We mj_ c):t co·�o b-:,c'.{ to tr:e 
Aboriginal laws - it might be  thc.t •,,;:;; co:r,;; up to t!D 
white man 1 s law. They are level. 
What the community want to clo to the se 
p e:ople, lii,e the old man was telling you - iceepir.6 t;hcm 
in gz.ol ar.d keepir.g them there for six ;:ior.t:1s - ancl 
maybe they 1 -;:arn some other silly things. .All right. 
What if the community say: all ri g11t 1 this r,:::.n - h.'.! i s  
a young blol�e, or h e  must b e  1 7  or 1 8� send thi s blo'� -, 
into the .4:rmy camp so that he might train fer so::1:Jth�. :-,g ;  
h u  might learn somuthine. Same as lilrn so:ce peo�lc -
not in the mi ssion now, these da:rs, but o!':ly j,J.st t:rJ 
once, when we had this initiatio::1, we got �·ou:-ig :ic'.):)lG 
right on our side, in a separat-3 c3.rr.p. But this tir.i,;37 
in Papunya and a few other places, th�.,y h�v8 got - wh:.?.t 
do ti1cy call that? Oh , I forget his D?..r:: ;. Thsy 
lceup tru.s y:::mng fellow for maybe s:l.Y. r:ion-::·,:; 1 r,::.:·· ) c  for 
12 months som,:;·'.;imes, without s aJi r.g thei;· -;,:,.re!1ts or 
without seeing their fa!!lilies - just only t:1e s?.crecl 
site - and they learn so:11ething, th:: lc.,•rc: , an:l �-1hcn 
they �or.1e out
7 
they Jrno·.-: s9mcthi:?g1 _ and �r:�:r get really
get mixed up 1;00. Hhen tm,y co7.E: oaC:, to :;he e;-o g) 
sometimes they get killed, b ecaus0  t'.,oy ·:ir0::.'., the la�-;, 
thzy get kill:;;d. Or, th�re i s  you:,g ;�0::,12· t:,at have 
been murdered by the grog. 3ut you �n:r.-r n-:;thi:1:; about 
it, you know nothing about it •· the •.,;hit� p;::ople don ' t  
know what i s  going on, They mig:1:. so!.:', "0'.-;) it ' s  just 
a murder " ,  or it is just f rom erog , ·::iut ,.;.;; ;:no;r ·.!:!at is 
going on. rie has broken th.-c:.t l:Jig L1w i:1 t::c first 
plae: :;;. So he should b0  destroyed ; h<; should be l,illed; 
so they can le ill him with th-: g1·og) or so:::e o�he:;r til5-:1e. 
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J dnn ' i, k!lr.�� wh!J.t. t!1ey call it. It i s  the stu:::'f -
they can kill any .A.bori.ginal peo;i lc. s��n,; as the 
whi tc  F.::!n he.s got the rifle to l,:ill. It is ver'j 
dangerous , this one. Hos t of the time, t!Ey just 
u�e it with the grog. They drug this man , or 
they scr 2w hj_ s necl< , or they sti.cl,: =?. J,: r.if� i ::to hi::i -
same thing e.s happen with the white man 's side of 
thin gs ) because they break this law. But •..rz want 
to s ee these youn z  people fro:!! th e r.i i s sion r.Qre) thc�r 
are sti-11 brea.l<ing our la· .. ,s, bat w!lic:: 1 �:.-:s c:.:'·� ·.-,,:; 
goin g to use'� · '.l.'he white man I s law, or tl�r) bl,s:::<fellow I s 
law? That i s  what we want  to know, so -':;:t3.t we can 
work to.{ether. This side -:- we c2.n h cl;J ":.:c:i.s o:::? ) on  
thu white man I s law - and this w2.y7 we can help t:1e:n 
o n  this side, in the Aboriginal laws - th�.t is the way 
that they work. So we can control th•::ic: e, •• 'tloth 
sides. 
HIS WORSHIP:  What way do you want to  do  it? 
HR. P.Alllli10UL'£.JA: It is not very easy, thes e  chys. We are 
and the 
do·,rn and 
Say: 
,:i th both laws these days - th,::i whit':! ::1ar.s 
blackf1:dlows - we shoulcl 'brin g another one 
another one UP , and that would settle it. 
accordinJ s  by thi s white r.mn ' s  12.•,1� woll, 
According, by this black fellow ' s  law, you 
be a dead man .  
you are fr�e. 
arc going to 
Sec t if I nrurder SO!'.lcbody e ls-� tod':!.Y, I 
coul.J be ;iut in gaol for two years wi th hard J.aoouc- ai�c:1. 
on parole ) I might co:ne out in 1 4  months - :n?.Ybc? 1 2  
months tirne. All rig:1t. Accord:::.ni; to the whit:-:: 
man 1 s law. it is fini.shed. But � acco:-d.i,1g to t:r,2. 
Aboriginal l:::w, it  i s  still standi ng - rnuyb3 20 79z.rs -
maybe 40 year s,  Thay will still ect him. Th:::�' 
will still f:i.nish him off. The white man - another 
magistrate might say :  what is p,oin6 on 1.-li th thl s 
poor rnan? . Oh 9 he h.:1.s be>.en murcler '3d by s,:; :-•.nd �o ,  <C:1d 
this man must stay in gaol because he mU::'d.er ed this 
bloke ;  but he clocsn ' t under stand that th::1·'=' is r-.:iother 
law, ::?.nd this law can carr·y o:i for 1 2 ,  m2,y'00 40 ye::1.rs � 
or 50 years. It is a pretty hard law. 
HIS �/OasmP : It is a very difficult que sb.o:i 2.!'ld ! do not 1rnc,r 
,}hat the cJ1swor to it is, personally. . Of course, 
killing is out of my province. It is 11-'.J°'.; in ;.1y 
jm· isdiction. I c2.nnot do anythini; ccJO'.tt c:_:;-:,•c:1e 
who k ills o.nyonc. That is fo:c tho big court. T!1ey 
decj_de that ki.n d. of thing. 
jvffi , P.At1.S.:10ULTJA: Yes. 
HIS HOTISHIP :  I do not know what tl'l<.! answer to tb_--!t particular 
problem is�  �ind th'3re is no eood in m0 discussL,1 j_t 
with you. vlhat I am prepared to talk to you about is 
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thj :s c1u o.::sl; ion ol' J..ic111,.,r whi "h j_ s :q;ia.r oi1tl y wo:r::-y-;_ng 
yo\1. 
MR. P.AR:.::.aouLTJA ; I told you in the first place, we did ?Ut a 
sign::ioard out near the mission b::iunc.an', tho.t no 
liquor was to come into the mission bound-:i.ry. 
HIS HOR SHIP : A:1)'One who brings liquor into the mission boundary 
can go to gaol for anything up to six months, or c�n 
be finad anything up to $1 0J. 
NR. P.A.•t'.::ROULTJ.:i.:  Yes. 
HIS v/ORSrtIP : Thar; i s  what can happen. 
Mn. PJ:.1·:wuLTJ.A: But '.-:hat happens if somebody - s:..y drur""�:m 
p eople might ca1�sc more trouble a:1d brin:r :.iore suffering 
into the com:-:?unities - are there any law s ·i.;o put thi s 
nan a,:ay? 
HIS WORSHIP : No, not really. You see, on� of yo"J.:r people can 
go into Alic,3 Springs or some other pl2..::e 2.nd get as 
ru ch liquor inside hi'n - get dru!1'.{ �r::} c::i�.:c, :i::::-;e without 
bringing liquor onto the rese1·ve - h3 just cot18S home 
when h<:-! i s  dJ.•unk. If he rr.2.!,es a lot of !1-::iise a nd 
mak eB a nuisance of hi·nself, then th-:? police ::12,y c2.tch 
himt they c2.n charge hin, with offd:lsiv:::: b8h2.viour or 
disorderly behavj_our , something li:-: e t:io.t. He carr 
go to gaol for that, or he can ::ie fined for that. 
I do not know tlnt in most cases, putting 
people in gaol helps anyone. In fo.ct,  I thin.::: that 
very often 7 particularly wtth youne p 8op1e;  send:ing them 
to gaol make s thmn worse. '£hey come out worse than 
when they went in. 
MR. PPllEROULTJA : vn1a.t about some othzr place of trainir.g - if they 
go to the Army, or - - -? 
HIS WORSHIP : There is .iust not any such thing. Yc'.l sec, there 
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i s  no place you- can send them . I could not order 
that somebody join the Ar:ny - I have n ot got the po,-:cr 
to do it,  and there arc not any other kinds of plr-.ces 
where they could be  sent. That is why I :·,ade the . 
suggestion to you earlier, that parha"?s �:-.ey ca:'1 be 
made to do some work and made to do so.:1e ·.�sefu:;_ ':Tork 
and i:,erhaps �  ,rhen the rest of the cor��un::.t:' see that 
they ar-3 bein0 made to work , tha t might rr.,..:,e thG:1 
asha.m�d and might perhaps stop them from doing things 
in the futurs. 
What I u nderstand, and I r.ig:1.t '::> -� ,-.Tong 
about thi s and you migh t be able to tcl:i. r.1a differently, 
but I understand that if you sha;,ie an Aboriginal 
per son in tr,e zyes of his Oi,;n people , th:;.t that is a 
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pr�tt:, lia(l !JHni.shmrrnt for hirn - he does not like 
being shar:ied - he would soon<:!r go to 6aol than be 
sharncc1 in front of his own people. Is t!'l;:,.t trua 
or untrue? 
HR. PATISHOULT,TA: It  is pretty h3.rd to SD.j'. It is untr;.i�, 
you know, because young people, they j ust don ' t  
care - they don ' t  get shamed - they just forget 
about everything. They hav'" just got tc: do wh.?.t 
they want to do. The:,,.. j'.1s·� dor: ' t Cce�·c, c>.:�::l because 
our parents and the com:nunity, th13y r,rc pr';tty weak 
in our system like I s�id �arlicr - it �s pretty 
weak wi ch the white :nan I s laws an-:'.. th-3 blr.c'.�f el lows 
laws. 
HIS WORSHIP : Y ou  do not think that the young peopl.:, k now what 
shame i s  anymore? 
im. Ph:tEHOULTJ"A : Yes.  They don ' t  lcnow nothing about what 
shame is now - they just do what they ·.-12.nt to do) 
because we haven't got any power.  
HIS WORSHIP: Unfo�· tunatcly) there are really only two 
alternatives for punish11ent that e.re availr ..ble, 2.nd 
that is  ci ther fining them - making the m pay mon�y -
or sending them to gaol , 
KR, P.AREROl:LTJ"A ; .rleally , there is not the trouble with the 
fine. In the magistrate ' s  cour t every ti�G, the 
magistrat:) say - just let the p�opl0 i;o; there is 
not much point in it; there is nothing to do with 
it; we will let him go free. Next time, he is 
going to do r.iorc. He will thin:� : oh , this 
magistrat� is a good man as he lets us fr�3 every
time. Th::i.t sor t of tb.ing is giving us a ·0it ot' a 
worry. You should give them a big punish.-nent for 
that. I am j ust not tal\ing about the g;:,_ol - it should 
cost them morc 7 more 1�0!1 c:,r., so thc:.t ne:;.;.t 'i:.imc they 
might know that they haven ' t  got any rnore i::oney7 ar.d. 
that will rn�:r n them thin.J.c.  They might t:i::_nl� : •,1011, 
I don ' t  wan t to· drink any more because I ' ve got no 
money in my pocket. Nobody helpin6 r.1c;  no�Jody 
giving me money ) so I mlght do the right thing - this 
is what he might himself. 
HIS 1-!CJRSHIP: What you are saying then,  as I under stand it, is 
that the court h.::J.s not been tough e:nough? It has 
been too soft? Is that what you think ? 
t-'..R. P.AtL!:ROULT.JA: If the police put a state□ent that thi s  man 
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had been doing such and such a thing and things li...'Lce 
that, the magistrate might say: well, forget about it; 
Oh , that 1 s nothing. Because another bloke wonJd he�--------------
standing up and taH.:ing for that blo:rn - the legal aid 
lawyer bloke, We have got him you know, because he 
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HIS wm:SHTF : Not necessarily. 
MR. PJ-31:ROULTJA: And he could t0ll this, and this, and this, 
and finish;  just finish. He �re t!w ncoDle ·,::!'",J 
suffer from this bloke, you know, not the ieg:-.l o.icl 
and not the magistrate, and not the policeman and 
not  th0 government, but ou� 01.m :,copl c  - •·:e 2.re tl,3 
lot who suff!.?r fro� our own l,bcri.g -Ln�l co:.:::'.1?":it·: c ::; -
the young peop·le, the old peop le. A lot of the old 
people, they are drinking too. Mayb0 a fc·.-, do!1 1 t 
drinl< . I used to be a drirJ< ing man; I t, sed to be 
a proper silly man, but now I have stopped. Liquor 
is not good h ·�alth - it is bad heal th - cc I stoppc::l 
this on0 for nearly five years now. It :::�st t::3 
trouble. I thirik that myself, you kno·,,. I had a 
shot in the stomach - a bloke \•.'ho s�Jt ;.;e j_:, t?;::: 
st omach - it wasn 't his fault, but later i'; brought 
that big trouble - he caused that troublo. We were 
friends together , but when we had th2.t c.rir�, , that is 
when it caused trouble. I knew that was a bad thing,
and I stopped. I can 1 t se::: these otr1(:l' ;>eo;>le - - -
I did g et shot right h ere, in Her!:lanns�mn.; , t:1::.t day, 
and pe,ople H.ould have seen r.io und th0y si:-:r..tlcl hav� 
b elieved that liquor is ·r.zry bad. 
The other thing I war1t to ask you: 1.,;1�t are 
we going to do with this fdlow sellir10 sly grog in 
th::i r.1issj_on here? Even our own Aoori��inal people. 
What is the law going to say? rl'.c1.ve thoy got th0 right 
to supply r;rog around the mission; ,,;hat we we1·0 tab:ing 
about tho other d2.y, when we ucrc ::.n th'.:! L:J.nd Council 
about not bringing any grog into the settlc:r.�nt - j_.1to 
an Aborj_gin3.l re serve - so I just ·,:ar:t to }:now ;,115.t ',.'G 
are goin g to do with our own people.: by the law; wh2.t 
is the la11 going to say? Are we goin� to put <' po:J.ic-J:nan 
out to wcti t for hir.1 every chy and night wi thJut a 
sleep? He is going to drop dead out there : If he  
has got to stand t.h0r o day and night, he  :i.s goh:.� to 
drop dead out there. So w0 have got to put the law 
someway. 
You see ,  I can put this 12.w over there c:nd 
they arc goinc; to break out, because I hi::1.rc got no-o:-ic 
b c.hin(l. The fellows who drink , they have got sor,1cbody 
backing them up. They have got th::! legal aid fella-.. ,. 
They h<;tVC got a friend. The l egal aid is 3oin6 to as!< 
this blo'.<e supplying th0 grog :  wilo oou�ilt t':lis lot? 
110h, so and so. 1 1 "Oh , he is nothj_ng, don 't  �rou worry. " 
We want to see a law brougi1t into thi ;;, to help th0 
communi t.y. He only gots talrnn for on:, man. 
HIS \·;ORSHIP: I can onl.y spcaJ< for one man, and th'.lt i s  myself, and 
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I ,-,oul rl �;., .,:.-.1•ci..t;y 1 .• ,:,1,gh r.11 ,  .;. :-,yui1::- that uro�tght l:'..<�:i-:ir 
-t-.o the r.iission to S'3ll it - to 1?1::.lrn a profit 01.1t of' 
it and to s:;:11 it to Aborigi ml clconl'] 2.:vi c:tuse 
tro;.1ole. I would personally be· quite tc·..:gh on t::::.t. 
But I x:i not very tough on r:.n Aboriginal !).::r son :-rh:> 
brings liquor onto the reserve to dri�k it hi�2c:f. 
What I supposn you are ask inf :.''J to ·0 0 is to be :;;or :? 
tough on th,:mi-, because they cause trouble w�1on they 
get dnrnk? 
NR. P.:.HEROULT.JA ; Ye s. 
HIS WO!l.SHIP; As I said before, the difficulty iz 1 of course, 
that if I ir•!posc tough pen:tltics,  t:1�:.1 t:iat person 
who gets the to;.igh pen2.l ty goos u:> to th.� big court 
and says it is too tough and th3 bis :!ourt s�··s 
yos, it is too tough, let him out of g�ol. You se�? 
Erl. PAR3R0'!.;1..1'.JA: Yes. 
MR. UNGWA,·lAKA: You sec , we must h:lve so::iebod:r to help. Peo-pl e 
inst h�ve help. soc,e way. I t  i s  a ·o?.d t:1i11::.;. I do:1 1 t 
like to se� a drum< como round to �y pl�:0 ; not at cll. 
It makes everybody frightened. It is no good at all. 
I think we must m:1kc a law s01r.eho•.-;. 
:us HO:::!SRIP: Wh2t you ar c saying this rr,ornin3 is 2.11 beintr t:.:kcn 
down on b.pe - it is being recorded - 8.nd. I will h.:�:,'J it 
c.11 typed and I will send it to t!1= governm3nt ::1.nd let 
them think about who.t they should do c:_')01.it it .  
l-!H. Pi.R::!:rlOULTJA: I think they should stoT) th-:. sixpply:i. n� of  
liquor into the  Northern Tcrri.t-'.)r:r - jus� sto-;i t"'"' uine -
that is what. the gov0rnment polj_cy should oe. 
HIS \/ORS.HIP: If that was done 1 there would be mr1ny ,;>eop le th�t 
would sr:.y th3.t the blnck people \•:er·c 1:d:::; ::!i scrim?°.nuted 
against ; they were being trcatod as not � -�ing e�'.J.:::.l 
people j_n not being alJ.o,•:ec! to h:J.·,,e liquor, 2.!1d this i s  
011.3 of tho problems  that you face th-Jr e. 
En. P1m::1.;i.ouLTJA: Even white fellows in tr.e T.:;::-ri to::-y, th-2y G.r•.3 
going to ho.VE:) the sume - th():' a-:-c go:.ng to he:.·;,; a drink 
in the pub and they co:n a out of th� pub without th e 
bottles. The govornr.13nt shoul:, s:J.y; no ,•!inc 1 or no 
bottles in the Northcrn Territo:;.•y. T�<))' c.::.n dri:i� 
wine inside the hotel, and then co�e out •,rithout the 
bottles. How is that? I mean for :)l::i.c�� ctn-1 whito. 
HIS HOR SHIP: The same for everyone'? 
M.H. Ph.:'i.sHOULTJA: The so.me for everyon(). 
HIS WOR3Il..IP; That is r>ot a bad idea, exce;iting th�t I do not c.rir.l� 
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in  pub s ,  I t�\ '� mine h0m0 anrl rlrink it th�r o. 
r,rn. r;..P.::;:.-:iotJT,'i',JA :  T!'lat �- s the only way we are &oi!1g to sa.ve our 
p eopla. If we don ' t  save our paop le, they arc a.11 
going to be destroyed and no  Aborigim.l j_s r,oi!1g to 
b Q  l eft in t!1:.: next ;'.:: o:::- 6:J )'c2.r s, ::.'.,;:; :/ :.i.r.:: a::'..l goi:ig 
to be finished becau s.:: of this alcohol. 
HIS \•;ORSHIP : Y,3s, I ap;:,reciatc tr1at it iz a very  g1•a.vc ::iro'Jl:-::,,;, 
and it  is � ve1:Y difficult one G.:1d in .f2.c'..; �.:::.y w0ll b8 
�n impossible one to solve. Persona.lly, I hav� got 
no idea what the answar to it is.  !Jo idea at all. 
As I say, I can irr.posc to1.lgh pen21.ltius c:iut I don ' t  
thin.l{ that is the answer - not th"' whole a:1sw0r. 
If I could do a s  you suggest > ssr1cl the 
offenders away to a camp for six months or sor:1ethL1g 
like th2.t> 1-1h8re they le.J.rn somathing and be put to 
work, that would be a very good thing, but there arc 
not any such p lci.c es availecblc, and if there: wer -::! t I 
have n ot got the powar to send thorn ther�  anyway� un til 
the law is changed, that is th:? way it will be - if the 
law gets changed, of coui·se,  and it may not. 
id 
J.-IJ . •  P,�T3HOULTJA: Lil�:; this kg::u/ fellowj they wasted a lot of
time wit11 th ese kind of people, you know. T!'ley should 
h::i.ve told them the legal th:i.ng in  the Abo::-igi:�:::."!.. 
c ommun ities ,  �ut they wast ed a lot of ti�0. Th:J 
policerr.:::.n j _s t!-lc sam� thi!1�. He h2.s uast�.:: a lot of 
tima with th8 idnd of people - soriebody n:!.:;::"t be 
murdered in Arcyonge1, and he is goj_ng  to b-, really 
busy  with running around 1 you kno•.-1? Too busy 
running around and wasti11g a lot of' tiu;0 with the se 
ldnd of people, and ho hurries quickly to JcTeyonga or 
somcwhcr..:) c.1round the middle of th0 ro'.lcl th-�!'.:: sol'.l01.-:here ) 
with a bad sort of accident r:iaybe - then h,_. vould be 
wasting his t:i.r,1e hare. So \-/G w3.nt to ,-.ur!-:: this thing 
the ric;ht way, you knm-,. Tlw p olicc::1:::.,1 c;:;.:-, d-.:> tl1J 
big things lik 3 that, but not the .;;,:-: li ttlc, sort of 
things - drun�e,1 mobs here. I rcc!co:i we hav0 got to 
ge;t some pr0tty tough 12.ws. 
HIS WORSHIP : Yes. Who do you sug�est would sec t!r.:.t the law 
was carriPd out? Your 01.-m peopl e? Or do you suggest 
th--:i.t thG policeman would carry out the law? You sc,:J, 
if you are tall-:: ing about your own ? •:io;ilc doing it, that 
is g enerally known a,s a vigilante comr.ii ttec, ;:ir:d th?.t 
does not always work out. 
MR. PJ>.R::;:JOULTJA: I reckon I know the laws - - -
HIS v/0:::.SHIP : Let us assume that you havo got six or ei ght r.:cn 
that can handle the drunk s, what are you goin& to do 
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put thm1? What. ar� you going t.c do wi. th t�·,am? 
MR. P.;;l.iJ;ROULTJA: Pu t them in gaol, j ust for a d:.y, and then 
let th3:-:-t go fr;rn. Maybe give them good tucker ) 
maybG cigar�ttes - plenty of cigar ettes out there 
in that littl0 hou::;�,  aud pL;:1ty of ·01ar�� cts there 
for the night, and then the next ti:ie the:y co:::e 
back again, still give them plenty of t�ckcr anci 
plenty of s'.!!Okiis :i.nd plenty of bla,i.'{ets, 2.ll th·3 
time. 
What I am thinking , you \,;:nmr, it we .::re 
goin2 t:.> star ,_. with our Qwn pco;:, liJ., a,.d. ·;::on the 
magistr2.te is going to helo us - say, wo �.re going 
to put the big law for our own people, th;; h.'.l.rd law: 
saying you arc not supposed to be doing t�is and 
not doing thG.t, bocause you are going to get punished 
for t!1at - - -
HIS HORSHIP ; Would you rather be yolli' o·,:::1 m��istr<-tcs and you 
send your own peopl::i to what ever pu::is:i.rr-;; :-,t you think 
would you rat her b P. your o·.m m::gistI'at'"? You be 
your own m agistrates, using t!1e wl"Lj•t•J ::-,an 1 s law? The 
same power as the white m."?.n 1 s la;,? Sending hi�� to 
gaol and that sort of thing. 
HR. P.AilBROULTJh. : We a;re u s ing this power so::ieti:.'os, wh.:m 1rc 
have this initiation, and we hcivc this :;JO'.•;er 7 just 
maybe for t.hr ee months, but th:Jy cr o r ::::.12..y frightcr.�d 
of tfl;!.t law ; they nre friehtened, for three ,-,eQ';:s . 
When wc have finished from that law, then E:vcry�ody 
just plays up again, because we can ' t  do that every 
day, you know. It is not according to th� law. 
HIS �-!O:lSHIP ; 8upµosing that the government said to y.::,u ; all 
right, you be your own magistrate and :,rou can send 
your own people to gaol under th� whi te man Is law -
is th,�t what you w:1n t? 'l'o be your o• .. ,n r�.�gistrates 7 
but using the white ma.n 1 s 13.w? Is th::..t right? 
MR. PA!TEROULTJA: Yes. 
MR. UNGHJJ�.AKA; That 1s right. 
MR. PAR:'!:HOULTJA: So this will be - we say to th8 ;,_,)original : 
if yo.i brec>J{ the white man 1 s lav: 1 also yo'.J. brco..� our 
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own law, so you can be charged ,:ith this. '.i'he white 
man 's  law may be one chargo, but the o th'.'.?r on e :m.tst 
be dru n!r nn charge, and another one must be dru:-:.lrnn 
driving 1 and another one must b :.:?  - the s2..'°"c 13.•.-r - the 
bloke r:;ay have broken into an office ;  ::,aybe three,  
r.iaybc four , some other things. But this is pretty 
important with th8 black Aboriginal m�;;istr2.te. All 
righ t, you b:..- cak our really strong law; you s ho..1ld be  
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put into gaol - \./hi te man ' s  law tell you t?::-it you 
should be put 1 2  years in gaol, or maybe 2 0  years 
in prison; say, the fellow who killed, h ,  wouldn ' t  
get out in 2 0  years time - is that right? - he would 
be there all the time. So if you bre.::k t:iis law, 
the Aboriginal people used to kill r,ir.: - finis !'l hi":1 
off - so everyone used to se::i and be frightened because 
it is a pretty strong law. We can't d:, th�t, we cnn •t 
do this; we hnve got �o stic'{ to this 0:10 ls:.-,, and do 
the rieht thing ;  if we  do  t!-:2 wrong thi.n;;, ,-:r; ere 
finished - we · j us
t; cut hirn off I even i:t you.'1g o:::- old, 
cut his life off. 
You know, white man 's  law m:i.lrns it pretty 
easy now these d�ys. We have? still gotthis law7 but 
we can 't see it - it is right um.er yo1.1r tabl e - you can 
see the papers l�ying on the table there on top , but you 
can't sec underneath what it is lilrn.  We h:J.ve got that 
law pretty strong inside. It  is still going today. 
But it doesn It come in front of everybody - it j ust goes 
:!. separate way. 
HIS WORSHIP :  But it does not cover pcopb gcttin6 drur-.-: o.nd 
malting a nuisance of thems.:)lves., docs it? 
HR. P;"tit:.:.:ROULTJJ,: Hhcn he drh 1k ,  anl druriJrnn p .:,ople rra.trdcr other 
drun¼:en people, then th::? Aboriginal law is the onr..: 
HIS v/OnSIIlP:  But supposin� h,3 just gets drun1< 2.nd :·:::.kes a 
nuismicc: of hi.:-,sclf, artl broaks in and !_;t.::,.:,.::'..s t the 
i,boriginal law does not won·y about that, (�O-JS it? 
HR. p;,aEROULTJ/, :  It doesn •t worry abo'..,t that. 
HIS Hoasrn:P : Thc.t j s where you want to bring the white rJ:J.n I s lo.'..r 
into it? 
MS. P;ullli10ULTJA: '.i.'hat is where we want to bri:1g t�,::, ,-;hi t :; m�:-i •s 
law into it. 
HIS · !ORSIUP ; To cover "those things that t!-le !;.�or-:.ginal law clo�s 
not cover - doesn 't deal with - is th�t �,'.:.at y•.Jct w::.:1t? 
You want to use both laws? 
}ffi. PJJl:.LllOULT.JA: \·lo:) can see both laws sta:-iding pretty strong()r. 
H1/1 3/P:'1.A 
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You kn::iw, th,:i white man I s law mii;ht b c easy - well, you 
might sc0 that the white r.10.n 's  law is pretty e:1sy, or 
the Aboriginal lo.w is pretty hard 7 and which on.:? are you 
going to tak e? You might as well bring th::,m i:1to -:i:10.
Oh \,'ell, this la1:1 must be the right one, bccaus '3  it is 
o.n Aboriginal community, and its law is a hnrd one - well, 
truce it on this side -
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l-!IS WORSHIP ; How would •101: ,, '---�:l r.­
Auorigi n::,. l m::i.:r� :;trat c? 
vote for hi�, or what? 
� .. ,h� • �-.'� ..::; go:i.r.z llo be yo1..u--
Would you h:2ve an el'..?Ction a:-id 
MR. P.A.llI.:dOULTJJ.: Oh1 this is not - you hav;:i an �lection, the 
white ;?Ic..n ; ;3 ..,,uy. Cur r ogular \•:ay is t:l.:! old 
Aborigin..1.l old man - you know, th-=l elders, th� leaders > 
they can talk it over and Die!< out on::: - whichever 
one th.;y pie:, out. 
HIS ilOUSHIP : I s0 3, he would be appointed by thQ olders ?  
MR. PAR.S.,..,lOULTJA: Yes. Oth13rwis u, if .you are goi ng to r;;a.1<c an 
clcctio:-, ) all of .:.ustralia going to b0 Dl:.:cted, ,.�,d 
th0 fellow from Darwin going to b3 magis trata in ,',.lic e 
Springs - - -
HIS won�-iIP; No, no. I am taDcing about He1·mam1s0urg now. 
Would the people of Hermunnsburg votG for him, or wo;_1lc. 
the elder p8ople just pick hir., out? 
HR. P.A..'t:SROUL�JA : I recJ,_on, according to the Ahbrig� l".:'.l l�us , it  
s:10uld b s  the e lders, the old people pic'c this man 
o ut.
I do not thin': the young pco-pl::: o.r.d the 
vromen - they are not allowed to ta.11,: o f  :::.:;o: .. i�i�:..l lc.� .. ts. 
Only th8 old people c::,.n tah (:.t Abo:r::.G:;.::·:l la·,-rs , ,�nd 
then they can pie!< an Aborigi_n::.l r:::-.sistr'"""!;:). 
IDS \·iO:RSHIP: As I said b9fore, I have hc.d this r ccor�:€:•i and I 
will pass it on to the government f.)r the:Lr consi�le"t•ation. 
J..ft\!r .:.tll 7 t,1e government is the body ;ri th the say - i t  
s ays what will happen and what will not :'lappcn - and I 
will certainly puss on to the gove!·nr.!ent wh;;.t y:iu �vr:, 
had to say obout it , and what yo.ir thoughts cr e on the 
matter. 
MR, P.,'1.RSROULT.JJ.: Yes, 
HIS vJORSHIP :  I will nlso keep in mind what you h..cve hacl t� s2.y. 
Is there anything f1--:r- ther you W::!nt to 
say to me? 
HH. PAR,S:.iWULTJ,\ ; There is another point: th� pco:;>le livi i�g a.r.ound 
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the out-station 1 they should obey the law too. i1y comun"i.ty, 
the Pure:.:-oultj!l. gr,)up, - sitting at a plac0 called 
Arcyong:.1 - six or seven miles - that j_s pr �tt,y close 
to the(il}"Uclir?..:ir-.nd u J.ot of people co::w fro:n th:l.s 
mission, they ge,ing past th;3r c, they st cc:.l it - stuff 
from th.:tt plc:ce. Maybe pco;:ile been goinJ U?, the:' just
Wt!nt in and t:i.ke it aw.:.t-:,i: .If there is - so:;i.:?t'.,:i n:; they 
w :>.nt :1 car - :i l'lOtor car, and they just tak c it  out 
and take it  away, becaus0 we are right o n  the spot there. 
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: 1.1· , .�h;,1ilcV 1:!r [;!Joy c r;�·!c hac!: n.nir3:, tl'!s:' 
come �=--=K i;n t-.hi s place 2..nd they W'.!lk i nto th.::: pl1 cc 
ar.J. they get them other fellows drun'< - the other 
;,00,Jlc living in that place. I did g'"t. :! ro:1�:-, ·:::.::: 0, 
a few tim�s you know. !-ly father told me: you h,-.d 
better get out of this phce. I tried to control 
hi:n and not to drink, and he told rne to g"t o•Jt, 2.:"l::� so 
I did lcJ.v.J the placs for si:( montho: 7 ,.::d later ?!<: 
wc.nted r, ;;; to gG bacj( again. T!'1is sort of law, t:i.;it 
anybody trespasses in som2on� .ilse I s oro,orty, I rr?�un 
if he called into thQ.t place with':lut n p2r::iit, :1-:: 
should be prosecuted and come before th.:l co·..1rt. 
If he ring up to Hermannsburg t:) :::.s:-< a 
fellow from th-J out-station - if he is a l :::;al aid 
lawyer, if he is a land council 1:iwyar , i f :,".! i s � ��!! 
from the D�partm.rnt of Aborig inal A.fTair s, they sho•.ild 
let us know - the owner of that block - -::, 3 oi t or 
the station they have got there. You n .:::T::r !rno•.-;7 he 
might be good white bloke, but you do:'1 1t !<r..J,; w�t he 
has got in thu boozc 1 r.>.:'.'ld n ·�:-:t r::o:nn� :r:::·.°< ::i:'..6ht s lip 
out there - sc.y a few miles for a W'.3.11, O!' somcth'_:-ig - and 
th�n you go and find ho is suppl:'ing t:,.} l i;u-:i::: , :?.:1d by 
t he time you g,_it bacl�, everybody is goi::.� t-o be c.rurl•; 
and fighting. What is  going on? O�, �ne of our ';f::.itc 
friends came ov�r hero anc1 do t:1is - o:-,e o!' our 
Aborigim�l friends. You l<now, this i .s t!,,;) sort o: 
co!ltrol w2 wr-rnt to ,ut in the la•,r. ;,-nmt they thic>.k . 
To save our own -people ,  not only at the mi ssion, but 
the pc')plo livinr, in the out stations tco, so th:.:.t they 
can control thcms0lves. 
HIS �IORSHIP� What you a-re saying is th�t. wh"t you war.t is ::.. l<lw 
that will cover all Aborii;inal people, no r:12.tter wh�ro 
they are, is that right? 
HIS WORSHIP : In the Northern Territory only, of course.  ..:._i;;2.in i 
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I can only s,,y that I will pass on to t:10 6overn::;,Jnt 
what your tho:1ghts 2.rc on the matter 2.:-,d w;-.:::.t the 
governmc!lt does 1 in their wisdom, is  up to t;1em. I 
will certainly do thnt. 
I mentioned to you earlier, and : do not 
know what your thoughts arc O!l it � a:-!d I wo·,1ld ha·.r::i to 
speal{ to thi:! administrati: m people a,"lywa.y if we ·.-r;;;rc 
doj ng anything about it , but what do y.::,u t>.i,,'.-: abo·-1t 
gettin g some of these people that ca us�  trou�J_,3 around 
tho camp .:ind t he mission, to get thc.n:1 to ·,,.Jr]; fer 
pUi,ishr;icnt - ins tead of fini.ng th::m, and. ir!stcad of 
sending them to g aol or instuad of ju st l ettins tb�m go 
for nothing n.t all - put th8m to wm·l� for a w-::i :?'.{ or so. 
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NR. ?i.RSROULTJA: Somi.:l of these young JJ�ople , they co::-:e out 
rrom the out i,t-c1.ti"n and they cause troub le in tee
mission here 7 and their pn.r13nts ar2 livi.�g in the 
out station7 and we should use this "[:P w._T to tak ::: 
the you1�g fellow back into his camp, to h is parent 
and his f=:ri;_ ly out in hir. c�,np �t th" ot:t :;t:. tio:-i, 
and w0 could. use this power at a court 7 c.,i  give 
him c. sentence of six months good b ehavic;..:.r· : c;.o� • t  
you corn-1 to He:::·mannsbur g any mor,:;, y,:u st::,y ·.1:1::ra 
you �ra, where your out st�ticn i s .  �-:..•"..�. � �:.:-- t!�:re
for six months, or maybe thre,1 months. Ors if we 
have be8n told a really bad thi ne;, thon 12  :-:o:1ths. 
HIS woasHIP: I can do that; I have got the p::iwor to c::i that. 
I can put them on a bor:d for six montl",s 1 or 1 2  r.;onths, 
and rnak e it a condition th.:t t they don ' t  COliiG 'bacl< to 
Hermanns burg. 
}ffi. PJ.R�.!!:10ULTJA: Yes;  he is going to be loo!(ec! o.ftcr by all 
the people living in that area, or maybr; his ?�r�nts� 
or maybe his council - he is going to 
If he comes out here7 the council is going 
to come out from that place� come to t�o police and 
say1 so and so is missing, ,-r1; might a.s ,-::ill 60 2-!Xi 
look for hi::1 - to see ,-:here ho is. If' we find out 
h e  i s  in Hermannsberg her· c, in this little arr�a� 2,ll 
right, bring hir.; into another court and gi'le hi!:1 more -
say anoth:Jr 12 m0nths. If you put thz fellow o,, a 
bond, you know, 12  or 1 t� months on a bond ) ha won 't lik e it . 
If he is doing the wrong thing, well, he  has got to do 
that time. They might under stand that. ?.r,ay might 
say: oh i it is pretty h:ird to do th;i-'..; - I ;;-,:.6ht us 
well do my time� and when I am fre0, I can ' t  d::i thit 
anymore. I might look aftor ::iysclf. Y-::.: ;;.::-.o,-:? '.i'hat 
sort of thing. · \-/hen thcre is a tough lm-1 fer t:ie 
people, thej' will look after themselves. I� it is a 
li ttlc, easy lc:.w, well people i•rlll s<1.y :  0;'!: :-,.;; is � 
good magistrat0; he is a good legal aid 12.',,')'Gr. Oh 1 
this fe llow i::; a good policeman - h0 is pr etty friendly 
to me. If th0 law is to•1gh, the oeopL, will be rc.llly 
frightened thap. 
HIS WO.RSHIP : I can do that. I can m::.1rn condi tio:-is of n:i:1d that 
people from the out stations cion ' t c0::1c into 
Hermannsburg for a p ;}riod of tim·_, - wh:, l:.:1C:lr it is 
three months, or six months, or 1 2  mo::-,t�s O?:' �.-:1atcver. 
I can do that. It still has not a:.1s1-;.:Jrcd t:1� qu..)stion 
I asked you nbout :  what d0 you think about getting 
them to claan up around the place? 
HR. P/.REi10ULTJA : I did say that is not power with the 
Aboriginal people. 
H1/16/PHA 
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l-fi:l . P1i.1-lERuUL'l'J.'\:  It is. ya..:r powcr, but you wouldn't ba here,  sta.:r:!.�'.r 
here all the tim-.3 - you w.iilil be in ilice s,rings. 
HIS Wo;:tSHIP: ,fa, y8s, but the policeman will ::!elk.a sure thc:.t 
they do what th�y arc told� 
MR. P;.R?SlO:.iLTJ.� .: I will co:ne to "i.t anot\12r , .. :,. ·j r::) :.: . J. :  i f  vc:1 
arc going to tlo. tha:t 7 t:.hen th� legal 2.ici Cl' :: g'.: ::.ng to 
jump on your b"lck and the policeBan ' s :::iac·� ;1ere - hey, 
what 1s going on with that fellow. 
HIS HORSHIP: I do not think th:=! legal 2.id is goir,g to jU'!l? in. 
l-41. Pl.RE:3.0ULTJ;;.: The legal aid might wor\< so:.wtri..::.::6: you know. 
He might say : oh, t!'l::.t fellow is bcir:g -:>us'.',e".'. .'.).round 
just like a sl,�v,:i - he! shouldn 1 t b .:, doin3 this - r.-..nd 
they report hir:i to th a government : 0:1, this man has
got to be sacked - thi s  mo.gistrn.tz 1�us t  ·o.J sackG<l, he  
is  a bad man. You know? Thi s  sort :;;f thi,1g.  You 
have got to thin'-< r.:J.lJ.y - - -
HIS ;,JQRSHIP: I do not think you n eed to uorry c!.'::l01..:.t □y position 
in being sack ed for doing it. I w::.nt to 'know •.:hat 
your feelings ar e :  wh;:itlrnr it  is a goo,j_ ide.:i, O:'.' a 
bad idea.. 
MR. Pi:REROULTJ;. : On my side
1 
I reckon it is th-:; co::i::iunity
should stick with the policeman or to t:-:.3 r�agistrate, 
they will be working if we k e.zp t0gather. I mca!1, 
if you tell this man to work - do thi s .; r:lo trnt, clo 
this - and the f.boriginal peop1e might s?.Y; oh ; this 
is a good way, so we can work tha.t w2.y. 
HIS WO£lSHIP: Do you think it is a good W?.y1 or not? 
MR. P..:\Jl.:!BOULTJA; Y8 s. If we work this way, th:rn �Tc can work 
toGether. After th,::.t 1 ha i s  going to b� s:,ame(!. Ha 
has been picking .up all th is rubb ish and �utting his 
hand into th 8 mud or so,;ie other things 1 ::. -:d the:,· 8.l'e 
going to bring a ".:lig sh�me - they arc c;oLi:; to say: 
oh , when I ar:1 finished with ray tiG;Cs ;-::oll I might .-.s 
well go out so::10whera else and st�y a· •. ,:::.�r fr:>r:i the 
trouble. I think th::.t is a gooc idaa. 
HIS woasHIP: As I say ,  I will have to t.:i.lJ, 1-:i t�. th::: ::.dc1 i:u.stration 
people about it. They m�y or r.ia:r n ot .:.grcJ with the 
H1 /1 7/Pi-L!l 
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idea,  but I will have to tal!� to them a'oo:.:.t it and 
sec what they thin]<. 
Is there anything els e you 1,:c.r.t to s2.y1 or 
docs tha.t cover everything? 
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n.:: .. v;;-J·�1�:�·.1 ... :.�.,�! ·x. r  p00p j__ v  - Lth!l�..) a:c·o 'tt)L, !O!ifJY �t on� ce.:ii-;., -
and I don 1 t like too many people ;  .:1 fe•.-: people 
would be enough, ·you see? At my pl:.ce, where I 
run living, if anybody come there they halp :::ie •..:ith 
the work, perhaps. I don ' t like some people ,,?:o 
just comi:3 up and sit down <?.nd they m:,_J-: .3 bi� cc.::, 
there, I don I t know what shall happen - we nev.:?!' know. 
MR.  Piill:TIOULTJA: I was going to ask you this questior. :  t h-) 
f ollow who does th,  bad thi:1s with cri?-::�ir:; se>!'t of 
thing, you know-? · vih�n you w.:int to work this - o.ft�r 
you give him the time, or somethin g  liko that, or 
before? I reckon if tho Policeman c�tch this 
f ello;; clrur,1{ and he has bei::!n doing o. lot. of  silly 
things, and a lot of damage , he should put this �:i.n 
in gaol in the morning and t:ike this m.:tn c'.Dd do the 
job - or, it is n et on the law? 
HIS WORSHIP : It is not  the law, I am afraid. 
MR. P.A!'l.'."BOULTJ"J.: That  has got to come - it has to  '.·T:-.i t f--:r you? 
HIS WORSHIP: It will h.'.!V-:J to \teti t until I gat - - -
MR. PJJlEROULTJ"A: He might h:i.ve don0 t hi s  thinr, fiv:; or six 
you will b.:, here in a mor.th I s til'.!e,  is t::.:-.t right? 
every month? 
HIS WORSHIP : Yes, every month. 
til'lGS 
Or 
V,.H. Pl.RZ.�OULTJ"A: S::i.y the man is going to do it tan or tu2:1ty 
times - the sam e man? 
HIS \-/OitS.iUP : There is not very much I c::1n do abo'.lt th?..t. It is 
not in the law, and you just cannot do :>.nytr,::!16 if it is 
not in the law. 
HR. PJ;RERO:JLTJi,: After you give him a sent.en:: C:?? If yo1J. sc.y: 
this m:i.n is going to have six months hci.rd lc:.oour, ho is 
going to do th.i.s job during th-:? six manths 11;:rd lo.bour, 
or just tlv� one day? 
HIS 1-JOHSHI P :  Ho, I am thinking in t.,rms of a ;re3k , or two we3ks5 
or something like that. 
l-ul. Pif lEROULTJA1  If this policcrn::i.n c:.ncl one or two cc,�r;;u :-:i ty 
councillors - - - ?  
HIS WOl{SHIP ; Thc1t j_s a matter for co-operation bet·,•,c'Jr. th:J 
policeman and tho.: community councillor·s. 
MR. PJ'JUtlOULTJJ, : To m.:tk :i sure that t hi s  fello,,: do2s the right 
thing. 
cm�sT. lkKINLAY : I am quite willing to  h81P thcr.:. 
H1/18/Pr-!,'1 
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-:::. ,::;:·'.:-:,l(.'TJ::r.:r·:� : Til_, lnn--1 cu,uK tl l.�\-: is  th-:i.t t2.:�is :1r c not 
allm-:ed to supply �ny grog into th� scttl.:!::i znt. Ir 
h�  w.:-..nts to t-:-.k<) so:ncbo<ly :i.s _a passenecr, ;1"J h:!s got 
to take th:i.t man without th:.} grog - without the wir.z. 
Ha is talkine about the t-._ :,.:L If the 
taxis c>.r e  brj_nging th<J grog - supplyi!1g t :,e grog in 
the mission •· then it will b �� repo!'tGd tc ':.;he police, 
then the -police catch th'.'l.t □an an'.! put !1::.".' in .;::.ol, 
nnd if h(:; cotL::s in front of th::: :-::,:,. ;;istr�·.t :· � !!J r.iif;ht 
mak c it ..iasy � you lq1ow?  ii0 is \-rorr:;r:t.::1g about 
that. 
HIS ':IOHSHIP: I said before, :ind I will
° 
so.y it :ig:-.-::i !'low: I 
c.1n ' t  pr-i- judge anything, but if soc:,:iboC:.y i s  convj_cteC:.
of selling liquor on a missi'Jn for -p::-ofi  t1 t:-s<;?!". I 
would - my initial view is th;.t I W'Juld be ·12."l' y  tough
on the.t - but I can 1 t ore -judg0 any !)�rticul �.r c.'..'.sc., 
because every par ticular case is dj_ffer.1nt ,  ,:,.nd cc.ch 
one depends on its own facts, but I thi:.ik it is a very 
wrong thing for peopk to do this : to sell liq_1.10r on 
m �ssions,  0nd particularly for orofit 1 nnd I t��c � 
very serious view of it , :.i.nd I don ' t  t:1i:-�c I woulci. "":le
very soft in that kind of sitmtio:i. 
HR. P.i.RZROULTJA : Also, there is a:ioth-::ir thing thr..t h�:; be.!:-! 
worry:i.n g us .  People from other pl2..ccs , when thc:r co::1e 
out to th,: mission her.:: - sc..y a fello\-! fror; Yue r.dcr:n.i �  
o r  a follow from Harrabri, a fellow fro::i Pr..p,rny2., a
fell0w fro!;; ,'..rcyonga - and th_,y ar a c:1using troublo 
here.  Th-.3 Y he.vs been living her .:: for n .)s.rly fiv::
or six years - seven yc:trs - th-.::,' :.r .J doi!'g '.'. lot 
of silly thin�s cind the peopl e s?.y i.t 5.s not th�j_r
country ; they arc just spoiling it  for th'3 peopl.! w:io 
belong t::i th:Ls country) you know? Th0 t!'2.d.itior.2.l 
p eople - the countrymen people 1 yoa kr::ow? - ancl he clocs 
not belon;:; to this place. Can thc? 13:.-r r:::r:::: hi'J b:,.ck 
out to his own country? W h:i.t does the l ,_,,..- s:i.y? 
HIS WORSHIP :  Th� law can put him on ?. bor::i an:l r;,�,"" i t  a condi tio!1 
of the bond that he doesn ' t  stay in t:1::.s co'..l...,try - that 
he goes e.way and does not s t;:,.y in this p::.r': of tho 
country for d1atC!ver the length of th:! bor,6. is. If it. 
is a ye2.r, th(? n he is not all 'Jwed he!' e f,Jr rc year, and 
if it is two years, then he is not :.llo·.-r.J :1. h:::r.J for two 
years Beyond th:i.t , th::i l<!W c:::.n ' t  S':'.Y - y�:i. h:::.ve got 
to go back to say, ifarrabri and stay- th<Jr.:i for0ver. 
The law can 't do th:i.t. It can o:ily s�y: you can ' t  
come to Herm2.nnsburg for on e ye.:!.!', or two r-ars. 
H!.'l. PJ'JlE..110ULTJA: J.ccording to the Land Rights l,.., gisl;:;.tion, they 
r0cl<0n that the Aborigincel people, c:-.n �o into .:.:?.ny 
land - 2..ny country. 
H1/19/P.--!;'. 
Council 
19 
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EIS 1,!0:'.:SEIP : Yes. 
rm. Pi�S..-WULTJ.t. : W,;1 couldn ' t  .fix tmt on0 up, 'u �cat:s0 too aany 
were talking that \·JGY 'lnd this w=:.y ,:,.n�l t'.-:s�· we-!'-.! r :c::\1..ly 
mad 1 anC:1 they didn I t understand whut was �cing on, 
bocausu th� land belongs to th0 Aborigi;-;::.ls. But this 
is anoth�r point. The Aborip;inc.l p : :n� :; i::: t�c! past 
never went to -::.n0th .:::1· ,:1an I s c ::mntry. ::� ��:-:,-: y �ro'.< � 
this law, if thc!y wsnt into :mot.'-1.Jr :::an ;  s countr y, they 
used t0 be killed -· finished. 
HIS '.·/OTTSHIP : Wall , of co:1rse, you can ' t  do th.s.t :1ny:nora, under 
the whit,, man I s law. 
l-1:l, PJ:RSRO"JLTJJ. : Yes, I kn�w. The country is fre'J. 
HIS WORSHIP : Yes,  As I say, the court can only say th:i.t a 
pC'..I'ticular person can •t  go to Hcrrn:i.nnsburg for say 1 2  
months � but he might go to Areyong'l and ;:,.-:.;,"? troublo 
there 1 or h.:.) might bo a Warrabri man c.:.nd go to Yuondcr:ru 
and caus�! trouble the:rei or so:;1..;)th i ng. :.11 th.;: court 
c2.n do is to stop hirn from coming to Hcr!'".�nnsbur i:;  .,nd 
ca.using trouble. 
rm. PI.R::IBOULTJ.:, : That is anoth3r thing : the follow livin� �.t 
f.reyonga, thoy come out with a lot of grog from .".lies
Springs, �nd they might sell th::! ;;rog h.::r-:? 1 or t!10y 
might give p Goplo a drink - th-3ir fri�n::is, you JcnoV1 -
and after th::i.t they took off nnd the polics c::.n ' t  c-:-.tch the:. ,
and t'.le troubl:rn going on a.ftcr they l o::::.v-::.
HIS WOaSHIP : I don 1 t J.:nriw how you stop th.2 t. 
the answer. 
I ju st don 't know 
MR. PJ\.11::!ROULTJJ, : Then the mar-istra te goin g to bri:iz thi.s !'lan 
into the court - he '\ s only th,:: seco:1:l ::- :-,:., rie;ht? I 
run talk i ng about the first r:;an who gets :::..w2..y, all right? 
HIS 1,/0aS�-iIP : Yes. 
Kr-l. PI.R:s:rlOULTJil: ,�nd the second man goGs to gaal, ':mt I reel.on 
the magistrate should str.::i.ighton this first m2.n out -
put him into gaol. 
HIS WORSHIP: But he doe sn I t g,1t caught, you sec::. 
MR, PL.R:J:rtOULTJ/.: Yes, but if ho gets cccught - th-3 oolicc ch.J.ses 
him up - the police might ask him : where �o you get 
H1 /20/P:·i,'. 
Council 
this  drink frora? lie might say: oh, 1;,y ;'.reyonga 
friends. The policamnn might go out th8r 8 to 
;i.reyonga, nnd ha might b e  at the i.rcyong:i. ca::ip and th0y s3.y: 
oh, we clidn I t call you. You have got no right to como 
into our pJ.uc•). '.Lhe policcn,an might say: oh ,mll , 
forgot about it. We might RS well put this ont.? - thi s  
poor old man; he has bean drinlcing fro�:: som8b.:>dy ols.:: 
20 MR, P.".REHO!!LTJ :� 16/8/78 
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I want to sc8 ,  in th --, court , th8 !lngistr2.t<'! 
to ask this f8llow: where Qr c you fro:.1? - the .:'irst 
words - How long ho.v-.; you b c2n lisring in :i:1·m.:c:::-. .s'uurg? 
All right, another qur:stion: wher CJ did y,:,_, gGt thi. s 
drink from? h8 says, f'rcr.; so ond so - Zr-'.l;;i t!"J.is 
fellow ::-.nd this fellow - to find th� lc:-..ckr. If w::i 
could find th::l leaders \s"ho ar e c<1.using :.·.lJ. the tro·.ible,  
'iT-3 ar c eci::i� to be  f5 .. r.:i. sh.:.-?d� ,.·t� <..re goi:1;_� �=- be ri:;llt ) 
WC ar .a going to- b.,;, good.. _[f WC ar -:: g::;L-;_5 -::.0 kC8P 
on grabbing all tha�a littlJ ones - - -. 
Lik0 the big fella\.;) he 3t ..:�..l _ iCJ billion 
dollar s and this fellow might ste:d. just :;;1 0J, 000. The 
police, are going to cc.tch this felJ. :::,,, :, nd th.:m th0y 
c::.r.:i going to come in front of the ��gistr2.t0 - tl,i s 
poor old fellow, he might set 1 5  year s 2.nd thi s  fellow� 
h0 is going to go out. He has got �ore th3.n th3 
little one ·_ thd little i s  going to th:i big gaol and 
the other fellow, he is going to g"'t o·.;_t - just li\.:, 
t11a t. 
I reckon we have got to settl2 �'-lese fell -::-ws .  
The next time we have, Ein Abor j_gi!:al C0':1:'.,U!li ty  co'....:1cil 
meGting, then we ar e going to find the!"'.!. ':le kno1:! who 
they nre •· the J�boriginal fellows who �re supply-in_:; 
th8 grog in thG mission - a.r.d wa 2.r G going to bri.ng thc!:i 
in front of u s, WhGn 1-:e h.1.v0 this mo::eti ng. Tho 
commcni ty, our own po:)'.)10 1 s :·.bo:'ig,ml ,11c:Jti:;g : You 
ar c going to do thi s ;  you :.1re going to stop . You 
ar e going to cnrry or. this?  The fir st tic:e w0 so,3 
you do this 1 we ::,_ro going to send th8 po�.io 3 into your 
house. You are going to ask this polic_,!'!� :. for a 
search w2.rn.nt? Well, tho mo.gistrnt.c is  r- , ;; goi:!g to
give:) him a so:i.rch w2.rr2.nt. Th-J :,borir;i.,::.l commur::i ty 
council - we ar c not goine t�• write :i.t clo,.-m on :;i2;_) cr �  
we are going t o  tell him; /,11 right ,  ,-,c 1 -rill scttlo 
this man. ,·/8 will just go into his h�j'.l S c: , bring hir;; 
out nncl t:1.k-: hin out, a.rd not w�i t f'.Jr ,'.not::::!r r1'].�istra:tc 
for anothor f'our we-::k s ,  but straight o-.;_t ir:to the big 
court into Alice · scrinGs. 
HIS WO.lSHIP : I don 1 t know wheth2r that c o.n be done� :mt it is a 
good idea - but I don ' t  know tln t you ca:1 d-.:> it. I 
don I t know that the l,tw would allm, you t-'.J do it. StilJ. , 
you can try. Is there anythi.Dg else? 
:t-ffi. PJJ1J'.:ROULTJA; What WG are really worrfod about is th,i 
suff ering of our pcoplG from those dru.r� on p eoples. 
Fir st they hand out th:.c money - thG unc,mplcycds, or 
H1/21/Pd!. 
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t!Bir wort wagc,s. Th0y coma and g•Jt e;rog in thG 
fir st pJ.acc;  th�y for ge t about food for thGir 
famiH c,s - thoir wivGs and kids. They drink all tho:,.t 
drink, li!at up all that mone y, and than th�y conic back 
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l-0 Lh\.�i.r ,·r.!.. ·�· ..:;:i ..:..:hi t;hc wJ.f·...:.: hi ieht ru:1 a� .. ,:,.y sc:- :�:;.r::·.:.. r-,� 
or crying, someth i.ng li 1<c th?.t - he do0sn 1 t C(lre for 
tha kids - everyon :: wakes up fror.1 their �loep : wh:a.t 
is going 0,1? ;, bomb r.tust b� from •!ictn:-. - �� or fro:,1 
Ug:1n2.da - Idi .Amin must be dropping :i. bo,;:"'J in 
Hen1anr,sburg -- or whnt is going on? Ch, hell 1 wh"_t
is goi:-:z on'? J·\:1:l tl�•Jj- �-.J.Y, o:J, so �t�ld � :;  is ci.rur.al\. � 
Everybod y can ' t  ta]J< to this fellm,, he is  a dru�i<o::;n 
mo.n. The WC!!ln.n might run up t::i the polic� for .:>.. little 
hGlp :i.ncl th<J p ::,lic8 gi•;a hvlp , 2..n::i th0 � .;:-;; cb:,- he d0-1s 
t hat 2.�:1.in, �nd th-2! n c:-:t tiP:0hJ d J.:;£ ::..-:, ::.t ,:<!ts worse
and worse. · 
HIS '!!OrtSHIP; Th8 governm'3nt  gi·ns this r�::m::?y to pE:o"'.)lJ  ',,ho don •t 
work. 
MR. Pi.i:1EROULTJA: Yzs, I u,nderstand that. 
HIS WORSHIP: Th':)y shouldn 't spend it on liquor , tut th:;:y do, 
unfortunutely, and the kids and the wives go without .  
HR, P .  .R7s:rt01.JLTJli.: Yes , tms is :J.noth�r troubl-:; with th8 �:,en, you 
know. I fill out my applic;::.tion for th::, une:-;i'Jl0ycd, 
for r.1y wif,.i and. for rny k ·i ddi0s - I didn I t fill it out 
for r.iyself. Soc18 PGOplu 2.re all rit;lTi:. - they :-r:ust be 
youne p eopl,;), they ::12.y U<} not 1to.rricd, you k n o·.-,. 3ut 
there is  m0re troublG with th� people with th -.: biG 
families. 
HIS v10IlSHIP; Yes. 
ER, P.:'JL.::10ULTJJ,: I· understand thnt this h2.s got ncthing to do 
for you, or nothing to do with anybody e.1-s� - this 
uncmplC:{:.?:ir.t is fro;;i th0 govarn::i.:nt and ';,;l-.;y 1::.,; J to 
look after th.Jir -people, th0 gov-,rnm:rnt should thi�-; 
of som0thin g.  
HIS ;t;O�{S}!IP : They don ' t  really expect the pcopl·, t:1c.t th;,y 2.rc 
gi vin .'"S tl�u r.1oncy to •,::1st•J it - t!"°.!.CY e:-.:p:.:ct t:":B :7 tu use 
it wiuely, but th0y unfortum.tely d::-.� • t ,  ,-:-.:-:d th::y w.2ste 
it1 and th3y W'.l.ste :.t on li�u:::r ,  am it c,uses 2. lot 
of trou'Jlc 1 and :;: don ' t l�now '.,h::.t th , ,.'1S'.10r tc thc!.t 
one is Gither. There j_s not t,uc'.'1 I c£'.r. c.o c.':x>ut it 
::i.nyway. 
H1 /22/Pl--ii, 
Coun cil 
Gentlemen , if that is all you h:i.ve to SRY 
to me , thank you vr.;ry muc:i-i for coming. It h:1s bc-)11 
very inter csting tal!i:in g to you 7 and I un:ler st;;.nd so::ie 
of your problc,t�s a little better than I did before, 2.nd 
as I s:dd earlie:r, I will pass our cliscus sjons on to 
the  authorities, and it :;_s up to thc:r, to do sor.-:et;-,ir-.0 
if th..:y thin, th:it thoy should :io somcth lng. Onc0 c,go.in 
I t hc.nl< you for coming. 
Thank you . 
22 16/8/78 
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To : PR INCIPAL FIELD OFFICER 
R e :  REQUEST FOR PORT KEATS COURT SITTING FOLL01.·/-UP.  
Following the first sitting of the Port Keats C . S . J .  last 
Friday, 27 April , the Chi ef Magistrate , Mr. G .  Galvin ,  
requested that follow-up action be  taken by  a Field Officer 
from Correcti onal Servj.ces . Mr. Galvin reque sted he be 
�upplied with a report by Friday , 1 June ( prior to his next 
vi sit to Port Keats on 5 June ) . The report should detail 
what , if any , action had foll owed Mr . Galvin ' s  deci sions in 
the following matters : 
1 . Stanislaus  NINNAL 
2 .
2 x Wilful Damage 
1 x Armed with Offensive Weapon . 
Sentence :  
( i )  
( i i )  
( ii i )  
Barred from club for 3 months . 
1 month s bush training wi th Tribal Elders . 
1 0  days unpaid work for community . 
Peter CA��YI (CUMAIYI) 
I llegal Use 
Drive in Manner Dangerous 
Drive Unlicensed . 
Sentence : 
( i )  Di squalified from driving 3 month s .  
( i i ) 1 month s bush training with Tribal Elders. 
( ii i )  1 0  days unpaid work for community . 
- 1 2 4 -
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3 . Frank BUNDUK 
4 .  
Malicious Damage . 
Sentence :  
( i )  · Barred from club for 3 months.  
( i i ) · 1 0  days unpaid work fo·r community . 
Andrew Majindi :MAJ.INDI 
B . E . S .  
Sentence :  
( i )  Barred from club for 3 months . 
( ii ) 1 months bush training with Tribal Elders . 
C:ypi ian NGARRI 
Drive unregistered and uninsured . 
Sentenc e :  
Disqualified from driving for 2 months . 
6 .  Peter NULJULA 
7 .
Drink Methylated Spirits . 
Sentence :  
( i ) Barred from club for 3 months . 
( i i ) 1 0  days unpaid work for community . 
Angelo KUNGUL 
Drink Methylated Spirits .
Sentence :  
( i )  Barred from club for 3 months . 
( i i ) 1 0  days unpaid community work . 
All the above offenders have the same (Murinbata) tribal 
affiliation . The Elders concerned are Felix Bunduk , 
Bernard Jabinee , Jumbo Dulla and Patrick Nudjula . 
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The following offenders have the same (Muringair) tribal 
affiliation .  The Elders concerned are Colin \'!anja,  
Jimmy Long , John Numa , Fabian and Terry. 
Jude LANTJIN  
Drink Methylated Spirits . 
Sentence :  
( i )  
( ii )  
( ii i )  
( iv) 
Suspended 1 month gaol . 
1 0  days unpaid work for community . 
1 months bush training with · .El.der s .  
Barred from club for 3 months . 
Bed e  Lantjin LANTJIN 
Drink Methylated Spirits . 
Sentenc e :  
( i )
( ii )
( ii i )  
( iv) 
Suspended 1 month gaol . 
1 0  days unpaid work for community� 
1 months bush training with Elders . 
Barred from club for 3 months . 
Jeremy wur�JAR .
Drink Methylated Spirits . · 
Sentence :  
( i )
( i ; ) 
( ii i )  
( iv) 
Suspended 1 month gaol . 
1 0  days unpaid work for community . 
1 months bush training with Elders . 
Barred from club for 3 months .  
Gilbert KURRI 
Drink Methylated Spirits . 
Sentence :  
( i )  
( ii )
( i ii )  
Civ) 
Suspended 1 month gaol . 
1 0  days unpaid work for c ommunity . 
1 -months bush training with Elders . 
Barred from club for 3 months . 
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Virgil WARNIR 
Drink Methylated Spirits . 
Malicious Damage . 
Sentence :  
( i )  Suspended 1 month gaol . 
( i i ) 10  days unpaid work for community . 
( i i i )  1 4  days suspended gaol cumulative . on 
months sentence .  
( iv) 1 months bush training with Elders . 
( v) Banned from club for 3 months .
the 
Bernard Jabine e  although of Murinbata affiliation represented  
both groups in much of  the Courtroom discussion between the 
Elders and the Chief  Magistrate and he has accepted the role 
of our liai son contact.  
In making the orders concerning the performance. of  unpaid 
work for the comrnuni ty , the Chi ef Magi strate ··suggested that 
the work should be done on the basis of one day per week, 
the wages for that day going to the " KARDUNUMIDA" ,  which 
translates as the Committee of Port Keats ( the term the Elders 
prefer to the Council ) . However, the Chief Magistrate indicated 
he did not object if the unpaid work was done on more than 
one day in any one week . 
To check out the progress of the Chief Magistrate ' s  orders 
the following contacts should be made :  
1 ) Catholic  Mission authorities for permission 
·to travel to Port Keats and enable accommodatio'n
to be  arranged ,
2 )  Contact with Port Keats authorities on arrival , 
-5-
3) Contact with applicable  Elders and 
Bernard Jabinee,  
4 )  Contact with Port Keats office administrative 
s taff re transfer of offenders ' wage deducted.. 
to  the Kardunumida , Port K eats , 
5 )  Visit  t o  club premises t o  see what step s  have 
been taken to enforce the ban clause .on the 
various  offenders , and 
6)  Contact with the Port Keats Police for their 
comments on tne progress of the orders .  
The Chi ef Magi strate stressed after the Court hearing that 
the success  or otherwi se of h i s  atteQpt at the hearing to 
involve the whole community in the treatment a�d s entencing 
of offenders depended greatly on the follow-u� that ensued . 
He would expect a Field Officer ' s report prior to his next 
visit  to Port Keats on 5 June.  
D .  Orr . 
1 May 1 9 7.9 
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To :  DEPUTY DIRECTOR (FIELD) 
Through : PRINCIPAL FIELD OFFICER 
Re :  REPORT ON FIELD TRIP TO PORT KEATS 23 .5 .79 
(NOW KNOWN AS WARDERR) 
Purpos e  of Fi eld Trip 
At request of Director,, follow up sent"ences handed down 
by Mr . G .  Galvin , C . S . M .  at first �itting of Port Keats 
Court held on 27 April 1 979 . Inveitigate and report on 
current situation. 
General 
Following instructions to proceed to Warderr for an 
investigation and report for the Chief Mazistrate as 
above , arrangements were made for me to visit the area 
on 1 7  May . These arrangements were made after being 
assured that the Aboriginal acting as a �iaison person 
between the various tribal elders,  the Court and Correct­
ional Services> would be available for interview. 
After advice on the afternoon of 1 6  May that the liaison 
person would not be available for interview on 1 7  May as  
he  was out bush but would be  available the following week, 
arrangements were then made to visit Warderr on 23 May. 
Usual courtesy advice  was g iven to Catholic Mission 
Headquarters and p ermission to visit was granted . A 
requ est was made to the 0-I -C at the police P�blic 
Relations Unit , for Port K eats police assistance-and 
co-operation . 
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Before leaving for Warderr on 23 May I was · informed 
that the Aboriginal liai son person would not be avail­
able_ for interview as he was still out bush . He  would 
be in Darwin on Thursday , 24 May , however ,  I was told . 
Under the c ircumstances I considered it desirable to 
proceed with my vi sit on 23 May as planned . ·  I intended 
to:  
( i )  question various persons about the effect­
iveness  or otherwi se of the orders banning 
c ertain offenders from attending the evening 
sessions at the Club at Warderr . 
( ii )  question Mission administrative staff about 
the effectiveness or otherwi se of the orders 
requiring the provi sion bf free work to the 
community by some offender s .  
( ii i )  investigate the situation generally i n  respect 
to those orders requiring certain offenders to 
attend bush camps with tribal E�ders .  
On arrival at Warderr I was met by a Missto� Brother who 
informed me  that because of a set of events involving 
alleged larceny of community funds by a former employee 
at Port Keats Mission he was unavoidably committed to long 
discussions that day with various investigating officers . 
Neither he nor his staff had the time to fully di scuss the 
work orders made by the Chief �agistrate . The Brother 
assured m e ,  however,  that so�e , not all , of the offenders 
had had pay deducted from them and thi s  had been transferred 
to the Kardunurnida ( as previously reported,  the Aboriginals 
preferred name for 11 Counci l" ) .  The Brother said those who 
had not had any pay deducted had not been in any· employment 
since •  the date of the Court hearing on 27 Apri l .  My under­
standing of the Brother ' s  next remarks were tbat arrangements 
were being made to provide some em�loyment for these offenders _ 
so that the Chief Magi strates ' s  orders could b e  followed . 
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The Brother , though quite courteous ,  was obviously 
busy and our conversati�n was of a very rushed and 
limited nature . A s  he i s  the advisor to the Kardunumi da ,  
thi s  was unfortunate . 
Enquiries were then made at the Police Station. Both · 
the two regular policemen there were absent; one on a 
brief holiday and the other attending a s  a witness at 
an Alice Springs Court . The relieving constable  was 
shown a copy of my previous report to you detailing the 
offenders , and the orders made against them. The con­
stabl e ,  obviously not au fait with �he offenders named , 
was not able to provide me with much information . 
However, he did adv�se that one of the Brothers acted 
, in the capacity of Supervi sor at the Club each night , and 
excluded people barred from the Club , including those 1 0  
ordered by the Court at the 2 7  April sitting . 
Following thi s  information I spoke to the ·Brother con­
cerned who verified the constabl e ' s comments . The orders 
debarring the offenders were b�ing adher�d: to , said the 
Brother .  There had been one incident of one offender 
attempting to break the Chief Magi strate ' s  order but the 
Brother had thwarted the attempt . The Brother added he 
did not parti cularly like the authoritarian supervisor ' s 
role at the Club . A t  thi s stage , however, he did not 
consider the Aboriginals themselves would be able to 
police the court orders concerning Club attendance .  
No  Aboriginal Elders were available for di scu s sion 
about the effectiveness ,  or otherwis e ,  of the Cpief 
Magi�trate ' s  orders .  
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On making enquiries re· the Aboriginal liaison person, 
I was told he would not be in Darwin on Thursday 24 May 
but would be arriving next week to attend East Arm Hospital 
for a hand operation . He i s  expected to b e  in Darwin for 
some days . Subject to his agreement I prop?se to interview . 
him should you agree durir.g hi s stay in Dar�in . 
I t  i s· recommended that . a  copy of this  report be given to 
the Chief Magi strate prior to his planned visit to 
Warderr soon. 
It is further recommended another field · trip be made to 
Warderr in 3/4 weeks time . 
D .  Orr 
FIELD OFFICER 
25 May 1 979 
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TABLE 4 
Clients of the Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service ,  
by Address and Sex, 1973 to ?y!id-1979 
Number of Clients (a) Client/ Multiple-Case Clients 
Males Females Persons Popula- Percent 
tion Rate of Clients 
Address (b) Percent (c) Persons (e) 
Alice Springs 550 190 750 17 7 . 3 25·0 34 
Hennannsburg* 360 10 370 8 9 . 5  120 32 
Lajarrrum* 220 70 290 6 8 . 2  50 17 
Papunya* 450 70 520 12 20 . 0 130 25 
Tennant Creek 160 40 190 4 9 . 7 40 19 
Warrabri* 740 10 250 6 9 . 6 140 57 
Yuendumu* 260 260 6 5 . 7 140 55 
Central ) nei 
Australian) (f) 660 130 790 18 1 .  7 140 18 
other Places 170 70 240 5 0 . 2 10 5 
Not Stated 540 280 820 18 n .a .  50  6 
Total (b) 3 , 610 880 4 , 490 100 1 , 080 24 
nei - not ·elsewhere included. n . a. - not applicable . 
(a) Figures in this table refer to clients , not cases . That is , a client that was 
represented by the CAAL.7\S more than once was counted only on the first occasion.
(b) If a column or a rCJ.N does not add up to the total shown, it is because the 
figures have been rounded off to the nearest ten .
(c) Nurrber of clients as a percentage of population per annum. Population figures
were derived from 1976 census results for the Aboriginal population.
(d) Clients who were represented by the CAALAS rrore than once .
(e) Multiple-case clients as a percentage of total clients with each address .
(f) No other locality turned up frequently enough to be shewn separately.
* These are the only Aboriginal communities in Central Australia with a police
station.
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(d)
